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PRICE TEN CENTS

• i

Four Arraigned

Council

On Tipsy Driving

Three Members to

Counts

in

Court

Board

Four persons were arraigned on
drunk driving charges in Municipal Court the last few days.
Kenneth Klomparens, 28, of 130
Clover Ave., who was arraigned
Dec. 31, was sentenced to serve 10
days and pay $69.70.
Edward Walters, 47, of 736
Myrtle, paid fine and costs of
$109.70 when arraigned Dec. 31 on
a drunk driving charge.
Martin De Bidder, 45, of 71
Manley Ave., who was arraigned

Tuesday on

Renames

of

Review

Stanley Cnrtii Takes

Oath

as

New Member

From the

tJMii

^

1

Ward

City Council disposed of considerable business at a regular meeting
Wednesday night covering an hour
and 10 minutes.

.1

i

a

First

$

Council reappointed City Attorney James E. Townsend and City
Engineer Jacob Zuldema as officer members and Neal Wiersma
as citizen member of the Board
of Review, the first two to serve
one-year terms and t third a
three-year term. Council voted to
continuecompensationfor Board
of Review members at $8 a day.
Mayor Robert Visscher deferred
action on his appointments of two
members to the Planning Com-

drunk driving
charge, was sentenced to serve 10
days and pay fine and costs of $75.
If fine and costs are not paid he
must serve an additional30 days.
George M. Wright, 62, of 321
River Ave., arraigned Tuesday on
a drunk driving charge, was sentenced to serve 10 days and pay
/(
IT:''
$75 fine.
John Lester, 24, of 360 River
mission.
I
(Penno-Sos photo) Ave., failed to appear at trial Dec.
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
30 on a drunk driving charge. He
administered the oath of office to
was arrested following an accident
Stanley (Doc) Curtis as councilman
Dec. 23. Lester previously lived in
’
one of the southern states.
of the first ward and Mayor
Visscher welcomed the new counAllen K. Burke, 17, route 1,
TWIN GIRLS BORN
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Christmas Eve babies were the last set born at
Hudsonville, was arraigned Tuescilman.
Tucker, route 5, are the proud parents of twins,
the hospital in 1955. Two sets of twins have
day on a liquor-in-car charge and
Council voted to continue a perSharleneRae and Janice Kay, that were born
been born so far in 1956 at the local hospital. mit granted Feb. 14, 1951, to Sinwas sentenced to pay fine and
Members of Junior Welfare Leacosts of $54,70 or serve 45 days. He
Dec. 24, 1955 at Holland Hospital.The
(Sentinel photo)
clair Refining Co. to erect a servgue will launch their second anHolland area druggists were hon- was committed.
ice stationat the northwest corner
nual “Peanuts for Polio” camLawrence J. Palmer, 18, Grand
ored guests of The DePree Comof Eighth and Mill Sts. The compaign in Holland this weekend..
pany
at a 50th anniversary dinner Rapids, was arraigned Tuesday in
pany plans to proceed with conLeague members vill be stationWednesday night in the Tulip Room connection with the same case,
structionnext May.
ed at various business establishpleaded guilty to a charge of perof the Warm Friend Tavern.
A fire protection agreement for
ments Friday from 5 to 9 p.m. and
mitting an intoxicated person to
Admitted to Holland Hospital
the Howard Johnson restaurant in
In
welcoming
the
guests,
Willis
Saturday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
drive a car and was sentenced to
Ti esday were David Mulling, 252
Fillmore Township as requested by
A. Diekema, president of the comto conduct the sale for the benefit
pay fine and costs of $54.70 or In
East Ninth St.; Bob Vandcn Bos,
Robert Vander Hooning was tabled
pany,
told. them any organization
The
Vocational
Agriculture
Deof the Polio Foundation. All proserve 45 day£ He also was com1699 South Shore Dr.; Dale Downin view of the fact that all -outside
Wednesday morning s two power
ceeds of the project will be turn- partment of Holland High School that could continue operations for mitted.
ing, 144’, i East 18th St.; George
50 years proved that it was solid
Ottawa County deputies today fire agreements are currently unfailures were caused by a short in
ed over to the polio fund.
Robert Lee Dirkse, 19, Of 867
will sponsor an adult evening class since so many companieswent out
Menken, route 4; Norman Vrugder study. ,
Mrs. John De Haan, Jr., and Mrs.
West 25th St., appeared Tuesday the automatic steam shutoff on a gink, 231 East Cherry, Zeeland; were investigatingreports of
in agriculture at Hamilton public of existenceafter a few years time.
Council approved a, Board of
turbine,
Rendleman,
William Appledorn, Jr., are chafron a charge of speeding 65 miles
Cordelia Ann Moore, route 2, West thefts from two rural mall boxes Public Works recommendation tor
Diekema paid tribute to Louis
school.
superintendent
of
the
Board
of
in a 25-milezone and paid fine and
men of the “Peanuts for Polio”
OliVe; Terry Simmons, 18 East The losses could run into thou- a change order on the contract
Public Works, said today.
The first meeting is scheduled Lawrence, Michigan district sales costs of $54.70.
project.Captains for the sale and
12th St.; James Jonkman, 676 State sands of dollars.
with Getman Bros, covering substimanager, who had planned and arRendleman said the device would
John Hoffman, 52, of 583 Graaftheir “stations” are Mrs. John Tuesday night, Jan. 10 at 8 p.m.
ranged the dinner and then could schap Rd., was arraigned Tuesday be taken apart and reassembled. St.; Arthur Unruh, 120 West 31st
Deputy Len Ver Schure said he tution of iron spot brick for ex.Vander Broek and Mrs. Paul At this first meeting a course of
St.; Mrs. Jay Scholten, 87 West
not attend because of doctor's orwas
notifiedthat parcels and let- terior of tow service pumping staHe
said
the
final
repair
might
inon a fellpnious assault charge and
Winchester, Vans Market; Mrs.
31st St.; Mrs. Leonard Raterink,
study and number of meetings will ders. A tape recording of the en- was bound over to Circuit Court volve a burned out coil. Power
ters
are
missing from mall boxes tion at $381 and a bronze tablet
Robert Kuiper, Du Mez; Mrs. Ken229 Lincoln, Zeeland.
tire program was made for Lawof Simon Sybesma, 980 South Shore for the station costing $175 for a
to appear Jan. 9 at 10 a.m. Bond failed twice In certain sections of
neth Etterbeek, Penny store; Mrs. be determined by the members
DischargedTuesday were Mrs.
rence.
Dr. and Don Mokma, North Shot* total addition to change order of
the city Wednesday ranging from
of $2,000 was not furnished.
Don Miller,Sears store, and Mrs. present.
Milton Barkel and baby, 200 West
$556.
De
Pree
executive
personnel
Wilbur Eugene Shaw, 19, of 144 15 minutes to close to an hour and 19th St.; Mrs. Frank Gonzales and Dr.
L. W. Lamb, Jr., Peoples State
Possibilitiesin the course of were introduced by Diekema. Paul
A contract to purchase 125,000
a
half.
East
18th
St.,
pleaded
guilty
WedVer
Schure
said
a
large
package
l.ank (hours at the bank will be study could be— Dairy, Poultry,
Smith,
president of the Holland nesday to a charge of contributing Rendleman said plans are pro- baby, 253 East Ninth St.; Mrs. of letters left for Sybesma, who is gallons of No. 5 fuel oil for Qyic
1 to 3 and 5:30 to 7:30 on Friday Beef and Swine Management,
Druggists Association, introduced to the delinquency of a minor and gressing for the tie-in with Con- Robert Grebcl, 247 West 22nd St.; Park Township treasurer,was not Center and Holland Hospital for
At Tuesday evening’s meeting, Farm Accounting,Soil and Ero- the Holland area druggists.
Frank Ten Have, 321 West 13th
1956 was awarded to Industrial
was placed on probation for six sumers Power Co., for standby
in the box when Sybesma went to
League members bagged hundreds sion Management. Crop ProducFuel Oil Corp. at a cost of 9.25
An interlude of harmony was pro- months. One of the conditionswas electricalservice. Engineering St.; Martin Van Beek, 176 West get his mail Wednesday.
of pounds of peanuts in prepara- tion, Mock Farming, Blueberry
cents a gallon, with the undervided by the Hollandaires. The that he serve 15 days in the county plans will be available shortly 19th St.; Bob Vanden Bos, 1699
tion for the sale. Pictured at work Production. Chore Time Efficiency,
On Tuesday a smaller bundle standingthat the price is not to
South Shore Dr.; George Menken,
quartet dedicated an encore to jail immediately.
after which the Board of Public route 4.
are, left to right, Mrs. G.S. Mac- Landscaping, Etc.
of letters contained nearly $5,000 exceed or drop more than a half
Mr. Lawrence. Two of the young
Rex Loran Webbert, 17, of 248 Works will advertise for bids on a
Kenzie, Mrs. Carl C. Van Raalte,
Hospita' birth* include a daugh- in checks as payments for pro- cent during the year.
With the present decline in farm women had been former employes West 13th St., pleaded guilty to a
substation to be built in the local ter, Deborah Sue. born Tuesday to perty taxes. “
Mrs. Don Lievense, Mrs. James prices, better management, better
Council voted to discharge the
of the De Pree Company.
charge of larceny of a fish shanty area. City Council okayed the arMooi, Mrs. Appledorn and Mrs. De
Sg . andiMrs. Duwane Graydon,
Missing from Mokma's mail box Q vie Center advisory committee,
farm efficiency and general "Know •“Early Memories of the De Pree and will return for sentence Jan. rangement last Oct. 5.
Haan, Mrs. Robert Kuiper, Mrs. How” is needed to keep farm in40& North Elm St., Zeeland; a was a large parcel. Another par- with a letter of thanks to be sent
Company” were given by Jim “Mr. 11.
The board is contributing$26,500 daughter bom Tuesday to Mr. and
Lewis Vande Bunte and Mrs. John
cel, also left at the saipe time to the three members. This comcomes up.
Vitamin” De Piee, vice president. Homer Louis Blackman, 26, toward the tie-in line from ConBagladi, and Mrs. Charles KnooiMrs. Paul Ried, 144 East 16th St.; was found alongside the road
mittee was particularlyactive in
The
public is invited to attend, He amusdfl the audience with re- route 4, pleaded guilty Wednesday sumers Power sources to the local
huizen (seated on
•
a son born Tuesday to Mr. and mile away.
helping Council determine policies
to a beer-to-minor charge and was plant, and will install its own subcollections
of
pioneer
days
in
the
Mrs. Robert Morris, 1660 State St.;
The “bagging” session followed a course fee of 50 cents will be developmentof products from fu- sentencedto pay $57.50 or serve
Ver Schure said postal authori- governing the use of Civic Center
station. In all, the BPW invest- a son, Jeffery Craig, bom today to
A special committee working
a business meeting conductedby charged.
ties
have been notified and are ex
migatorsto present day products. 30 days.
ment in the projectwill involve ap- Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vander Hie,
Mrs. Paul Winchester, president.
a
contract with the Junior ChamOthers
paying
fines
were
Kenpected to augment their investiga
John Kettlewell,assistantto the
proximately $145,000. This Is ex- 172 Reed Ave.
ber of Commerce for operating the
Reports were given on the Christneth A. Mast, 23, of 1221 West 32nd clusive of a large investment for
tion.
president,
closed
the
program
with
concessionat Civic Center submas baskets for needy families,a Grace Church
St., speeding, $15; Robert Vander
Admitted to Holland Hospital
a visual aid talk.
Consumers Power Co.
children'sparty given during the Council Has Election
mitted a slightly revised contract
Wednesday were Thora Skow, 106
Leek, 18, of 235 West 22nd St.,
The
inter-change agreement is
Grand Committeewoman tabled from two weeks ago, which
Christmas season with Mrs. Bill
stop sign causing accident, $12;
West
11th St.; Edward Oosterbaan,
a reciprocal arrangement whereCouncil adopted. The committee
Arendhorstas chairmen,and the
The Woman's Qouncil of Grace Work Among Indians
John Homeniuk, 27, of 433 Colum- by the city will provide power to 299 West 14th St.; Walter Kielton, Speaks at OES Meeting
consisted of Councilmen La verne
Candy Cane Charity Ball.
Episcopal Church met in the
bia Ave., speeding,$22; LeRoy
835 Woodbridge;Herman De Vries,
Described at Meeting
Consumers Power in case of emerparish house Wednesday afternoon
Compagner, 19, of 121 North Fair- gencies there. The BPW had been 118 East Ninth St.; Mrs. Avert
Mrs. Illah De Boer, grand com Rudolph, Raymond Holwerda and
to organize for 1956.
The Missionary group of the Wo- banks, speeding(two tickets), $27. working on such a plan with Con- Vannette, 135 West 35th St.; Mrs. mitteewomanon publicity, was John Vander Broek.
Later in the meeting a man in
John Gaylord, route 1, Fennville; guest of Holland Chapter, No. 429
In electionof officers, Mrs. men's Guild of Third Reformed Willard Bearss, 67, of 2072 lee- sumers since 1948.
4
the
audience who identifiedhimway,
right
of
way,
$17;
Martin
Jayne
Looman,
37
Vander
Veen;
Irvin De Weerd was reelected Church held its regular monthly
OES, at the regular meeting Tues
Diane Dykstra, route 2; Garth day night. She explained the wor self as Bill Heeringa posed three
president; Mrs. Clarke Field was meeting in the church parlors Vander Vliet, of 55 East 35th St.,
Kaashoek, 3755 Lee St., Hudson- thy grand matron's project for the questions to Council: the reason
named vice president; Mrs. Law- Wednesday afternoon. The presi- stop sign, $5; Forest Wilson, 34, Mrs. Jennie Klempel
ville.
new year. Mrs. De Boer and her for removing the former operator
rence M. Williams, secretary, and dent, Mrs. J. Van Zomeren, open- of 553 Grove Ave., speeding, $10;
Dies at Grand Haven
husband,
Neil, are from Vista Chap- of the concession, why was he not
Mrs. Elmer J. Rowder, treasurer. ed the meeting with meditations Lawrence Baldridge, of 21b West
Discharged Wednesday were
notifiedin a gentleman-like man14th St., right of way, $12; Donald
ter, OES, Ada.
on the theme “God Needs Us."
David
Mulling,
252
East
Ninth
St.;
During
the
business
session,
St.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)SAUGATUCK (Special) - Four
nets instead of reading it in the
L. Stepka, route 3, speeding, $10;
Mrs.
J.
Potter
introduced
the
Mrs.
Harold
Veldheer,
worthy
Cordelia
Ann
Moore,
route
2,
West
Mrs. Jennie Klempel,69, route 2,
Holland youths Wednesday admit- Catherine's Guild announced plans
Bobby G. Whitaker, 19, Fennville,
newspaper, and If a change were
matron,
presided
and
announced
a
speaker,
Joe
Muyskens,
of
Western
for the annual congregational
Grand Haven, died this morning in Olive; Mrs. Donald Vanden Berg
ted their part in damaging the ildesirable why was it not put up
Theological Seminary who had excessive speed, $10.
Municipal Hospital. She became and baby, route 4; Mrs. Francis special meeting for initiation on
luminated star atop Mt. Baldhead supper and meeting Tuesday evenfor bids?
Cornelius Nyhoff, Jr., 27, of 128
Jan.
10.
Plans
were
also
announcserved
the
past
summer
as
a
misForsten and baby, 25 la East 13th
followingtheir arrest earlier in the ing, aJn. 10. Preliminary plans
Walnut, careless driving, $22; critically ill Monday when admitCouncilmanRudolph said Council
were made for the annual conven- sionary among the Omaha Tribe Marvin John Vander Meulen, 37, ted to the hospital.She was born St.; Mrs. Harvey Nienhuis and ed for a card party on Jan. 31.
day.
already had delayed the contract
Other
guests
at
the
meeting
were
of
Indians
at
Macy,
Neb.
Muysbaby,
route
3Mrs.
Carl
Woldering
Jennie Beekman in Grand Haven
Pleading guilty to disorderlycon- tion of women of the Diocese of
kens accompaniedhis talk with route 1, Dorr, driving without township Nov. 4, 1886 and was and baby, 245 West 24th St.; Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Walker of Newberry with the Jayees two weeks, partly
duct charges before Justice L. L. Western Michigan, to be held at
lights causing accident, $10; Ronbecause of possible approaches by
movies, showing pictures of the
married in 1909 to Leonard Lena Clark, 351 Central; Mrs. Jay Luce Chapter.
were Robert Lee Grace Church May 22 and 23. Mrs.
ald Edgar Green, of 167 West 40th
other service clubs but no one had
Social
committee
for
the
evening
month-long
series
of
pow-wows
by
Klempel,well -known dairyman Scholten, 87 West 31st St.; Mrs.
Dirkse, 19. of 867 West 25th St.; Warren S. Merriam of Holland is
St. speeding. $12.
was Mrs. Jud Hohl, Mrs. Wayne come up during that period. Counwhich the Indians glory in their
MaybelleGraham, route 4.
Arthur Teske, 20, of 447 Howard vice president of the diocesan woPaying
$1
parking
costs were ana founder of Klempel’s Dairy.
Mowery and Mrs. Anthony cilman Holwerda explained that the
past. Pictures of the Indian homes
men’s
organization.
Hospital births include a daughAve.; Alvin Overkamp,19, route
Arthur Van Eck, of 88 East Ninth He died May 24, 1942. She was a
city actually was the operator of
Michaelson.
and
the
contrasting buildings of
The council made plans for a
1 and Wayne Elgcrsma,19, of 167
St.; Betty Schaap, of 892 Harvard member of First Reformed Church ter, Sharon I/ca, born Wednesday
the concession in that it purchased
the white man and of the mission
and
the
Mission
Circle
and
had
series of Lenten suppers to be
to Mr. and Mrs. Warren Townsend,
East 37th St.
Dr.; George Rogers, Ashville,
all the supplies and kept all the
also were shown with the activiN.C.; Preston Cook, route 3, Zee- attended church services this past Jr., route 2. Zeeland; a son, Danny Audio-Visual Aid Group
Each paid fine and costs of $35. sponsored by the. various guilds
books and had operatedas such
ties of missionaries in that field.
Sunday.
Joe, born Wednesday to Mr. and
Two other warrants have been is- Thursday evenings during Len, After the businessmeeting, in land.
for the first year on the advice of
Plans
Meeting
Sunday
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. Mrs. Jay Hoffman, 1843 Ottawa
sued for other local youths also beginning Feb. 23.
the Civic Center Advisory commitcharge of the president, tea was
Albert (Alma) Munch, with whose Beach Rd.; a son born Wednesday
Mrs. De Weerd, who presided,
believed to have been involved.
tee. During that year, he said, no
served by the hostesses,Miss Nel- County Records First
Holland
Audio-Visual
Aid
Associfamily she resided in the township; to Mr. and Mrs. Dalwyn Vander
The initial warrant was obtained appointed a committee to plan re- le Ver Meuelen and Mrs. G.
ation will meet at 3 p.m. Sunday person challenged the city’s right
a son, Leonard of Grand Haven; Kamp, 187 East 27th St.
Polio Case of 1956
by South Haven State Police and activationof the woman's auxiliary Flikkema.
at Zion IjjlheranChurch, 31st and to operate the concession,although
three brother:,, William Beekman
Allegan deputies. The others in of the parish in the near future.
A son, Michael, born today to Pine. Material will center around he felt strongly himself that the
GRAND HAVEN (Speci all- of Grand Haven township, Fred of Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Wierda, 24 Mi the Easter story.
the group were rounded up by
city should not be in the “peanue”
ot tawa county Tuesday reported Nunica and Albert of
Group
to Hear
Holland police after investigation.
West 17th St.; a daughter, Deborah
The
film, “Miracle of Love,” business.
Gerrit H. Lubbers, 78,
Haven; three sisters, Mrs. Ruth, born today to Mr. and Mrs.
its first polio case of 1956,
Junkerman said he and the enCouncilmanBernice Bishop
will be previewed along with the
Mental Health Talks
The victim is William Langlois, Henrietta Roossien of Pomona, Edmund McManama, LSli West film strip, “The Resurrection,” pointed out that the Jaycees expect
tire community of Saugatuck are Succumbs at Pine Rest
Calif.,
Mrs.
Sena
Pellegrom
of
29, Coopersville, who became ill
grateful to Holland officers for
On Jan. 9, Dr. William Lawrence Dec. 27 and entered Butterworth Eastmanville and Mrs. Fred Kieft Ninth St.; twin sons born today to and three film strips, “Singing to use all its concession proceeds
Gerrit H. Lubbers, 78, of Holland
work they did in clearing up the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilson, route 6. Praises to Jesus," “He Is Risen” for services to the city.
of the Special Education DepartHospital Dec. 31. His illness was of Grand Haven township; also
route 6, died at Pine Rest Sanitarcase.
and “Betrayalin Gethsemane.”
There was a considerable disment
of Michigan State Normal
ium Thursday afternoon. He had
diagnosed on Monday as polio. His four grandchildren.
Members
are asked to bring cussion during a fire district hearCollege will speak to members of
On Saturdayat 1:30 p.m. a pri- St. Monica’s Guild
condition is fair.
been a patient there for the last
their lists of visual aids owned by ing on the applicationof Stuart E.
t! • Ottawa Association for RetardFour Drivers Appear
two weeks.
Langlois has two children, ages vate prayer service will be held at
their churches or organizations. Boyd on behalf of Ottawa Realty
Elects New Ollicers
ed Children.
He is survived by one daughter,
5 and 2li. He is employed at the family home followed by pub
Everyone interested in audio-visual Co. for permission to alter a wood
For Drivipg Examination
The
meeting will be held at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Harold J. Le Febre of LodgeBarnes Construction Co. in Grand lie services at 2 p.m.^aV Van
Officers were elected by mem- aid for religious teaching is in- frame storage buildingin the vicinat Kalamazoo YW’CA on the subpole, S. D.; one son, Henry H. of
Zantwick Funeral C h a p e 1. The bers of St. Monica’s Guild of vited.
Rapids.
GRAND
(Special)
ity of Holland Furniture Co. Council
ject of “Brain Injury and MongoRev. Harland Steele will officiate. Grace Episcopal Church Tuesday
Four persons appeared before a Holland; seven grandchildren; two lism.”
approved the application 8 to 1,
sisters, Mrs. J.H. Bonzelaar of
Burial
will
be
in
Lake
Forest
evening at the parish hall.
representativeof the Secretary of
with Councilman John Van Eerden
A
meeting
within
the
county
will Resthaven Board Meets,
Peter
Ver
Schure
Holland; and Mrs. Ben Lugers of
Cemetery.
Mrs. Kenneth J. Steggerdawas
State’soffice here Thursday for
dissenting.
be held by the OARC Jan. 12 at
elected president; Mrs. Charles Dies at Hospital
reexaminationof their operator’s Grand Rapids; two brothers, Grand Haven Senior High School, Reports on Finances
Council okayed a city manager’s
Albert
and
John
Lubbers
of
Hollicense.
Boys Basketball Program Lininger,vice president; Mrs.
recommendationto phrehase a parat
7:45
p.m.
Speaker
will
be
Mrs.
John R. Matchinsky, reelected secPeter Ver Schure, 88, of 168 East cel of land on the east side of the
Gerald Wayne Derby, 22, route land; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Johan- Geraldine Kleynenberg,public The Resthaven Board of Trustnes Lubbers of Holland; and a
ees met at the home of Trustee Continues in Local Gyms
retary, and Mrs. Leonard Stiller, Fifth St, died Wednesday at 9 p.nt city located just south of 10th St.
4, Holland, was given six month’s
health
nurse
for
Ottawa
County
brother-in-law,John Jipping of
and Mrs. Wilbert Van Appledorn
reelected treasurer. Mrs. Albert in Holland Hospital. He had been if extended between Lincoln and
probation.
Board of Health.
The Holland Recreationdepart- Brewster was elected representa- ill for soiAe time.
HoUand.
on Tuesday evening at 8:15 p.m.
Jerry Van Hekken, 18, of 162
FairbanksAve. for $350, the price
_ New officershave been elected
The treasurer's report showed ment's basketball program will be tive to the Woman’s Council.
West 35th St., was given a 30-day
Born in 1867 in the Netherlands, to be charged to the Motor Vehicle
by the county group. They are
resumed
Saturday
at the various
Mrs. Gorge Aye. retiringpresi- he came to this country at the Highway Fund. Hie property is 100
suspension
$1,807.15 in the Current Fund and
CUHordKole Dies
president,Forest Koning, Coopersplay centers, Joe Moran, recrea- dent, conducted the meeting.
13,773.27 in the Building Fund. The
William J. Pressley, 38, of 1112
age of 20. He worked for the Pere by 120 feet and adjoins city-owned
ville; vice president and director
tion directorreported today.
Sheldon Rd., and Robert Lpe Hits- At Home in Detroit
indebtedness is at present $9,000.
Marquetterailroadas a warehouse property to the east
to the state board, Eugene PofaM,
Fourth graders will be at Long
man, 15, of 133 Elliot St., both of
Final payment of $550 on the
foreman for 50 years, until his reA first reading was held on a
fellow School; fifth graders at Van Fennville Couple to
Clifford J. Kole, 46, of 16503 Five Grand Haven; secretary, Grace
Grand Haven, had their .licenses
Building contract was ordered
tirement 20 years ago. Mr. Ver revision of the 1949 nationalbuildOberloh,
Grand
Haven;
treasurer,
Raalte
and
sixth
graders
at
JefPoints Road, Detroit, 19, died sudrevoked.
paid. Several minor matters were
Schue also served as alderman of ing code.
Celebrate Anniversary
ferson School.The seventh graders
denly Wednesday of a heart at- Mrs. V. Van Oosterhout, Holland; discussed.
the first ward in the City Council. The city manager was instructed
will play at Holland High gym
tack. He was a former resident of librarian,Mrs. Fred Stokes, HolFENNVILLE (Special) - xvfr. Surviving are four daughters, to prepare a report on offstreet
Examinations Held
and
the
eighth
graders
in
-Junior
land,
and
historian,
Mrs.
E.
Pofahl
Holland and was employed by the
and Mrs. Charles Stedman, route Mrs. Frank Harmsen of Holland, parking on West Ninth St. between
High gym. All will practice from 3, will observe their golden wedding
Dies at Age
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Michigan State Highway depart- Grand Haven.
Mrs. William -Viening, of% Grand Central and Pine AVes.
Four persons appeared before Lars ment as a project engineer.
ALLEGAN (Special) - Allan A. 9 to 12 noon Saturday.
anniversary by holding open house Haven, Elizabeth and Mae at
A claim for damage to a car
Ninth
graders
will
use
Junior
Syverson, field examiner from the Surviving are the wife, Margaret;
Dunfield, 97, pioneer Otsego townat the Pearl town hall Sunday, Jan, home; one son, Andrew Ver Schure
Local Post Office Will
entered by Mrs. Alyce Kuite, 236
High gym from 1 to 4 p.m.
Secretary of State’s office, in two sons, Larry and Douglas; one
ship farmer, died Monday at the
8, from 2 to 6 p.m.
of Holland; eight grandchildren West 17th St was referred to the
Grand Haven today. Max Elm- brother, William of Grand Rapids; Give Exam for Carrier
home of/his daughter, Mrs. Ork)
They were married in Allegan and seven great grandchildren; insurance agency and city attorney.
baas, 19, of 190 West 20th St., Hol- four sisters, Mrs. E.P. (Ruth)
Fletcher,of Route 1, Otsego. Serv- Resthaven Fund
Jan. 4, 1906. Mr. Stedman, 79, is one brother, James Ver Schure.of Mrs. Kuite’s car was struck by a
land, was given a suspension of Smith, Mrs. G. Joel (Rose) St.
A post office cierk-carrierexam- ices will be held at 2 p.m. Thursday The Resthaven Board of Trus- a retired farmer. His wife, Nora, Holland.
city snow plow at 12th and River an
180 days, and Robert Lee Dirkse, John, Mrs. Willis (Jean) Van ination will be announced for this at Gordon Funeral Home in
tees met Tuesday evening at the is 68. They have lived in the Pearl
Funeral services will be held Dec. 21.
10, of 867 West 25th St., HoUand,, Vuren of HoUand and Mrs. Her- area in the near future, according Allegan with burial in Blackman
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Van community all of their married life. Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Dykstra
received instructions. No action bert F. (Joan) Dyke of Muncie, to a stateipent issued today by Cemetery. He is survived by four
The Stedmans have four chil- Funeral Chapel with Dr. Raymond
Appledorn. The treasurer’s report
was taken on Donald Clare Bus- Ind.
Holland
Harry children, including Mrs. Irene showed $1,807.15 in the Current dren, Okey and Robert of Grand
Licenses
Van Heukelom officiating.Burial
man, 21, route 1, Nunica. TheoFuneral services will be held Kramer.
Radseck of Holland, Harvey of Ot- Fund and $3,773.27 in the Building Rapids, Everett of Grand Junction will be in Pilgrim Home Cemetery.
Ottawa County
dore Hammond, 18. route 2, Grand Saturdayat 1 p.m. at Van Volken- ..War veterans wth a 10 percent
sego, Ivan of Kalamazoo and Mrs. Fund. The latter figure appeared and Mrs. Fred (Madeline) Beagle Ifriends may meet the fwpily at
Marvin Jay Roon,
Haven, was given
months’ burg Funeral Home, 22250 Grand or greater disability will be' placed Fletcher; 13 grandchildren, and 16 incortectly in
report in The of Fennville. They have 16 grand- the funeral chapel Friday 'from 2 Lucinda
probation.
River Ave., RedfonL
at the head of the list
great grandchildren. '•
Remind Wednesday.
children.
to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
route 2,

r
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Buursma’s Basket

MIAA

Francis Church'

in St.

test.

ALMA

— Jim Buursma,
Hope College freshman,pulled a
'•Dave Kaiser” here Wednesday
night and sank a 30 - foot long
shot in the closing 12 seconds to
give Hope College a 71J59 win over
(Special)

(71)

FG FT PT TP
Adams, f

....... 5

Riemersma. f
Benes, c ......
Molenaar, g ...
Hilmert, g ....

Ritsema, g ....
Thompson, f
Vander Lind, f
Buursma, f ...
.

First in City

...

Alma

25

to gain undisputed first place in

The members of the Baptist
City League basketballaction Youth Fellowship were entertained
Wednesday night in the Armory. at a party Tuesday evening at the
The Grocers took Fords into home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Nye. *
T! ; affair was a surprise In honor
camp 68-53 after Sears had thrown of Aaron Plummer who leaves on
the league’s second place spot In- Jan. 8, for Detroit where he will
to a three-way tie with a convinc- be inducted into the armed forces, j
Twenty one were present and the
ing 55-50 victory over Morse.
honored guest was presented a
Hollander Beverage stayed in
gift. Games, refreshments and a
contention with a one-sided 84-51
social time were enjoyed.
win over the Vets in the opener.
The Lakeshore Farm Bureau Dis-

Other women high game scores
De Witt, Holland
Bowling Lanes, 190; Janet Veldman, Fifth Wheel, 188; Virginia
Miss Marjofie Bronkhorst
Fris, Bon Ton, 184 and Alma Van
Mrs.
J. Bronkhorst has anSlooten, Holland Electric,183.
Women’s high series — Leona nounced the engagement of her
Bouman, Steffens Food Market, daughter, Marjorie Ann Bronk512; Janet Veldman, Fifth Wheel, horst, to John Ten Cate of Holland.
509 and Alma Van Slooten, Holland The engagement was revealed at
a dinner given Sunday, Jan. 1, by
Electric, 506.
Men’s high game — Looman, 245; Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ten Cate of

21

22

(69)
3

3

0

0

3
o

3

1

5

14

5

2

4

2

1

1
0

2

4

0

2

3

0

0

28

13

19

Miller High Life, Paw Paw Dr.
Miss Bronkhorstis a senior at
244 and Bill Wenzel, Haan Motor
Holland High School and Mr. Ten
Sales, 242.
Men’s high series — Israels, 658; Cate is serving with the Army at
and Howard Ehrich, Haan Motor Wolters Air Force Base, Tex.
A June wedding is being planned.
Sales, 602.

Ken Looman,
Totals

...

Fennville
Mr. ond Mrs. Raymond E. Golinski

Prayer meetings were held on
Miss Patricia Mary Arnold,
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings, daughter of Mrs. Amy Arnold of
as it was world - wide week of 88 West 10th St., and Raymond E.
prayer.
Galinski,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Young peoples catechism and Stanley Galinski of Ludington,
Senior C. E. was held on Wednes- were married in a solemn high
day evening at 7 and 7:30 p.m. It mass at 9 a.m. Dec. 29 in St.
was a C. E. consecration meeting. Francis de Sales Church. The
The Serving Guild meets this Rev. Edwin A. Thome officiated at
afternoon with Mrs. John Ver Hage the double ring ceremony.
serving as hostess.
Two bouquets of white carnaCatechism for the local school tions were placed on the altar and
children will be held on Friday. sprays decorated the pews. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Sybrandt De Hoop Mary Lou Bagladi was organist for
and family were Christmas Eve the rites.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan ComGiven in marriage by her coupagner of Holland.
sin, Douglas Arnold, the bride
The Willing Workers meet to- wore a gown of lace and tulle over
night at 7:45 p.m. with Mrs. A1 taffeta fashioned with a long fitted
Hop and Mrs. John G. Van Haitsma bodice, scoop necklined finished

shoot from out," the former Hol- serving as co-hostesses.
land Christian ace hit the game
The .Rev. Theodore Byland will
winning basket, a looping right - give a farewell message on next
hand push shot.
Sunday, Jan. 8. He will soon leave
The winning bucket was Buurs- with Mrs. Byland and sons for Ohio
ma’s second try. Seconds before, where he will work in Parkview
he* had let go with one from the Village, a suburb of Geveland.
corner and "just missed".
New Year’s guests at the Simon
Hope, who had been 10 points Broersma home were Mr. and Mrs.
ahead midway in the second half, John Jousma of Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wynfell victim to a terrific Alma rally
and was four points behind with garden were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Will Vander Kolk.
one minute to go.
Whitey Riemersma started the
New Year’s guests of Mrs. J. G.
final Hope push with two free J. Zoeren and Mrs. R. P. Leestma
throws at the 37 - second mark.
were Mrs. John Elzinga, Mr. and
Alma then took the ball up floor Mrs. John Oosterhavenof Grand
and Bob Ritsema, playing a fine Rapids.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss were
at one of the Dutch guards,
partially -blocked a Scots’ attempt New Year's guests of Mr. and
at a dog shot, got the rebound and Mrs. Laveme Boss and family of
ffi-ed to Harold Molenaar. He was Portage.
down the floor in a flash and coun- Old Year’s guests of Mr. nd Mrs.
tered with a jump shot to knot the Floyd Ter Haar and family were
garfie at 69-all with 20 seconds to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ter Haar,
Gifford, and Jackie, Mr. and Mrs.
go.
The Scots again brought the ball John Broersma of Vriesland, Mr.
up the floor, but with some 800 and Mrs. Alfred Ter Haar of Zeefans yelling and screaming, an land.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beyer, Mr.
Alma pass went haywire, hit one
of the Scots and rolled over the and Mrs. Merlin Timmer and famicenter of the floor giving Hope the ly of Zeeland were New Year’s
ball because of the over - and - guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Beyer
and family.
back violation.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Costing and
Buursma was in the corner waiting for the pass. He received it and family of Muskegon Heights were
let go with his first shot with 15 New Year’s guests of Mr. and Mrs.
seconds left, but the ball "just Henry Wabeke. Nancy Wabeke re-

One of the oldest business places
in the villagehas changed ownership, with the New Year for time
of possession.
The Fennville Co - Operative
Association,for many years known
a* the Farm Bureau, has been sold
to Harvey Breuker of Holland. He

Jackie Smalley of Kalamazoo. All
wore matching headbands and carried colonial bouquets.
The groom asked his brother,
Robert Galinski, to serve as best operates the Bruce Allen Feed
man. Ushers were Alan Barclay Elevator in Holland and this will
and Fred Corbus of Kalamazoo. be a branch office. He plans to do
A receptionwas held in .the Tulip extensive remodeling and -improveRoom of the Warm Friend Tavern. ments. Manager of the new place
Assisting were Miss Mary Ann will be Donald Veldhoff of
Galinski, sister of the groom, who H milton, assisted by his cousin
was in charge of the guest book; Harold Veldhoff. Flqyd Osborn has
Mrs. Gordon Arnold, cousin of the been retained as truck driver.
bride, who presided at the punch
A son was bom Dec. 30 at the
bowl, and Miss Wanita Arnold, Allegan Health Center to Dr. and
cousin of the bride, in charge of Mrs. James Clark. He has been
the gifts.
named Robert Daniel. The Clarks
On Friday, Dec. 30. the groom’s have four other boys.
parents gave a reception for the
Miss Barbara Daleiden,daughnewlyweds at the Galinski home in ter of Mr. and Mrs. Milo Daleiden,
Ludington.
was returned home Monday from
The bride and groom are now the Allegan Health Center where
honeymooning in northern Mich- she had been four days. She stepigan. For going away, the bride ped on a board containing four

with cutout applique of lace, long
tapered sleeves and a floor-length
circular skirt. Her fingertip veil
of French illusion fell from a
crown of orange blossoms and tulle wore a pale beige embroidered
petals. She carried a colonialbou- dress with black coat and matchquet of white (farnations and roses. ing accessories.
The bride, a graduate of Holland
Miss Dottie Westveld of Holland,
as maid of honor wore a gown of High School, attended Western
pervencheblue crystal satin, fash- Michigan College and is employed
ioned with a fitted bodice, scoop at Meyer Music House. The groom,
neckline and a full ballerinaskirt. serving with the U. S. Army at
Style feature wa$ a shirred cum- Fort Riley, was graduated from
merbund of velveteen. Identically LudingtonHigh School and receivfashioned gowns in pink glow were ed a B. S. degree in education from

worn by the bridesmaids,Miss Western Michigan College
Joann Carey of Monroe and Miss June.

last

game

Town Talk

Ottawa County
Real Estate

Gray Ladies fillingan assignment at Michigan VeteransFacilities in Grand Rapids, Wednesday
were the Mesdames Floyd Ketchurn, Eugene King, Ben Borgman.
William Schuitema & wf. to
William Valkema and Herman Kenneth V. Vander Heuvel & wf.
Pt. Lots 1, 2 Blk; G West Add.
Tyink.
Pvt. Ernest Dreyer has returned City of Holland.
to Army Service at Fort Ord,
Cornie Koetsier & wf. to Society

Transfers

Calif., after spending the holidays

with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Dreyer, 160th Ave.

rusty

spikes which

pierced her

shoe and entered her foot. She
was brought to the local doctor’s
office but the doctor was at the
hospitaland the nails were not re-

moved

until

she

r

e a c h e

d

the

Standings:

W

2.

H. E. Morse ............
Sears
..........
Barber Fords ________
Vets
......

2
2
3

gram.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Nally are

4

on Christmas Day. He has been
named Michael Patrick.

...............

......... ...........

the parents of a second son, born

Economy had big second and Mr. and Mrs. Louis Plummer and
third quarters and Ken Schlppers family of Flint were weekend
had another field day in the Groc- guests at the home of his mother,
ers win over Barber Fords.
Mrs. Bertha Plummer and family.
Mrs. Monroe Eaton was called ^

The winners were down 18-15 at
the end of the first period, but
with Schippers hitting from out
the Grocers pounded through 17
points in the second quarter while
holding the surprised Fords to just
four and led at halftime 32 - 22.
It was no contest from then o\
in as the winners added another
20 points in the third quarter as
Schippers turned the scoring dut-

to Cedarburg, Wis. last week to
attend the funeral of her brother,

Gerald Carter who died at his
home there on Dec. 23. Shecwas
accompanied by her d a u g h't e r
Mary. Mrs. Ed. Johnson, mother
of Mr. Carter, and Ed. Johnson
had been in Cedarburg for some
time after being called there by
the serious illness of Mr. Carter.
ies over to Al Nelson and Bob He also is survived by a brother
Corwin Carter and his father, both
Klukus.
Barbers picked up a bit in the of Kalamazoo.
Misses Sharon E n s f i e 1 d and
final frame and outscored the winKaren Margot both underwent
ners, 15-12.

1

Other Fords scorers were: J.

Watch Night party held by

^

the

Martin, 2; B. Vander Lugt, 3; D.
Ganges..MethodistYouth FellowMiss Elita Gleason
Spaan, 4; B. De Young, 5; H. Voss,
ship. The Rev. and Mrs. Alexander
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gleason of 3; R. Sisson, 5; A. Brier, 4.
were hosts to the group at the
Saugatuck announce the engageformer Van Dragt home which the
ment of their daughter, Elita, to
Sears led all the way in stopping
Alexanders recently purchased.
Joseph Smutny, Jtr., son of Mr. defending champion Morse.
Games and refreshments were the
and Mrs. Joseph Smutny, Sr., of
Gord Grevengoed and Ken Van
features of the evening.
Ganges.
Tatenhove led the first quarter
Miss Doris Wightman returned
push that put the winners ahead
Saturday
to Cedar Springs, Mich.,
20 - 12. From then on, Sears
where she is teaching,after spendcoasted.
Both teams let way down in the ing the holiday vacation here in
second quarter with the winners the home of her parents, Mr. and
getting only eight points while Mrs. Chester Wightman.

Morse picked up four.
But both units made up

Mr. and Mrs. James Edwards

for jt in

the third quarter with the baskets
catching a lot of activity. Sears
pounded through 20 points In the
third quarter and Morse 16 to
make the third period score 48-32.
Feeling the first place spot slipping, the Morse five made a determined fourth period comeback
racking up 18 points but the winners, who continuedto hold the
upper hand, made seven more for

brother and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Schofield at Eaton Rapids.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lockman

entertained their Canasta club
New Year’s Eve.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles King left
Wednesday for Texas to spend the
rest of the winter months.
for Christian Education of Holland
Mr. and Mrs. Cleon Morse are
Pt. Lot 10 Westerhof's Sub. City of
parents of their first child, a boy,
Holland.
bom Wednesday at Allegan Health
Harm Bosgraaf & wf. to Hugo Center. He has been named Bruce
R. McGrath & wf. Pt. Sec. 13-6-13 Allen.

1

...........

Hollander Beverage

tonsilectomiesduring their Giristmas vacations. Sharon has been
quite ill since her operation.
The Bit O’Fun Club enjoyed a
New Years Eve dinner at the Hub
Restaurantin Zeeland Saturday
evening. Following the dinner they
returned to the home of Mr. and
Other Economy scorers Includ- Mrs. Ray Nye for the remainder
ed: D. Schreur, 6; R. Fortney, 4; of the evening and to watch the
Klukus, 6; D. Bloemendaal,5; B. New Year in. Cards and a social
time were enjoyed.
Vryhof, 3 and T. Schreur, 1.
YThlrty-sevenwere present at the

Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Chappell
spent New Year's day with her

Mrs. Anna Morse accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Newman ot
Wyoming Park to South Bend,
Ind., to spend New Years with Mr.
nd Mrs. CliffordMorse.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sanford

Economy IGA

cussion Group was entertainedFriday evening at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Trevolr Nichols. James
Boyce was in charge of the pro-

L

Schippers ended the evening with
25 points, picking up 11 at the foul
line. Nelson followed with 18.
Mat Peelen led the winners with
16 points,getting most of them in
the final quarter* John J e 1 e s,
formerly of the Hope College varsity, followed with 11.

hospital.

returned Sunday from a three
weeks visit with their daughter
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Earley and four ch i 1 d r e n of
Portland, Ore.

Ganges

out and knocked off, Barber Fords

included : Dorothy

Totals

Loop

sat and watched

Sears topple Morse and then went

663.

(Bulford photo)

Dave Kaiser

Grabs

Peters of the Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday league had the women’s
high game with a 212 and tied for
the high series with Dorothy De
Witt of the Mr. and Mrs. Wednesday league. Both carded 517.
Bud I s r a e 1 's of Columbia
Cleaners was tops for the men
with a high game of 246 while
Chuck Looman of Miller High
Life Beer led in high series with a

score:

The Rev. Theodore B y 1 a n d
preached on the followingsubjects
on Sunday, Jan. 1, "Tomorrow”
and "Scantimony.” Gerrit Boss was
installed as elder, and Lloyd
Meengs was ordained and installed
as a deacon at the morning service.

• . . polls

Economy, With Sears Aid,
Economy IGA

Vriesland

JUN BUURSMA

Engaged

May

.Alma, the locals fourth straightin
Lude, f .........
MIAA play.
f ........
Following instructionsfrom Miller,
Ford, c .........
Coach John Visser, who inserted
Carter, g .......
the cool freshman in the last
Ayling, g .......
minute of play with orders "to
Anderson,f .....
Knowles, f ......
Me Intosh, c ...

mm

1956

High bowling scores for the week
Dec 26-30 have been announced by
Vern Ekema of the Holland Bowling Lanes.

.

Alma

5,

Top Bowlers

.

Hope

Victory Over

THURSDAY, JANUARY

Local Lanes list

Calvin must play Hillsdale and
Kalamazoo prior to the Hope con-

Box

Lead Wtt 71-69

Wed

Win

Gives Hope
Dutch Keep

Couple

NEWS,

and son Ronnie returned to Angola,
Ind. where Mr. Edwards is attending Tri-State University,Monday. The Edwards have been
spending a two week vacation here
and in New Richmond with relatives.

•The Ganges Home Gub will retheir meetings this week
after a month’s recess. Mrs.
William Van Hartes veldt, of Fennville, will be hostess Friday, Jan.
6 at 2 p.m. Mrs. Orrin Ensfield
good measure.
Grevengoed led the winners with will have charge of the program.
New Years dinner guests at the
19 points.Other Sears scorers
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Nye
were: D. Hulst, 4; T. Beerthuis,7;
were ClarenceE 1c d a h 1 and son
D. Van Dort, 3; R. A. Van Dyke,
Donnie of Saugatuck, Mrs.
12; Van Tatenhove, 10.
Augusta Jensen of Douglas and
Miss Bonnie Deur
Ron Nykamp paced the winners
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nye of this
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Deur of 76 with 13. Other Morse pointmakers
place.
West 32nd St., announce the en- included: J. Mulder, 6; R. Bekius,
Mr. and Mrs. William Dopheide
gagement of their daughter, 7; S. Disselkoen, 9; B. Altena, 4 and daughter Kathleen have reBonnie, to Paul Van Wyk, son of and K. Scholten,11.
turned to 'their home in North
M:. and Mrs. Marinus Van Wyk
Collins, N. Y. They spent the holHollander Beverage,with four
of 548 West 32nd St.
iday vacation here with her parplayers hitting over a dozen points
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Symons
each, amassed the league’s biggest
and with his parents at Mattawan.
point total of the season in lamT-Sgt. Allen Stickel, son of Mr.
basting the Vets.
Edward Tanis and family have Bob Van Dyke led the Beverage and Mrs. Paul Shekel of this place
received word of the unexpected onslaught with 24 points, hitting has been assigned to Park Air
death of his sister, Mrs. Nellie consistentlyat will. Most of Van Force Base in California. Sgt
Veen, 77, of Grand Rapids. Funeral Dyke’s baskets came on tip-ins. Stickel has been in the army on
active duty for over 20 years,
services were held Tuesday at De
The game was strictly no con- and is making a career of the
Vries Funeral Home in
test after the first couple of minRapids. Burial was in Zutphen utes. The winners worked to a 20-2 service. He has served in many
parts of the globe. He graduated
Cemetery.
first period advantage and added
from Fennville High School in
Jemima Ensing entertained her 22 more in the second quarter to

sume

The Rev. Henry Voogd of Hope
College will conduct the prayer
service tonight at 7:30 in Sixth Twp. Georgetown.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bryant
missed the hoop." Riemersma turned to her home with them Reformed Church. On Sunday
George Vander Kooy & wf. to and three children of Adrian,
after
spending
a
week
in
Muskegon
grabbed the rebound and was tied
morning at 9:30 newly elected
Edward Cook & wf. Lot 2 Vander formerly of Fennville,were recent
Heights.
up.
elders and deacons will be inKooy's Sub. Twp. Georgetown. guests of Mr. and Mrs. C ly d e
Reimersma tipped to big Jim Mr. and Mrs. Martin D. Wyn- stalled.
Joseph G. Meyers & wf. to Otta- M. Nutt.
Hilmert, alert Hope guard who garden and family entertained on
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morris of
wa Savings & Loan Assn. Pt. Lot Mrs. Louis A. Johnson expected
flipped the ball to Buursma, pois- New Year’s, Mr. and Mrs. Ken1660 State St., have named their
12 Ohlman’s Plat No. 2 Village -f to go to Chicago this week for
neth
Nyhuis
and
family,
of
Kalaed for the shot.
son Robert Rene, Jr. The child
periodic checkup for an enlarged
The Dutch had been spasmodic mazoo, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Meengs was born Jan. 3 at Holland Hos- Holland.
artery in her neck, at Presbyterian
Grand
throughoutthe contest and ended and family of Vriesland.
Norman
Elenbaas
&
wf.
to
Spepital.
hospital.
Laurie Lee and Daniel Wynup with 25 buckets in 79 attempts
A children’shymn sing will be D-Gas Co. Pt. Ix>t 8 Blk. 1 Wilbur’s Public installation of officersof
garden of Holland were guests of held Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in Nie- Add. Village of Hudsonville.
for only 31 percent.
Radient Rebekah lodge will be
George Carter, Alma guard, was their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. kerk Christian Reformed Church.
Raymond Stanley Boeve & wf. to
Held
this evening.Arrangements
1932.
the big pain in Hope's neck Henry Wyngarden for two days. Songs for children will be featur- CliffordVander Kolk & wf. Lot 169
Sunday School Class with a Christ-! lead 42-14 at halftime.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Babbitt
throughoutthe game.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ter Haar, ed. Guest soloist will be Marianne Sunset Heights Sub. No. 2 Twp. are in charge of district deputy
The third period score was 59-28. and children, David and Carol
president,Mrs. Carl Walter. A pot- mas party ai her h o m e last
The six - footer hit 14 baskets, Cliffor, and Jackie were New De Mar of Aunt Bertha's Children's Georgetown.
Dell Koop followed Van Dyke in
have returned from a month’s valuck supper will be served follow- Thursday evening.
including eight in the first half, Year's guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Bible Hour. All children are invitMarinus Vugteveen& wf. to Darscoring with 15. Other Beverage
cation trip to California, where
ing the ceremony.
John
Albert
Timmer
and
Adrian
and ended with 33 points.
/gema and family of Grand Rap- ed to attend. Roger S. Greenway rell Vugteveen & wf. Pt. S',£ NEK
scorers were: R. Beckman, 13; K.
they visited relatives.
Veltema
were
installed
as
elder
Alma threw a zone defense at ids.
1-6-13 Twp. Tallmadge.
Bauman, 14; L. Van Dyke. 9 and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gark and
will be the leader.
and deacon at the Sunday morn- J. Kempker, 9.
the Dutch and bothered. Two men
Muriel Elenbaas of Chicago, 111.,
Zephyretta
Wagner
to
T.
Lenard
Regular meeting of the city
son, Stanley left last week for New
ing service.
spent most of the time on Hope’s Mrs. Orin Elenbaas and children of Planning Commission will be held Greenland & wf. WK EK NWK
Jim Slagh had a good night for Port Ritchie, Fla. where they will
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Adrian
Veltema,
towering center Paul Benes and Zeeland were guests of Mrs. Henry at 8 p.m. tonightin the City Coun- 7-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
the Vets netting 21 points. Other remain for the winter months.
made it miserable for the big fel- Wabeke, and Mrs. A1 Hop on Fri- cil chambers.
Ivan L. Taylor & wf. to Robert The Rev. Van Heukelom had as Linda and Douglas,and Mr. and Vets scorers included: G. Botsis,
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
Mrs.
Bud
Veltema
o
Jenison
relow.
day afternoon.
6; D. Grissen, 6; T. Gentry, 2; F.
Jeanne Marie is the name of the E. Baxter Lot 32 & pt. 33 Moun- sermon topics, "Lord, Lead Us
Anothei Way” and "Choose Serv- turned Friday from a week’s trip Jousma, 2; B. Wiersma, 6; H. Schmidgall and son Tasso of
With the center double - teamed,
Mrs. Kenneth De Jonge and chil- daughter bom Jan. 3 to Mr. and tain Beach, Twp. Port Sheldon.
Chicago spent the week end nt
to Iowa to visit their parents, Mr.
Benes couldn’t get good shots and dren of Zeeland were Friday guests Mrs. Paul Ried, 144 East 16th St.,
Albert Gebben to Henry J. Ham- ice."
Poest, 4 and B. Fetter, 4.
their farm home here. Tasso was
At the morning service the in- and Mrs. Jager.
ended up fouling in attempts to of Mr. and Mrs. Henty Wyngaden at Holland Hospital.
ming & wf. Lot 74 Hubbard's Add.
enroute to Ann Arbor where he
Old
Year
servic s were held
termediate
choir
sang,
"March
score. The 6’10" freshman had and family.
A daughter, Sharon, was born Hudsonville.
attends the University of Michigan
Saturdayevening.
three fouls in the first five minutes
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wyn- Wednesday morning at Holland
Robert Yonkers & wf. to Marinus On."
having spent his vacation in
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ensing of
At the morning service the deacof play. He was forced to sit out garden, Pearl, and Ellen were Hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Warren Visser & wf. Lot 50 Steele’s Sub.
Chicago with relatives.
Hudsonville
are
building
a
new
ons and elders were installed. Elmuch of the contest, playing only New Year’s callers on Mrs. John Townsend, Jr., route 2, Zeeland. No. 1 Twp. Georgetown.'
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Buckberry
home
on
the corner of 32nd Ave.
ders
installed
were
Richard
about half, and finally fouled out H. Van Welt at the ParkviewHome
Clarence
V.
Wolbrink
&
wf.
to
The Rev. and Mrs. Gerrit Tysse,
returned Sunday from New Post
and
Quincy
St.
Brower,
Francis
Folkert,
Ralph
with four minutes to go.
in Zeeland.
formerly of 88 East 13th St., are Bernie J. Lemmen & wf. N>? SEK
Ritchie, Fla., where they were
Polio
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Geurink
Haverdink, Herman Nyhoff and
Hope took an early lead but Mr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma, now living at 70 East 13th St.
SEK 34-7-14 Twp. Allendale.
making some improvementson
are
building a new home on 32nd
Bernard
Voorhorst
and
deacons
Carter started to hit, all on out- Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma and
Highland Park Assn, to Myla S.
Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
their propertythere.
Ave.
near
Riley
St.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
court, one-hand push and two-hand family of Vriesland, Marilyn Neal Wiersema, 371 College Ave., Waltman Lot 116 Highland Park were Harold Brink, Martin GroenMr. and Mrs. George Djveridge
Alnora, J a 1 a i n e and Daryl Ottawa county today reported
heide, Eugene Hulsma, Harvey
jump shots and moved the Scots Broersma of South Haven, Mr. were their children,Mr. and Mrs. Add Grand Haven.
of Holland and Mrs. Leo Van
Aukeman
of
Jenison
spent
Tuesday
second
polio
case
for
1956.
Koop,
Howard
Langeland
and
into a 10 • point lead.
and Mrs. Vem Brower of Oakland Kenneth Wiersema, Debby and
Gerrit Pohler & wf. to Syne
Tassell and little daughter of Marat the home of their grandparents.
Hope, behind veterans John were New Year guests of Mr. and Diane of East Lansing, Mr. and Bierma & wf. Lots 38, 39 Hubbard Lawrence Lehman.
Six-year-oldRobert Hintz, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Albrecht Mr. and Mrs. Mars Hintz of quette were Saturday dinner guests
Adams and Riemersma who each Mrs. Garence Broersma of Alto. Mrs. Jud Wiersema, Mike, Greg Add. Hudsonville.
In the evening a dedicationservat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clovis
scored four buckets, reciprocated Mr. and Mrs. Keith Van Noord and Mitchell of Detroit and Leon
Ethel A. Withers to Maude M. ice for the Sunday School teachers and Mr. and Mrs. H. Albrecht, Coopersville,was taken 1U a week Doman.
Sally Beth and Carol Sue, were ago and on Wednesday afternoon
and got the Dutch up to a 36-all left for Fort Knox, Ky., on Monday, Wiersema of Chicago.The Wier- DeCook Lot 26,100 Frazer & Gille- and officerswas held.
Mr. and Mrs. William B/oadway
On Tuesday evening the Women’s dinner guests Monday noon at the entered Butterworth Hospital In
tie at halftime.
Dec. 26 where Pfc. Keith Van semas spent Monday in East Lans- land’s Plat, Twp. Spring Lake.
returned
the first of the week from
Molenaar led Hope’s second half Noord is stationed.
ing.
Maude M. DeCook to Eva Thle- Church League met at the church. home of their parents,Mr. and Grand Rapids where his Illness St Charles, HI., where they were
Mrs.
Wilbur
Albrecht.
was
diagnosed
as
polio.
InvolveA
play
entitled,
"Grandma
Berg’s
push and the Dutch climbed to a
Mr. and Mrs. John Veltema left A father and son communion bout et al Lots 26,100 Frazer &
ment is in the left side and his called by the serious illness of
10-point lead right from the offset for Pella, Iowa on Monday, Jan. breakfastwill follow the 8 a.m. Gilleland’sPlat, Twp. Spring Lake. Sacrifice" was presented.
Mrs. Broadway’s sister, Mrs.
condition is reported good. The
But again, the Scots, with Carter 2 after vacationing at the home of mass at St Francis de Sales Jacob Essenburg &.wf. to Jack Prayer services are being held Kiwanis Club Holds
James Thorpe.
chUd
had
a
polk)
vaccine
shot
Nov
this
week
in
the
Reformed
Church.
connecting, caught the Dutch with Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Heyboer and Church Sunday. The breakfast is R> Bruischart & wf. Lot 161 EssenMr. and Mrs. Ed Woltsrs are on
19.
about four minutes to go.
family and other relativesin this being sponsored by Pack 3008 Cub burg’s Sub. No. 5 Twp. Holland. On Wednesday evening the Rev. Organizational Meet
a vacation trip In Florida where
Don
Brandt
of
the
Ebenezer
ReThe game was nip - and - tuck vicinity.
Scouts. Cubmaster Leonard
they will spend about a month.
formed Church led the prayer Zeeland Kiwanis Club held Its Self Defense Claimed
the rest of the way. Both centers
Marclnkus, Robert Byrne, assis‘Sixteen Tons,— But
service. His subject was "Choose annual organizationalmeeting
had left at the four - minute mark
tant, and Den Mothers are In
Tuesday evening with newly-elect- At Manslaughter Trial
Fellowship.”
on fouls, Benes and Jim Ford of Furniture Buyers Flock
Supervisors Deed Land
charge of the affair.
YouTl Land in Jail
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Koolker had ed President Tony Last' in charge.
Alma.
To Grand Rapids Market
For New Anditoriom
Benes was held to two baskets
DETROIT (UP)— A confessed as their New Year's dinner guests The program included talks by ALLEGAN, Mich. (UP)*
in each half and ended with 10
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (UP)~ Women of the Moose
shoplifter who tried to fit the words Mr. and Mrs. Howard Eding and officers of the club. Last spoke on Richard Thrash, 22, AUegan, went
PORT HURON. Mich. (UP)-A
on trial in Circuit Court today on
The first of 3,000 buyers expected Meet at Lodge Hall
points.
of a popular song, "Sixteen Tons," sons Bruce, Jack, and Randy, Mr. community services;Past Presiproposed one million dollar audia
charge
of
manslaughter
In
the
dent
Wendell
Bonnema
spoke
on
and
Mrs.
Ivan
Top,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Riemersma,who hit nine con- to attend the annual Grand Rapids
to his personal troubles was in jail
torium was a step closer to reality
John Haakma and daughters, club and interclub functions; Thanksgiving
secutive foul tosses, was Hope’s winter furniture market jirrlved Nineteen membera attended the today.
TreasurerAlex Karay spoke on of his brother, Wiley Leo Thrash, today after
high point man with 19 and Adams, today for the opening of the two- meeting of the Women of the Moose
Sherman Galvin admitted steal- Carla and Sally.
Board of Supervisors deeded land
who had eight straight free throws, week exposition.
Wednesday evening at the club ing from a downtown store but said Marsha Kaper spent the weekend club administration,and Director 24, of Chicago,during an arguhere.
ment.
with 18.
For the first time in many rooms and during the business he was "kind of like that guy in with Marcia Muyskens at Coopers-Ray Karsten, on youth services.
The Henry McMorran FoundaRex
Orton,
Thrash’s
attorney,
The
meeting
next
week
will
be
ville.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Marvin
Kaper
These free throws were mighty years, the Grand Rapids market meeting it was decided to give the song."
tion
plans to build a 4,000-seat
said
he
planned
to
base
his
held
at
the
Hub
restaurant
Albert
"I owe my soul to that store," and Groy and Markay were guests
importantsince the Scots outshot is opening ahead of any other $15 to the March of Dimes.
sports arena and auditoriumon
A White Elephantsale was held he said. "If you send me to jail, of the Muyskens on Sunday even- Luurtsema, vice president and pro- defense of Thrash on self defense
the Dutch, 28-25 from the floor. furniture market in the nation.
and will attempt to show Wiley the land. The- supervisors were to
) gram chairman, announces that
Hope, with a 4-0 MIAA record, Chicago’s market opens next Mon- during the evening and refresh- I can’t go."
committed .physical violence get land hi another area for a
Harvey
Ten
Harmsel
will
show
Said Judge John A. Ricca: Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp
Calvin College, presently day and many buyers were ex ments were served by the Child
against persons at Richard’s home future citjflcountybuilding in exslides
taken
while
he
was
in
serrecently
celebrated
their
50th
wed"Your
body
is
my
jurisdiction,
not
Care
Committed
Mrs.
Arlene
f^MNiBad place next Thursday in pected do come here before going
change for the deed.
before the shooting occurred.
vice
in
Korea
and
Japan.
ding
anniversary.
your soul. Thirty days."
Kangas poured. 1
Rapids, there. |
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Dutch Run Over

|e#

Lawrence Tech
By 98-67 Score

L
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Hope College’s basketball team
made Lawrence Tech play its style

-
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Mi

aggressive fast break units among
small college teams in Michigan
was forced to play Hope’s slower
game and it wasn’t long before the
Dutch had the visitors eating out
of their hands.
It was Hope’s turn to be aggressive and the Dutch were all over
the floor, picking up loose balls and
turning them into shot situations.
This was coupled with some deadeye shooting and strong rebounding
and after. 14 minutes of play had
elapsed, Hope had things pretty
well in control.

Paul Benes, Hope's big

M

m

regarded Blue
Devils, featuring one of the most

'im
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WM:

67.

highly
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of ball in Civic Center Thursday
night with the result the Dutch
soundly trouncedthe visitors, 98-

The

V

im*

z
ife

iW-

L

« m
t!

m

6’10”

center,was agin the main cog both

ways. The fellow, who appearedto
have sponge rubber on his finger
tips, potted 28 points,including 10
field goals

and did

THE SALVATION ARMY

distributed72 Christbaskets to needy families this year. Each
basket contained chickens, canned vegetables
and fruits and staples. Candy, oranges and
apples also were given. More than 350 toys
were distributedto children. Pictured with the

a terrific job of

mas

rebounding.

The Lawrence Tech lads roughed
up Benes under the basket consistently and the big fellow should

benefitfrom the treatment and get
stronger under the boards.
Both teams started scoring like
a house on fire and it was basketfor basket for the first 15 minutes.
The lead changed hands six times
before Hope took over for good.
A Hope barrage, with Whitey
Riemersmaand Benes leading the
way, pushed the score 36-31 with
The Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp, a
six minutes left and gradually in1907
Hope College graduate and
creased the margin to 52-39 at
professor at the college since 1918,
halftime.
The Blue Devils, stunned by the has publishedin 1955 a booklet
slowed up play, just never got entitled "Chapel Talks on Christian
back into the game in the second

HENRY GEERLINGS

The
which he wrote Day's
religious feature on the editorial page. He
Dec. 31 retired as special writer for

Thought, a daily
also wrote the weekly Christian Endeavor topic for 21 years
and the Sunday School lesson for the Holland City News for
20 years. His output on these subjects is estimatedat more
than 4,200 columns. Here he relaxes in a new easy chair, a gift

success.

Engaged

Booklet Tells

Sentinel ending a 40-year career in

baskets just before delivery are, left to right,
Captain Ruby NicholLs, businessman Clarence
Jalving and Envoy Marie Newth. lx>cal organizations and business concernswere praised for
their cooperation in making the Christmaseffort
a
(Penna-Sasphoto)

Dr.

Of Hope Chapel

Van

Hen

Dies at Age
44

Mn. Alon Edward White
(Ben Young photo)

Miss Mary Madison

58

Dr. Morris J. Van Kolken, chiropractor in Holland for more than
30 years, died unexpectedly at his

To Alan

Wed

Edward White

Friday afternoon, the marriage with long sleeves and high neckCherry St., Friday afterof
Miss Mary Margaret Madison line. Her red velvet headband with
noon at the age of 58 years. Death
resulted from ff heart condition.
and Alan Edward White was solem- tiny veil and a cascade bouquet of
Symbols.”
of The Sentinel.
Dr. Van Kolken was bom in nized ifi Grace Episcopal Church. white and red carnations comhalf.
pleted the ensemble.
Holland to the late Mr. and Mrs.
Dedica
ed
to Edward D.
Some of the best shooting this
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Madison, 209
The groom’s brother, William
Dimnent,Hope president from 1918
Peter Van Kolken. He was educatseason was done by both teams
ed in the Holland schools and was West 16th St., are the parents of White of Grand Ledge, served as
to 1929, the booklet is, the forein the early minutes, with both
ward states, "the outgrowth of
a graduate of the Ross Chiro- the bride. The groom is the son best man. Ushers were Gerald
lineups having all the players hitof Mr. and Mrs. Ralph White of White of Ithaca and Kenneth Baker
practic
College in Fort Wayne, Ind.
chapel talks actually given by the
ting, especiallyfrom out court.
Centreville.
of East Lansing.
He served in the Army Medical
Hope barraged the hoop 94 times author on such universal church
Bouquets of white carnationsand
Mrs. Madison wore a navy blue
Corps in World War I after which
symbols as are a part of the
in the contest and sank 35 for 37
he practiced in Holland. He was mums decorated the altar for the taffeta gown with white accessbeautifulart glass windows in the
precent The Blue Devils had 24
Hope Memorial Chapel.”
a member of Trinity Reformed double ring ceremony performed bries. The groom’s mother wore a
bi/ckets on 65 attempts for 36 perby the Rev. William C. Warner. grey lace gown with matching acChurch, the Willard G. Leenhouts
Dr. Dimnent is creditedwith
Organist Mrs. Beatrice Kulte play- cessories. Both had corsages of
The close of 1955 also marked a Clyde H. Geerlings of Holland, cent.
Post, No. 6, American Legion, the
planning the chapel and making it
The game provided Hope Coach
ed "Benediction Nuptials" by Hol- red carnations.
milestone in the long, long public state senator of the 23rd district
Holland Elks Club and the Micha
reality; an outstandingedifice
lins, "Ave Maria” by Liszt, "My
and
public
relations
director
at John Visser with a balanced scorAssisting at the reception in .the
career of Henry Geerlings, writer,
for a college campus.
igan State and National ChiroHeart Ever Faithful” by Bach and parish hall followingthe ceremony
Hope College;and three grand- ing attack and the Hope mentor On the cover of the booklet is
Miss Normo Joyce Jolving
practic
Society.
editor, mayor, theologianand children, Mrs. Bergstrom of Oak was mighty pleased with the outtraditional wedding march and re- were members of St. Agnes' Guild.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Jalving of
Surviving are the wife, the formpictured in color the beautifulrose
public servant.
cessional.
Park, 111., Ann Geerlings, student come.
Mrs. Edwin Raphael poured.
window
in the western gallery of Holland announce the engagement er Josephine Tazelaar, one daughFour of the Dutch regular hits
With the passing of the old year, at Indiana University, and Keith
Given in marriageby her father,
of their daughter, Norma Joyce, to ter, JoAnn, a teacher in East
For going away, the new Mrs.
the Gothic chapel.
in the double figures, with
Geerlings retired as s-p-e-c-i-a-1 Marcotteof Belmont,Mass.
Gordon Dale Schrotenboer, son of Grand Rapids; one son, Paul M., the bride wore a gown of white White wore a charcoal wool dress,
Black
and
white
illustrations
writer for the Sentinel. For 40
Riemersma following Benes with
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Schrotenboer student at Hope College; two sis- velveteen on princesslines with black coat with seal cape and red
24 and Harold Molenaar and John show two of the stained glass win- of Holland. Miss Jalving is a stuyears he wrote the Day’s Thought
long sleeves tapered at the wrists. accessories and her orchid corAdams, adding 16 and 12 points dows in the structure.Pictured are dent at Hope College. Mr. Schro- ters, Mrs. Shud Althuis and Mrs. Style featureswere the sweetheart sage.
which appeared daily on the edi- Grand Haven Man, 68,
Jean
Vis, both of Holland one brothe art window of the class of 1907,
respectively.
torial page, always on the theme Dies of Heqrt Attack
neckline beaded In pearls and the
The bride is a senior at Michiand the John H. Kleinheksel mem- tenboer is attending Davenport ther, Gerard Van Kolken of
Visser substitutedfreely and got
of spiritual truth. For 21 years he
fingertip veil of illusion.Her pearl gan State University and is affiliBusiness
College
in Grand Rapids. Holland.
orial
window.
Professor
wrote a weekly column on the
necklace and earrings were a gift ated with Omicron Nu and Kappa
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - another good look at his reserve Kleinheksel taught mathematicsat
Christian Endeavor topic, widely Edward Poel, 68, died of a heart power.
of the groom. She carried a pray- Delta Pi, honorary societies. The
Hope from 1878 to 1916, and was
A 45-second stall at the end of the
used by young people all over the attack at his home, 1119 Fulton St.,
er book with a white orchid.
groom who has recently returned
college
vice
president
from
1892
area in preparation of weekly in Grand Haven Friday. He was game by the Lawrence Tech five
Maid of honor and only attend- from Korea, is a junior at MSU.
until 1916.
meetings. And for 20 years he has strickenas he was about to eat his prevented Hope from hitting the
ant was Miss Georgianna Prots- Mr. and Mrs. White will be at
Smaller illustrationsthroughout
written the Sunday School lesson noon meal and died immediately. century mark.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey I/)edema man of Holland who wore a Christ- home at 184314 Rundle, Lansing, /*
the
pages
of
the
booklet
show
the
Twenty - seven fouls were called
for the Holland City News, publish- Mr. Poel had a stroke about two
are the parents of a daughter, mas red princessgown of velveteen after Jan.
on the Blue Devils and 22 against separate Christiansymbols that
ed by The Sentinel.
weeks ago.
Mis': Belly II Snook, daughter Laura Mae. born Wednesday, Doc.
help
make
up
the
large
windows.
Geerlingsinformed Sentinel
Born in Grand Haven June 5, Hope.
of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Snoek 28, in Zeeland Hospital. Mrs.
Stan Sylvesterled Lawrence Tech Each "chapel talk” is printed bePublisher W. A. Butler s e v e r al 1887, he was the son of Mr. and
Loedema is the former Alma Jean Coast Guard Chief
low
one
of
these
illustrations,
and
of Grand Rapids, became the bride
weeks ago of his intentionsto re- Mrs. Klaus Poel. In his early with 14 points, including 10 conKlamer.
a
prayer
or
religious
poem
is
also
in
Retires From Duty
of David Vander Meulen at a
tire as writer. Just before Christ- years he was in the cigar business, secutive foul tosses.
The Rev. J. C. Van Wyk from
included
on
every
page.
Hope returns to MIAA play next
mas The Sentinel presented him and lately he has been in the
double ring ceremony performed Oskeloosa, Iowa, has declined the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Only 1,000 copies of the 20-page
with a large easy chair in apprec- celery business. He married Sena Wednesday at Alma. A victory
call from the local R e f o r m e d Chief EnginemanWalter Holstad,
booklet have been printed. It is Thursday evening in Oakdale
over
the
Scots
will
set
the
Dutch
iation of his many years of ser- Casemier in Grand Haven, June
church.
who has completed 21 years, three
being offered for sale to the pub- Christian Reformed Church in
vice The choice was a happy one 9, 1908. He was a member of Sec- for the showdown first - place batGrand Rapids. The groom's par- Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Schut and months and 19 days of service with
lic
by
the
Blue
Key
Bookstore
in
tle
with
Calvin
in
the
Grand
Rapids
ond
Christian
Reformed
Church
for the comfortable chair seemed
Van Raalte Hall, at the college. ents are Mr. and Mrs. Steven Van- daughters, Carol and Patty, spent the Coast Guard, was retiredfrom GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Civic AuditoriumJan. 12.
custom made for the man’s needs and had served as deacon.
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Warren service at special ceremonies Russell Smith, 48, route 2, Spring
der Meulen of Beaverdam.
The Dutch have a 4-4 season's re Entire proceeds from the sale will
and it promptly became his favor- Besides the wife, he is survived
Schut in Sparta.
The
Rev.
John
Piersma
read
the
aboard the US cutter "Woodbine” Lake, Is In serious condition In
be donated to the Hope College
ite. He now spends most of the by one son, Adrian C. of Grand ord and are unbeaten in league
There will be a League meeting Friday. He had been attached to
rites following traditionalwedding
Music
Building
fund
by
Rev.
Haven; three daughters, Mrs. play. Lawrence Tech now has a
day in his new chair.
music played by Mrs. D. Linde- of the Holland - Zeeland Young the cutter for the past three years. Hackley Hospital,Muskegon, folHinkamp.
He had further cause for rejoic- John W. Schuitema of Muskegon, 5-3 mark.
man. J. Sidney Vander Laan, Women's League on Jan. 9 at 8 The chief and his family have lowing an accident at 6:45 p.m.
ing this week for it marked the Mrs. Alvin Kieft and Mrs. Richard The Hope JV team lost to Holsoloist, sang ’'0 Promise Me," p.m. in the Fourteenth S r e e
lived in Grand Haven since 1952, Monday in Spring Lake township.
arrival of his first great grand- Gronevelt, both of Grand Haven; lander leverage of the Holland Mrs. De Boer Hostess
"Because” and "The Lord's Pray- Christian Reformed C h u r c h of and in the spring plan to move to
Smith, travelingeast, ran off the
City
League
in
the
preliminary
conchild, William Henry Bergstrom. his mother; two brothers,William
Holland.
Traverse City where they own a
er ”
dead
end of slippery Pruin Rd. and
The "Henry” is, of course, after of Grand Haven and Nelson of test, 69-61. The game was close To Sunday School Class
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gcrrit
Gelder
anhome.
Attending the couple were Miss
the great grandfather.The child Grand Rapids; three sisters, Mrs. throughout with the winners leadnounce the birth of a daughteron
crashed into a tree. State police
Chief
Holstad
wears
the
EuroKay
Setsma,
maid
of
honor,
Miss
Mrs. Boyd De Boer entertained
was bom Wednesday in Oak Park, Arie Cook of Grand Rapids, Mrs. ing 25-21 at halftime.
pean Theater medal, the American had difficulty extricating Smith
members of her Sunday School Ruth Vander Meulen, bridesmaid, Dec. 24, named Marlene.
Jun
Buursma
led
Hope
with
12
William
Yonker,
Sr.,
of
Grand
HI., to Mr. and Mps. Robert L.
Mr.
and Mrs. Jake Doornwerd Defense ribbon, the Eurpoean- from his 1951 car, which was a
and
Miss
Carole
Snoek,
junior
Class of Sixth Reformed Church at
Bergstrom.Mrs. BergstVom is the Haven, and Mrs. John Workman and Jerry Hendrickson, Phil Boersand Mrs. and Mrs. Richard Her- Africian-Middle Eastern ribbon total loss. He received a compound
a Christmasparty Thursday even- bridesmaid: Gordon Vander
of Muskegon and 15 grandchildren. ma^ and John Jeltes all picked up
former Mary Jo Geerlings.
kompas of Holland were visitors with bronze star, the National De- fracture of ‘.he left leg and left
Meulen,
best
man.
and
Paul
Snoek
ing at her home, 860 Harvard Dr.
The family requests that flowers eight for the JV’s.
Geerlings, who will be 88 next
with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman fense medal and the Good Conduct arm and a possibleskull fracture.
and
Leonard
Snoek,
Jr.,
ushers.
Bob (Shorty) Van Dyke notched Rooms were decorated with
He was taken to MunicipalHosFeb. 29, is in good health but he be omitted and remembrances be
A
Peter Pan collar, long sleeves on Friday evening. Mr. and Mrs. medal with bronze star.
Christmas
colors
and
a
small
dec28 for the winners while Jack
pital, Grand Haven, and then
has trouble getting about. Conse- made to the Christian School.
Henry Bowman from Jamestown
coming
to
points
over
the
hands
Kempker got 14 and Fuzz Bauman orated Christmas tree. Games were
transferred to Hackley.
and their grandson Dicky Holt
quently, he is unable to leave his
played in the recreation room with and a chapel-length train were
12.
At 12:45 p.m. Monday on the
home at 90 West 14th St
from Grandville called that even- Holiday Party Held
style
features
of
the
white
satin
John Nowak Succumbs
prizes being awarded to Sharon
Box score:
ing also.
West Spring Lake Road in Spring
When next Feb. 29 rolls around,
gown
worn
by
the
bride.
She
Cramer and Bette Miller.Slides of
By Blue Bird Group
Hope (98)
Lake township, cars driven by
Geerlings will mark his 21st anni- After Short Illness
The prayer meetings scheduled
a trip taken by the De Boers to carried a colonial bouquet of white
FG
FT
PF
TP
for prayer week in the local Reversary, one for each four years,
roses
and
carnations.
The 14 Little Blue Birds of I/>ng- James Feldt, 18, and Donald
3
12 Niagara Falls were shown.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)—John Adams, f ...... 5 2
plus a four-year skip at the turn
The maid of honor wore a blue formed church will be held Tues- fcllow School had a holiday party Lewis, 21, both of Grand Haven,
Lunch
was
served
at
a
long
table
Riemersma, f
7
10
1
24
of the century. For many years Nowak, 67, of RobinsonTownship,
velvet gown and carried gold day and Friday evenings in the Tuesday at the home of Jean were involved in an acciBenes. c ........ 10
8
3
28 decorated with tall tapers, individent. Both were travelingnorth
he has been the most famous Leap died Friday evening at Municipal
carnations.The bridesmaid's gown chapel. A student from Western Dalman.
..... 6
4
2
16 dual candle holders with tiny canHospital following a six-cfky ill- Molenaar,
when Feldt started to pass Lewis
Year celebrant in Holland area.
was
fashioned of gold velvet and Seminary will be in charge of the
The
girls
made
gifts
for
their
Hilmert, g ...... 1
ness.
1
4
3 dles and lace doilies fashioned into
as the latter attemptedto make
Geerlings’ record as public serher
bouquet
consisted
of
blue meetings.
mothers.
Supper
was
served
at
a
0
1
4 horns of plenty containing candy
Born in Poland May 19, 1888, Mr. Ritsema, g ...... 2
Mr. and Mrs. William Van table decorated with Santa Claus a left turn without signaling.
vant is unequalled anywhere. His
carnations. A gown o' crimson
and
nuts.
Mrs.
De
Boer
was
assistHendrickson, f .. 1
0
2
2
Feldt was given first aid treatyears in service to his community Nowak came to this vicinity in 1946
velvet was worn by the junior Eenenaam of Grand Rapids were place mats and Santa Claus hats.
Thomson, ...... 2
4
5 ed by Miss Lillian Van Tak. Each
and church exceeds the 350 -year from Calqmet City, HI. He was
bridesmaid and she carried blue dinner guests with Mr. and Mrs. Gifts were exchanged and each ment at the scene for a bloody
guest
received
a
gift
from
the
Vander
Lind,
g
1
1
1
3
Laurence De Vries on Monday for received an eversharp pencil from nose and bruised knee. About $300
mark. He served as mayor of married in Spring Lake to Mrs.
and gold carnations.
Schoon, c ....... 0
1
1
0 teacher.
Holland 10 years, 50 years on the Rose Cerny on Jan. 27, 1951 and
Mrs. U*ster Riemersma and Mrs. damage was done to his 1950 car
reception
was
held
in
the their New Year's dinner.
Invited were Karen Dokter,
Buursma, f ..... 0
0
0
0
The Rev. Floyd De Boer will ful- Gerrit Jongsma, assistantleaders. and 575 to the 1950 Lewis car.
Board of Education, 51 years on was a member of St. Anthony’s
church parlors with Mr. and Mrs.
Karen
Nelson,
Sharon
Cramer,
the Library Board, 10 years on the Catholic Church and the Polish
Members of the cleanup commit- Lewis was issued a ticket for
John Snoek serving as master and fill a classical appointmentto Fort
Totals ... 35 28
22
98 Delores Woltman. Carol De Waard,
Board of Supervisors, eight years Alliance Society. He had been
mistress of ceremonies. Miss Leonard Wood. Mo., next Sunday. tee were Barbara Stoner and failureto signal for a turn.
Marilyn
Den
Uyl,
Bette
Miller,
Lawrence Tech (67)
Grand Haven city police rens Ottawa County’s representative employed at Challenge Machine Co.
Coririe Prins and Miss Nancy He plans to leave Friday and re- I^onna Riemersma.
Me Gilliviary, f
4
1
5
9 Carol Steggerda, Karen Hertz,
Attending were Mary Jo Hains, ported no accidents d firing the
to the State House of Representa- until his retirement two years
Briggs
arranged
the gifts. Others turn on Tuesday. Seminarian
Basilico,f ...... 5
1
2
11 Carol Van Dam, Patty Terpsma,
tives, and 20 or more years as ago. He was formerly employed as
assistingat the reception were the David Holwerda will take charge of Linda Johnson, Donna Riemersma, holiday weekend. The above were
Dzrus, c ........ 5
2
2
12 Margaret Fought, Sandra Brinks
assistant
general
manager
of
the
city alderman.
Misses Shirley Dertien, Judy of the services in the local Chris- Robin Walters, Nancy Gebben, the only mishaps reported by the
Sylvester,g ..... 2
10
4
14 and Sharon Kraai.
Sharon Welling, Barbara Stoner, state police here, outside of .the
Businesswise he spent 50 years General American Transportation
Sinke, Irene Nicholson and Mari- tian Reformed Church.
Mrs. De Boer was presented a
Tomich, g ....... 3
0
1
6
Martin Tubergen is still confined Linda Cuperus, Linda Veldheer, fatal accident near Nunica, where
in the commercial department of Corp. in Hammond, Ind.
anne
Vander
Meulen.
Wegert, f ....... 1
1
3
3 gift from the class on Christmas
Frist State Bank, now First Besides the wife, he is survived
For the honeymoon the bride to Ferguson Hospital in Grand Nancy Wierda, Judy Jongsma, they assistedby directingtraffic.
Kisabeth, f ..... 3
0
3
6 Day.
by
two
daughters,
Mrs.
Virginia
Judy Borr and Jean Dalman.
National Bank, retiringabout 1940
changed
to a gold knit dress with Rapids but is slowly improving.
Wheeler, g ...... 0
2
2
2
The C. P. H. Circle will meet
Davis of Hammond, Ind., and Mrs.
at the age of 72.
black
accessories. After Jan. 5
Johnson, f ....... 0
0
4
0 County Clerk’s Office
Hagelskamps Feted
His church and matters of relig- Al Greene, of Calumet City; two Accavitti,g .....
the couple will live at Mineral Friday afternoon at 2 p.fn. in the
1
2
4
Eric Albert Dalman
1
First
Christian
Reformed
Church
sons,
John
Jr.,
of
Kalamazoo
and
ion have always claimed a great
Wells, Tex., The groom is in the
On 50th Anniversary
Processes Much Work
amount of time. He was church William of Calumet City; 11 grandArmy
stationed at Welters Air of HudsonvHle.
Succumbs
at Age 60
Totals ... 24 19 27
67
Harpsr4«*f8man left Saturday
trustee for 17 years, taught a children and one great grandchild;
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp of
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Force Base.
morning with his sister and her
Mrs. Anna
men’s Bible class for 25 years, two step-daughters,
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Hamilton, who celebratedtheir 50th
The
bride,
a
graduate
of
Grand
County Clerk Anna Van Horssen’s
served as president of the Ottawa Rehak of Brookfield,111., and Mrs. Douglas Man Dies
Rapids Christian High School, for- husband, Mr. and Mrs. L e s ter Eric Albert Dalman, 60, who lived wedding anniversary on Dec. 26,
office was a busy place in 1955.
Ohlman and Mrs. Alfred Gemmen at route 1, Spring Lake, died Fri- were guests of honor at a dinner
Sunday School Association for 10 Gerald Gross of Robinson TownOn the legal front, the following merly was employed by Wurzburg from HUdsonvillefor Rochester,
In Nursing
day noon in Municipal Hospital party given by relatives Wednesin Grand Rapids. The groom is a
years and the State Association ship.
cases were put on file: law, 105;
three years. He was editor of The
graduate of Zeeland High School. Minn., to see their mother who is where he had been a patient for day evening at the Hub restaurant
law
ex-parte,
19;
chancery,
193;
, FENNVULE (Special)-- George
in St. Mary’s Hospital. Also visit- the past week. He had been ill for in Zeeland.
Leader (Reformed Church paper) Worthy Grand Matron
Stevens, 90, Douglas, died Satur- chancery ex-parte, 1; criminal,
ing their father Edd Veldman, and two weeks.
After dinner there was group
for 25 years and managed "De
day in Parkview Nursing Home in 135. A total of 34 judgments were Western Foundry Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Veldman who
He was bom in Spring Lake singing and Leland Westennan,
Hope,” its Dutch forerunner, for Gant of Local OES
Zeeland.
granted and 99 decrees were isare staying near the hospital. They March 13, 1895 and was a member son-in-law of the Hagelskamps,
12 years.
Mrs. Glenna Hagle of Pontiac, Surviving are four cousins,Mrs. sued. Four justicestranscripts Entertains Employes
expected to return Monday eveni- of the Spring Lake Lodge, F and told of a recent trip to Europe.
Other interests were The worthy grand matron of the state Ernest Beler and Mrs. Thomas were issued along with six returns
AM and the American Legion of A gift was presented to the
Employes of Western Foundry ing.
Chamber of Commerce, Salvation of Michigan Order of Eastern Gifford of Douglas, Wendell Knox to Supreme Court.
Army, Century Club, Rotary Club Star, along with members of and Mrs. Florence Baker of Maine. Other work processed by the Co. of Holland were entertained Mr. and Mrs. Chester Machiele Grand Haven. He had been em- honored couple.
Attending were- Mr. and Mr*.
at a Christmas dinner last week at from Zeeland entertained several ployed, at Continental Motors in
and several fraternal organ- Holland Chapter No. 429 were
Stevens was a life member of clerk's office includes:certified
The Hub in Zeeland. About 90 couples from here at their home on Muskegon for 14 years as a mach- Leland Westennan, Mr. and Mrs.
izations.
guests of Star of Bethlehem Chap- the Shriners and Masonic Lodge, copies, 2,275; notary commissions,
William Postma, Mr. and Mr*.
employes enjoyed a steak and Saturdayevening. Included in the ine operator.
Geerlings was educated *10 local ter No. 40 for the annual school
also a member of the Odd Fellow 76; physicians and nurses regisgroup were Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Surviving are the wife, Amanda; Steve Wolters, Mr. and Mrs. Wilchicken dinner.
schools from kindergarten through of instructionfor o f f i c e r s. The and Rebekah lodges, all in New
trations, 45; marriage licenses,
Carl Johnson, manager, gave a Huyser, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin two sons, Albert E. and Roger K., liam Nykamp, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Hope College and then obtained a school was hfeld Thursday evening Hampshire. He was an honorary
592; assumed names, 137; co- brief talk. Christmas songs were Huyser, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth both of Spring Lake; one daughter, Brink, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Postdegree from McCormick Seminary at the Masonic Temple.
member of the American Federa- partnerships,114; concealed wea- sung by Wilbur Vande Yacht, ac- Knap, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bow- Mrs. Roger (Vivian)- Bolling of ma, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Print,
in Chicago. He was In the miniBefore the school, dinner was tion of Music. He lived in Douglas pons, 125; liquor cards, 266; order
companied by Marcia Vande man, Mr. and Mrs. Junior Grand Haven; three brothers,Roy Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Postma, Mr.
sterial professionfor only one year served in the banquet room of the area four years.
determining time and place of Water. Group singing was included Vereeke.
Al, of Minneapolis, Minn., Carl O. and Mrs. Alvin Nykamp, Mr. and
and turned to the business world Dutch Mill restaurant with Mrs.
birth, 11; tax title notices, 6; in the program.
Herman Nienhuis who spent the of Spring Lake and Ernest of Mrs. Edward Brink, Mr.
after being disillusioned by dissen- Hagle as guest of honor.
Largest known forest fire was nationalizations,
11.
Films on wildlife were shown vacation holidays with his parents, Muskegon; one sister, Mrs. Howard John H. Brink, Mr. and
sion in the church he served follow- .Mrs. Estelle Schipper, worthy' the one which swept over three
through the courtesy of The Hol- Mr. and Mrs. George Nienhuis left C. Rees, of Spring Lake.
Harley Brink and Gpokw* Brink
ing his graduation from seminary. matron of Star of Bethlehem chapmillion acres and caused the loss
First silver dollars in the land Evening Sentinel.
again on Monday noon for Ann
mmrng Mrs. Gerald Ha
He has two children.*.Mrs. Reo ter, presided at the dinner and of 160 lives in Maine and New
United States were minted in
On Friday, all company emplo- Arbor where heAwill resume his
1 and family
y of California
Marcotte of Belmont, Mass, and meeting.
Brunswick in October, 1825..
1794.
yes were presented hams.
studies.
Americans are left-handed.
1 be present,
home,
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Sunday School

U.S. Attorney

Engaged

Sunday, January 8, 1956

Reports Busy

January 8, 1955
For What Will I Spend My Life?
I Cor. 3:11-15and Matt 16:24-26.
By Raymond E. Weiss

Jesus Teaches Confidence in God.
12:22

-

Christian

W5«

County Has Forst

SoR Conservation

Traffic Fatality

Program Proving

New Years Day

Worth

Endeavor

Lesson
Luke

5,

34.

1955

Year for
By C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrightedoutlines
produced by the Division of ChristMiles Says Year’s
ian Education, National Council of
the Churches of Christ in the
U.S.A. and used by permission.)

Work

Is

Introduction

To introduce the topic you might GRAND HAVEN (Special)- The
ask two or three of your group new year was in its first day when
who have decided on their life Ottawa County chalked up its first

26 Percent

in

Ottawa

:

work and whom, you feel sure,
have made thfs decision seeking

District Points

Up

Importanceof Fire

traffic fatality for 1956.

Lanes as Insurance
Greater Than 1954
At 3:05 p.m. on Sunday, Jan. 1,
Our generation which has more
God’s will to tell briefly what they Kenneth Harvey, 27, r o u t e 1,
than any other generationthat In a year-end report released by
The Home of the
More than 100 Ottawa County
are planning to do with thier lives Coopersville,was instantly killed
Holland City Newt
ever lived upon this earth is both- United States DistrictAttorney
farmers controling about 6,500
and how they came to this deci- when his car failed to make a
Publishedevery Thursacres joined the soil conservation
day by The Sentinel ered more by worries than those Wendell A. Miles in Grand Rapids
sion. These people should not be curve and struck a tree on LeonPrinting Co. Office 54-56 who lived long ago and had less. it was revealedthat the business
program in 1955 to boost to 1,800
only
those
who
are
planning
on
ard
Rd.
about
two
miles
southeast
West Eighth Street. HolThis
lesson therefore is most fit- of that office increased more than
the number of Ottawa farmers who
vocations
which
we
usually
call
land. Michigan.
of Nunica in Crockery Township.
Enured as second class matter at ting for our times. It teaches us to 26 percent over 1954. A total of
.now are using soil conserving
"full time Christian service," but
Officers believe the driver lost
,h. po.t
put confidence in God.
practices on their land.
343 cases were handled in the
also those who, seeking God’s will, control on the curve because of exunder' the Act of
I. Jesus tells his disciples not to Grand Rapids and Marquette ofhave decided on other types of cessive speed. The driver’s body
District cooperators again did
1879.
worry. The Sermon on the Mount fices compared with 250 for the
life - work.
more tiling than in any previous
Stanley Curtis
was thrown 15 to 25 feet from the
W. A. BUTLER. Editor and Publisher
was spoken to disciples. The Lord previous year. The large increase
Leader's Talk
year. District technicians assisted
Advertisingand Suoscrlptlons3191
car. The 1951 car was demolished.
tells his disciples not to be anxious. results from the added number of
The leader's talk should be cen- Harvey was alone in the car.
in layout of more than 250,000feet
The publisher shall not be liable
Miss Bonnie Rose Hovengo
New Councilman Takes
of drain tile and about five miles
rot any error or wrors In printing In these days many are. The ma- civil cases, Miles said. He stated The engagement of Miss Bonnie tered around the two passagesof
Dr. Eugene
of
any advertising unless a proof
jority of people are not anxious that criminal cases showed a slight
Scripture. It might be entitled Coopersville, deputy m&dical ex- His Oath of Office
of open ditch on lands in the counsuch advertisementehall have been about salvationbut about tempor- increase in number from 111 in Rose Hovenga to Austin Kalmink
"God Gives Us Guidance on How aminer, said the driver died inty. The first gridiron system of
obtained by advertiser and returned
is announced by her parents, Mr.
A new councilman for the first tile drainage in the county was into Decide For What We Will. Spend
by him in time for correctionswith al things— about food and clothing. 1954 to 116 in 1955.
stantly of a basal skull fracture.
and
Mrs.
Arend
Hovenga
of
route
such errors or corrections noted Jesus said that the “life is more --Sixty -five defendants answered
Our Lives.”
Charles K. Bugielskiand Keith ward took hsi oath of office stalled on part of the Ed Van Dam
6. Mr. Kalmink is the son of Mr.
plainly thereon:and In such case If
at a meeting of City Council farm in Jamestown Township.Six
1. The life of the Christian will
any error so noted is not corrected than meat, and the body more than to informations filed by the district and Mrs. John Kalmink, route 2.
Averill investigated for the sherWednesday at 7:30 p.m.
publishersliabilityshall not exceed raiment." He wanted to teach us attorney while the grand jury was
be
judged. I Cor. 3:11 - 15.
local trenchingcontractors partiiff’s
department.
State
police
dirHamilton.
such a proportion of the entire space that God who gave us life and the
Stanley (Doc) Curtis, who was cipated in the tiling this year.
a. A very valuable foundationhas
particularlyactive,having return?*e<f by
by the error bears to the
ected traffic.
occupied
appointed by Council at its Dec. 21 Work is also underway by a group
been laid in every Christian'slife
occupied by such adver- body, will take care of both. Our ed indictments charging 50 defendwhole space
si
Harvey was born July 25, 1928,
tisement.
bodies are meant to be used in the ants with violationsof federal
— Jesus Christ. We are dealing, in Muskegon county and lived in meeting, is a heating engineer at of muck farmers installing combin- *
service of God. If we use them for laws. Twelve defendants appeared
Holland Furnace Co., and served ed tile drainage and pumping
therefore,with somethingprecious.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Nunica until two months ago when
One year. J3.00; six months. J'XOO; that purpose then God will pro- before the two federal district Mr. and Mrs William Abel and
as d member «pf the former Port plants for drainage and irrigation.
b. Every Christianis a worker
he moved to Coopersville area. He
three months. <L(X); single copy. 10c. vide for the needs of the body.
of Holland Authority.
and
with
his life either builds well
The reforestationprogram startjudges
as
the
result
of
transfer
of
daughter,
Miss
Bernice
of
BeaverSubscriptions payable In advance and
was married in Grand Haven Feb.
will be promptly discontinuedIf not Jesus calls attentionto the ravens their cases from other juris- dam were supper guests at the or poorly for -Christ in his own
He
was
bom
in
Holland
and
is ed by the West Ottawa Districtin
7, 1951, to the former Pat
renewed.
which do not sow or reap and have dictions.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Willis life and the lives of others.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
Molenkamp. He was with the U.S. still living in the same home he 1938 continues to expand. In 1955
no
storehouse
nor
bam
and
yet
c.
When
Jesus
comes
again
our
reporting promptly any Irregularity
Criminal cases prosecuted in- Timmer and Alvin Wayne New
Air Force from 1947 to 1950, and was born
170 college
College Ave.
Ave just
two million
seedllnSs
oorn in at ku
wereunder
distributea
5y
district
God feeds them. People are worth
In delivery. Write or Phone 319L
works will be tested bringing either
volved 29 types of violations of fed- Year’s evening.
was employed by Anderson- His father was a veterinarian and
more than birds. Although God
mere
salvation
without
rewards
Mrs.
Mary
Essenberg
of
Harlem
nursery.
An
unknown
number
were
eral statutes,Miles observed.
Bolling in Spring Lake for five
feeds the birds we know that they
it was from his father that he ac- planted by district cooperators who
and Mrs. Gerrit Driezenga of Crisp for our life work or salvation with
IS CONSERVATISM DEAD?
years.
Forty-one cases involving 49 deraise their own seedlings.
The Sentinel’s Washington UP work hard for their food, but they fendants were brought on for pro- visited Mrs. Sarah Hassevoort Wed- God’s rewards for work well done. Surviving are the wife; three quired the nickname of Doc.
do
not
fret
and
worry
as
people
2. The life that will receive God's
nesday afternoon.
correspondent, Lyle C. Wilson, exHe is married and has three As these plantations progress,
sons, Kent, 4, Craig, 3, and Curt,
secution for violationof the Dyer
presses the opinion that “the con- do. God wants people to work
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer en- blessing is the life of the one who, two months; his parents, Mr. and children, Mrs. Harold Dykema of the district is placing more and
Act,
that
is
interstate
transporatertainedMr. and Mrs. Gerrit denying self, follows Jesus all the
servativepolitical movement in the without worrying.
tion of stolen automobiles.Other
Mrs. Thomas Harvey of Spring East Lansing. Mrs. John Ewart of more emphasison establishingfire
lanes, insect control and good forUnited States" is dead He points It is useless to worry. The en- statistics showed that there were Vanden Brink of Hud$onvilleat way. Matt. 16:24-26.
Lake; the grandmother.Mrs. Sally Holland and Robert of Santa
a. We must deny our selfish,
out that there are no Mark Han- ergy used in worrying should be
their home Wednesday evening.
estry practices.Many of the older
ten
cases
of
immigration
violaMonica,
Calif.,
the
latter
working
Harvey
of
Houston,
Tex.;
three
na’s today, no Boise Penrose’s, no used in working. Jesus asks, "And
The
Mothers
Club won fifth prize sinful ways. One cannot spend his
plantations are now nearing pulp
tions; 12 postal violations: nine
sisters, Mrs. Edward Vokal, Jr., at Douglas Aircraft.
William McKinley's. The party rep- which of you with taking thought
in their Farm-to-Prospercontest life as God wants him to and seek
wood stage. They now require
Curtis
is
a
member
of
First
forgery
cases;
five
cases
of
bank
of
Ferrysburg,
and
Carol
and
resented by such men, he says, can add to his stature one cubit?”
program,
in
Muskegon
High
his own pleasure, honor, wealth
pruning and thinning.District
embezzlements: five defendants
Marilyn at home; six brothers, Reformed Church and was a form“is dead, although millions of sur- The man who worries does not
were tried for bank robbery,as School last week. The award was and prestige for his own glory Clinton of Ferrysburg,Wayne of er Boy Scout committeeman.He technicians participated in insect
viving voters may’ not realize it.” lengthen his life — he shortens it.
$10 in cash and a certificate sign- Self - seeking must be denied and
control, pruning, Christmas tree
well as harboring deserters,thefts
Srping Lake, Sgt. Richard with the succeeds Anthony Nienhuis who
All of which is true, but “What The very lilies of the field preach
ed
and
presented
personally by a willingness to sacrifice all, inshearing and other forestry manfrom intersta.eshipments, imperU. S. Army at Gary, Ind., Gerald, resigned a few weeks ago because
is truth?” remains as pertinent a sermons to God’s people. Their
Governor G. Mennen Williams. The cluding life itself, to glorify God
agement demonstrations during,
sonation
ca.»e»
accounted
for
most
of
ill
health
and
will
serve
until
Roger and Steven at home.
question as u was when asked by glory exceeds that of Solomon. If
projects that helped win the prize must take its place.
the year.
of the remainder.
the next city electionin the spring
Pontius Pilate two thousand years God clothes the lilies of the field
were donating blood to the Red b. We must follow Christ. Having
As pointed out by W. D. Miller,
Miles
stated
that
the
counterfeit
of
1957.
which flourish but for a short time,
ago.
Cross blood bank, (10 pints) a used denied self we must seek Christ's
work
unit conservationist,plantahow much the more will he clothe clsc involving an Ecuadorian im- clothing drive for the needy, con- mind, Christ's ways. Christ’s detions in Ottawa County occupy an
It is obvious, as Mr. Wilson
porter
almost
became
an
internamen and women. We condemn a
tributingto the polio fund, contri- sires.
says, that there are no more Mark
extensive part of western Ottawa
tional issue. Cesar A. Endara was
Whatever our vocation be these
Hanna’s and their kind in either person who takes better care of arrested in Lansing, Mich., in pos- buting toward a wheel chair for
County and represent a big investhis dog than of his son. The reason
the county infirmary at Eastman- are the principlesa Christian must
party; there were at the turn of the
Special old year services were ment of time and labor. “Protecsession
of
an
engraving
plate
afcentury as many hidebound con- why people worry is due to the ter asking a Lansing printing firm ville, besides numerous projects use in choosing it. A vocation thus
held* on Saturday evening in the tion of this investment by installservativesin the Democraticparty absence of faith. People who have
for the local school.
chosen will be a holy task whatever
local church. On New Years Day ing fire lanes around the plantato
print
750,000
sheets
of
Ecuadorconfidence in God do not worry—
as in the Republican organization.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Luurtsema it may be.
the Rev. Van Gronigen had as his tions is cheap insurance,” says
ian revenue stamps valued at $2.28
they trust
of Zeeland and Mr and Mrs. Fred
In closing you might ask your
It is doubtful if any one of them in
subjects “The InescapableJudg- Miller.
n.
Jesus
urges
his
followers
to each. E n d a r a ’s brother was a
either party could today be elected.
Knoper of New Gronigen were pastor or someone else to tell about
ment" and “A Prayer for Light." Wildlife improvement shrubs
member
of
the
national
assembly
seek the kingdom of God. The
Time has marched on.
New Year’s Eve guests at the home some definite fields for Christian
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Weenum an- were planted on 206 acres, cover
nations of the world seek after in Ecuador and was a candidate of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer.
work that are not usual to our
nounce the birth of a baby girl crops planted on 1,200 acres and
But “conservative” is a relative
for
re-election
at
the
time
he
was
food and clothing. The disciples
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hassevoort thinking as, journalism, Christian
bom on Thursday.
improved rotations were installed
term. In the phraseology of Euroof the Lord should be different. arrested. After Endara was senMrs. Masselink was taken to on 6,500 acres.
pean politics, a phraseologythat They believe in their Father who tenced by Judge W. Wallace Kent of Zeeland visited their mother, motion picture production,evangelistic radio stations, Missionary
Zeeland Hospital last Thursday due
“Educational tours and meetings
we are borrowing in America, the knows their needs. And they be- in Grand Rapids to pay a fine, he Mrs. Sarah Hassevoort Monday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Claude
Boers
and
Aviation
Fellowship,
and
others.
to a stroke.
are a big part of the conservation
terms “conservative” and Radical”
lieve that he will provide for all returned to Ecuador.
children, Mary Ann, Edwin and
The free pamphlet "What is a
Jacob Slagh is not well and has program,” states Clarence
•re suggested by the words "Right”
In January Robert Leonard, Roy
their needs because He knows and
Glenn entertained relatives at
Life Work Recruit?" may be obbeen confined to his home for sev- Reenders, district board chairman.
and “Left,” always with capitals.
Kelly
and
George
Glisson,
all
of
cares. Instead of seeking what the
Christmasparty in their new home tained from the Michigan C. E.
eral weeks. Mrs. Herman Geerts This year district technicians conOver there, as over here, there is
pagans seek the disciples are com- Ann Arbor, were tried on charges
who has been ill is improved.
ducted 29 tours and meetings to
no such party anymore as the manded to seek the kingdom of of having robbed the Centreville Thursday evening. Gifts were ex- Union. 16524 Woodward Ave., Dechanged and refreshmentswere troit 3.
Little Mary Lou Ten Broeke is demonstrate conservationprac- \
"Right” as it was known in 1900;
God. If they do that then all these State Bank of Centrevilleof $4,306 served. The guests were; Mr. and
showing improvement of late. She tices to teachers, school children,
such a party would not have the
in currency. All were convicted
things shall be added. Man is
Mrs.
Edward
Folkert, Miss Gerwill need special care to aid her civic groups and others. More than
change of an icicle in the Sahara
seeking creature. The Lord gives and sentenced ,to long terms in
Charley K. Prins Die*
trude Kronemeyer, Mr. and Mrs
to grow erect and use her limbs. 1.800 persons participated.
Desert today.
Federal
prison.
his disciples something worth
Mrs. Comeal Diekema remains This sprjng the district installed
Irwin Folkert,David, Alan and At Zeeland Hospital
But there are partiesof the Right
In
February,
Edwin
Albert
while to do— seek God’s kingdom.
about
the same.
Carl; Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Folkert,
over there today: that is, they are
a recording rain gauge at the soil
They who do that will learn Townsend was trieJ for the daring Ruth, Rose and Jan. Unable to
The membership papers of Mrs. loss plots in Jamestown Township.
Charley K. Prins. 76. of route 2
to the Right of the new Left. And
daylight
robbery
of
the
Elsie
State
through experience that God takes
Hershel Weaver were received re- Records now available point out
Wthere is conservatism in American
Bank at Elsie, Mich. The officers be present were the Rev. and Mrs. Crisp) died Tuesday at Zeecare of the expenses.
cently from the Jamestown Re- the advantages of good farming
Robert Folkert of Klosauqua, Iowa. land Hospital after an illness
politics,as compared with the radiof
the
bank
were
away
at
the
time
It is worth noting that Jesus
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hassevoort, of two weeks. He was born at
formed Church. Also the member- practices.
calism that came in with Theodore
of
the
holdup
and
several
women
says that his disciples should seek
ship of Mr. and Mrs. C. Grasmid
Gary and Mark tool: supper with Crisp to the late Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson and
Planting crops across the slope
clerks
testified
in
court
that
the kingdom and he also tells them
from the north Blendon church.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hassevoort Klaas Prins and had lived in that
Franklin Roosevelt.
or, "on the contour”paid off in
Townsend
ordered
them
to
lie
on
that "it is your Father’s good
The Mens Society and the Gold- increased yields by reducing soil
in Holland Heights New Years eve- community all his life. He retired
Parties today that represented
the bank floor while he took $7,206
pleasure to give you the kingdom.
en Hour Society will not meet this and fertility losses and retaining
ning.
from active farming 12 years ago
the ideologyof McKinley or Grover
in
currency
and
$8,711.72
in
Series
Some things cannot be given away
week.
School classes were again re- because of his health.
Cleveland would have only a ghost
water where crops could use it.
E. Governmentbonds. After his
unless there is some one who
Donald and Richard Smith, sons This was proven on the runoff plots
sumed
Tuesday
after the holiday
Mr.
Prins
was
a
member
of the
of a chance to win office. But the
conviction
by
a
federal
court
jury
eager to receive.
of Mr. and Mrs. James Smith, and by farmers who contour plantrecess. The children have all re- South Olive Christian Reformed
reason is simply that life has
Jesus said, “Sell that ye have he was sentenced to a 25-year term covered from their bouts with
entered Holland Hospital last ed 250 acres this year for the first
Church
and
was
a
member
of
the
marched on. In politics, as in life,
and give alms." Should every by Judge Kent. Townsend was re- chicken pox and the flu.
Wednesday and had their tonsils time.
Greater Consistory.
there is never a return march. In
cently
involved
in
an
attempted
esremoved. They r e turn e d home The district employed William
both cases there is only a one- Christian sell what he has? Paul cape from the federal prison in
Surviving are the wife. Grace;
that evening.
way passage: no return tickets are uses the phrase “possessingas Leavenworth, Kans., Miles said.
three sons, Clarence,Floyd and
Sinderman as a conservation aid
though they possesed not” which
Mr. and Mrs. William Austhof to assist the four soil conservation
•old by destiny.
Earl of Holland: a daughter, Mrs.
Two
convictions
of
violation
of
express
the
idea of Jesus. It is
left on Dec. 27 for Bradington, service techniciansassigned to the
But human nature has not changRobert De Jongh of Lansing; eight
Federal Narcotics Laws resulted in
Fla., to spend a couple months.
ed. Some men are conservative by disastrous when material things
grandchildren:five great granddistrict. This is the first time in
prison
sentences
pronounced
by
master us, but when we master
The meeting of the Holland- Michigan that a district has eminstinct, some are radical for the
children, and a brother Ralph of
them
all is well. Jesus does not Chief Judge Raymond W. Starr.
Zeeland Young Women's League
same reason. It may be that for
Holland.
ployed personnel to provide techJack Ohanian and Alexander Mississippi
will be held Jan. 9 at 8 p.m. in
the moment there are so many want his disciples to be selfish and Kelly, both of Detroit, were arFuneral services will be held at
nical assistance to farmers.
live self-centeredlives. Christians
the
Fourteenth
Street
Church
of
more radicalsin the population
DeWitt's Hatcheries, Zeeland,
p.m. Friday at South Olive
The West Ottawa Soil Conservashould be “obsessed with the king- rested in possessionox $2,000 worth
Holland.
than conservativesthat the radical
said Wednesday they have leased Christian Reformed Church, t h e
tion Districtannual meeting will
of heroin in Hillsdalecounty. They
dom
of
God"
and
not
with
materThe
newly
chosen
elders
and
party, whatever its name, is in the
the Poultry Farm and Hatcheryof Rev. Titus Heyboer officiating.
be held at Allendale Town Hall on
subsequently admittedimportation
deacons were installed in their
ascendency. But that has happened ial things. There are two kinds of
L. E. Burnett at Jackson, Miss. Relatives are asked to meet in the
Saturday, Jan. 21. This y e a r’ s
of
it
from
Chicago
for
use
in
treasures — the earthly and the
respective
offices
at
the
morning
before in our history. There is no
This new plant is the seventh in church basement at 1:45. Burial
meeting will feature a dinner at
heavenly.
The
majority seek the Detroit,Miles said.
service
on
Sunday.
They
are
BECKER
CLAREN CE
their chain of hatcheriesin the will be at North Holland Cemetery.
reason to assume that the conserTwo
kidnapping
convictions
reHenry Blauwkamp and Johannas noon. 'Hie program will begin at
vatives will not again win the earthly— they who seek the heaven- sulted in 10 and 7%-year sentences Middle West and South
Friends may call at the Nibbelink10:30 a.m. and will include new
ly
are
wise.
Schout as elders, Reynold Koop
hearts of the American population.
This new DeWitt Hatchery will Notier Funeral Chapel Wednesday
by Judge Kent.
1. Why do people worry?
and Nick Ouwenga as deacons. color movies and a magic show.
hatch about 35,000 chicks per week. from 7 to 9 and Thursday froift 2
If this happens, it will not be the
According to the district attor2. When do we show confidence
R e 1 r i ng elder was Gerrit
conservatism of the age of McKinThe breedingfarm will ho u s e to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
ney, criminal cases have been
Steigenga, and deacons were John
ley but the conservatismof the in God?
about
25,000 layers. DeWitt’s will
showing a steady although not a
Essenburg and Jerry Por.
atomic age. But as long as human 3. Upon what should Christians
concentrate on producing and
tremendous rise. In 1952 there
Assets
nature remains what it has been focus their efforts?
hatching HD - 300 White Leghorns Arthur H. Bode, 67
4. What does covetousness do to were 71 criminal cases handled by
for thousands of years, you may
for egg producers and White
Succumbs at Home
the office: in 1953 , 88 cases; in
a
person?
be sure that conservatism,and
Vantress-ArborAcre Cross broiler
Ottawa Savings and Loan As- Mr. and Mrs. Dale Potgieter and
1954, 111 cases and in 1955, 116
5.
How
do
people
show
that
they
in City
hence the conservative party, will
chicks.
Arthur H. Bode, 67, of 78 West sociation Wednesday reported as- baby were home for a short furcases.
be with us. The world grown smal- control money and are not conThe
location at Jackson, with 21st St., died at his home Sunday sets aouting to $4,451,055.49, or 8J
Of the large number of civil
lough over the holidays.
ler by reason of speed. The popu- trolled by it?
excellentrail connections,will sup- evening following a heart attack. percent more than they were Dec.
Sections of Holland were without
cases handled, 102 involve the FedNew officers for First Christian light
Ition grows larger by reason of
ply DeWitt customers in Southern He had been ill for the past few 31, 1954.
on two occasions Wedneseral Housing Administration, and
Reformed Church who will be inscience. It seems our problems
Mississippi, Louisiana,Alabama, months and had returned home
day, but the troubles at the James
Jacob
Zuidema
and
Clarence
J.
59 involve the General Accounting
stalled Sunday morning are
Increase.
Georgia and Florida.
from the hospital Saturday.
Becker, president and vice presi- Elders: Arnie Potgieter & Gaude De Young light plant at no time
Office. Some of the more frequent
Mrs. Peter
Prof. Hiram Polk will continue
Mr. Bode was born in Fremont dent respectively,in releasing the Scholma; deacons; Albert Knoper, affected the entire ciy at the same
types of cjvil cases include: Tort
time.
as Breeding Farm Manager. Prof. to the late Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit annual report, said the instituclaims, trespass cases, condemnaKenneth Morrow and A. Rosema.
George Rendleman, superintendPolk has managed the Burnett Bode had lived in Holland for tion’s progress continuedto be
tion cases, tax cases, wheat allotMrs. George Harmsen underwent
Fire
Killed in
Poultry Farm for more than seven the past 15 years. He was assoc- based on serving an increasing
ent of the Board of Public Works,
ment caes and navigationand
surgery at Blodgett Hospital last said at noon that it had not
years, and before that was head iated with Geerds Veltman Co. as number of this community’s citimaritimecases.
Friday.
been completely determinedwhat
Word was received Wednesday Miles praised his staff consisting of the Poultry Husbandry Depart- secretary and treasurer the past zens and “serving them well.”
Mr. Harroun is recovering from caused the trouble but employes
ment
of
Mississippi
State
College.
few
years
and
nad
been
manager
“With each passing year,” they pneumonia in ButterworthHospiof the death of Mrs. Retha Thoms, of AttorneyRoman J. Snow of
hoped to have everything correct20 - year - old student nurse at Grand Rapids, and Robert J. The hatchery manager will be an- of the firm. Before r o m i n g to said, "we serve a growing number tal.
Fire lossei in 1955 for the City
ed by evening.
Butterworth Hospital,who was Danhof of Muskegon and the same nounced later. The rest of the Holland he was in the retail shoe of people, either by providinga
Mrs. Alice Kraker, who fractur- Generally,the stoppages were
of Holland amounted to an estimatkilled in a two - car collision number of secretarial personnel Burnett sta'f is being retained. business In Fremont. Mr. Bode safe, convenient and profitable ed her hip recently, was taken
ed $8,000, according to figures Monday night seven miles south of
the result of a fault in the direct
DeWitt’s took over Jan. 1.
was a member of Maple Avenue place for their savings, or grant- home last Friday.
for handling the additionalwork.
compiled by Fire Chiei Andrew Ann Arbor.
Christian Reformed Church and ing them loans on a sound basis Last ThursdayMrs. Gerrit Bower current control wiring system in
Klomparens.
the plant, Rendleman said. This
Mrs. Thoms, a bride of five
had served as elder both here and for the purchaseof homes.”
Woman Pays Fine
called in a number of old friends
The department received 108 months, was returning to Ann Ar- Service* Held Tuesday
in the Fremont Church.
They listed highlightsof the of Mrs. John Klomp of Grand tripped off machines, and it was
necessary to start another genera- 1
calls of which 91 came in by teleOn Delinquency Count
bor with her husband, Peter, 22,
Surviving are the wife, Alice; specializedthrift and home financ- Rapids, who was a guest of the
phone, 16 through the alarm box after a visit with relatives in For Thomas H. Potts
tor which took an hour and a half
GRAND HAVEN (Special) two daughters, Mrs. Elmer ing institution's 1955 operations as Bowers for x few days.
before all circuitscould safely be
system and one by radio.
Ohio. Peter Thoms, son of Dr. and
services were held at Betty Jane Smith, 27, route 1, (Dorothy) Holkeboer of Grand follows
Cornelius Hovingh, who returned
A breakdown reveals 52 runs Mrs. Wells Thoms, missionaries to 11Funeral
1. Net savings in 1955 increased from the hospital some time ago cut in.
a.m. Tuesday for Thomas H. Grand Haven paid $15 fine and Rapids and Miss Helen Bode of
were made to homes while 27 calls Arabia who currentlyare spending
by $589,859.18,or eight and one- after surgery on his hip is recover- The first failure occurred before
Potts. 67, who died unexpectedly $5.10 costs in Municipal Court Holland; one grandson,
7 a.m. and lasted 15 to 50 minutes
were the result of trash and rub- a furlough in Ann Arbor, is a medi- Saturday morning at the home of Tuesday afternoon on a charge of Holkeboer; a brother, Henry of half percent, bringingtotal saving well.
in various sections. The second ocbish fires. Car fires and blazes in cal student In Ann Arbor. He also
contributingto the delinquency of Fremont; three sisters, the Misses ings to $4,099,417.83.
his son, Laveme, in Otsego.
Mr. and Mrs. Casper Broene at- curred shortly before 9 a.m. and it
industrialplants and stores ac- was injured and was reported in
Rites were held at Nibbelink - a minor. The alleged offense oc- Hattie, Grace and Effie, all of 2. The number of savings account tended the funeral, Monday, of
was up to an hour and a half in
counted for 20 runs.
good condition in St. Joseph Hos- Notier Funeral Chapel with the curred in Grand Haven township Muskegon.
holers increased2,71, a gain of John De Meester 80, of Lamont
some sections before full power
Seven were false alarms and the pital in Ann Arbor.
468
over
last
year.
Relatives
are
requested
to
meet
Rev. M. J. Vanderwerp officiating. Nov. 20 and involved a 16-year-old
who died Thursday evening.
was restored.
remaining two calls were from a
2. Dividends paid out to savers
Peter Thoms was employed in Burial was at Pilgrim Home Ceme- girl
in the church basement at 12:45
Mr. and Mrs. Don Venhuizen, Holland Hospital was affectedby
school and a church.
the laboratory of Butterworth hos- tery.
William Essenyi, 28, route 1, p.m. Friends may meet the fam- totaled $70,877.67for the year.
who had made their home with the the first failure, but emergency
Klomparens said a continuing pital during the summers in 1953
Mr. Potts, formerly of Holland, Grand Haven, who was awaiting ily at Langeland Funeral Home 4. Home loans increased both in latter’sparents, Mr. and Mrs. G.
power was cut in, resultingin few
inspectionof all homes, stores and and 1954. It was there that he met
had made his home in Otsego for sentence in the Ottawa Circuit today from 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p.m. number and amount, with such Bower, have moved to their farm
if any handicaps. The hospitalwas
plants kept citizens aware of fire his wife, a student nurse, in 1954. the last seven years.
loans
numbering
783
and
totaling
Court Jan. 9, paid $25 fine and
near Pearline.
not affected by the second stophazards and then quickly eliminat- His parents who have been mis$2,929,610.2-:'in 1955.
Surviving are the wife, Hazel; $5.50 costs in Municipal Court
Post Office Business
page except for a momentary
ed them.
5. Reserves now amount to $301,sionaries in Arabia more than 20 two daughters, Maxine and Norene Tuesday afternoon on a charge of
dimming of lights around 9 a.m.
The full-time inspector spent 286 years are supported by First Re- Potts of Holland; the son, Laverne furnishing beer to a minor. The Increased During ’55
474.23, or an increase of $73,323.- Zeeland Ghl Injured
Hardest hit were some local indays in 1955 making calls with an formed Church of Zeeland,The W.; two grandchildren, and a sis- alleged offense involving the same
Joyce Disselkoen, 18, of 305 Ot
50 more than at the end of 1954.
Postal receipts increased 2.8
additional96 inspectingdays made Rev. John den Ouden, pastor of ter, Mrs. Eugene Stewart of girl involved In the Smith case
tawa
Ave.,
Zeeland, was treated dustries where electric power is
The
officers
forecast
an
“unpercent during 1955, Postmaster
by regular firemen.
the church, and Cyrus Vande 'niompsonville,Mich.
occurred in Spring Lake township Harry Kramer announced today. usually good" year for business in for cuts and bruises Tuesday vital in production.
In addition,frequentchecks Luyster, Peter and Albert Pyle,
when her car and one driven by
Dec. 17.
Total receipts for the year were 1956, especially for the first six
were made by Klomparens and the B. Poest and Marinus Den Herder,
Essenyi had pleaded guilty Dec. $452,612, or $12,579more than the months. The economic expansion Harry Lubbers,35, route 2, HudRio de Janeiro's city government
state fire marshal of public build- all elders in the church, went to includes a department of agricul- 22 in Circuit Court to a charge of
of 1955 should continue, they pre- sonvUle, collidedat the bridge on
1954 total of $440,033.
ings, theaters and dry cleaning i nn Arbor today to visit the Thoms ture. The reason is that Rio is still larceny from a building involving The monlh of December showed dict, bolstered by a high level of Paw Paw Dr. near 104th Ave. OtAMBULANCE SERVICE
plants.
family.
far from occupyingall of its spe- the theft of 12 watches from a local a 9.2 percent increase over the plant and equipment expenditures, tawa County deputies estimated
During the year 24 regular meetThe victim’s mother works at a cial territorialunit, the Federal food maricet on Dec. 16 and has previous December, listing re- expandinginventories,a high rate damage to Miss Disselkoen’s ’54
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
were held by both companies RefoijmedChurch mission station District blxty per cent of the been at liberty under $500 bond. ceipts of $56,851,or $4,788 more of consumer spending, peak em- model car at $500 while the ’52 29 East
PHoae 3*93
sessions were in Kentucky. Burial will be in District's 450 sc^are miles ia forest He is estranged from his wife and than the December, 1954, figure pf ployment and a high level of con- model Lubbers car was a total
OibtrtVm* Water, M*.
loss.
Kentucky.
child.
$52,063.
and 10 per cei^ is farm land.
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Amount of increase will depend
First New Year’s Baby
on whether balanced pruning was
done the year before. Balanced
Arrives Rather Late
pruning means leaving numbers of
The first baby to be born In the
buds accordingto weight of the
By Richard Macl^iele
New
Year in Holland Hospital ar- In
new wood pruned off. For the first
Station
Foortli
County Agricultural Agent
rived rather late in the day.
pound of pruned wood per plant,
In checking our records we find leave 30 buds, two pounds-40 buds
It was a boy, Dick Russell,
that we have made fertiliier rec- and three pounds-50 buds. Weighbom at 10:33 p.m. Jan. 1 to Mr. FENNVILLE (Special) — Two
ommendatlons on 2,350 soil ing each pruning isn’t practical, so
in
and Mrs. Donald Van Den Berg, alert filling station attendants
samples this past year. This is an we suggest checking the first few
route 4. He weighed seven pounds caught a burglar red- handed
average
number
of
samples
for prunings until accurate weight es14K
ounces.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
A
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Durshortlyafter the New Year rang in
Ottawa County. Most of these were timates can be made.
The first baby born in Municisharp, vastly improved Holland
ing 1955 the Ottawa County Road
Saturday night.
gathered by the soil samplers for
pal Hospital in Grand Haven was
All grapes may be pruned any Christian cage squad took a
Commission completed approxiDonald Sova, stationowner, and
the ASC committee. All were test- time during the dormant season, a 62 - 52 decisionover a scrapa
daughter,
Karen
Ann,
born
shortmately $350,000of construcUon on
ed at the Farm Bureau Labora- reports Harry K. Bell,c extension py Muskegon Christianquintet
ly after noon at 12:45 p.m. to Mr. his 17-year-old assistant, Peter
the county primary system which
tory by Merle Herrinton. It seems horticulturespecialist at Michigan here Monday afternoon.The
and Mrs. Ronald Van Hover, route Hartsuiker, had closed the station
included 15.25 miles of new blackthat every farmer in the county State University. If possible,how- game was played before a capacity
1, Coopersville.She weighed seven
top roads. The commission also
at midnight and went to a restaurshould take a d v a n t a ge of this ever, Bell believes that pruning crowd, including a huge Holland
pounds eight ounces.
constructed new grades with drainant for lunch. When they returned,
worthwhile service offered by the should be done in late February delegation,in the new Grand Havage structuresand gravel surface
young Hartsuikernoticed broken
Farm Bureau and the ASC Com- or early March. Grape plants that en gym.
for 18.75 miles.
glass on the cement next to the
mittee. If you jvould like to have have been pruned will be hurt
The win for the locals snapped
There were two projectsof pavestation and found a broken winsoil samples taken on your farm more by a severe freeze than those a three - game losing streak and
Golf
ment widening on Lakewood Blvd.
dow.
notify either your township com- not pruned.
now gives them a 4-3 season mark.
near Holland and Fruitport Road,
The two reentered the station
mitteeman or any member of the
Muskegon
now
has
won
three
and
We
recommend
the
four-arm
and
a total of 3.2 miles. One bridge
and found the culprit hiding behind
county committee and they will be umbrellaKniffin systems of prun- lost three.
was contructedon Black River
At Spring
the door in the men’s wash room,
glad to pick them up at your farm. ing. Setting the trellisheight at
In winning, the Hollanders gave
south of Zeeland on 96th Ave. The
and
kept him there until state poevidence
with
their
irproved
play,
5*6 feet will allow the leaves to
project on Truman St. and 32nd St.
lice of the South Haven post arWe have noticed from our get more sunshine. Place the bot- that they may be starting to jell
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
in Chester Township was a FederA1 Lemanski,an amputee, was rived.
al Aid project in which the fed- Detroit market reports that the tom wire about three feet above as an offensive unit. Team play
The burglar identified himself as
price of basic milk is higher than the ground and the second wire was characteristicof the Maroons
eral government contributed $42,named golf pro at Spring Lake Alfred Heath, Jr., 19, of HoUand.
Monday afternoon, as time after
000 which represents 50 percent it was a year ago in November. 2Vi feet above the bottom wire.
County Club by directors of the On his person was found $78.09. He
All indications are that the milk
time they whipped the ball around
of the cost of the project.
was taken to Allegan county jail.
business
should
improve
within
the
club Friday.
finding the open man for an easy
The Board of Supervisors conscore.
Lemanski lost his leg during Heath, who is married and has
tributed$125,000 from the county's next two years so that it will be
two children, currently is on proAnother noticeable improvement
general fund in 1955, giving the a profitablebusiness.
World War II while serving with
bation out of Ottawa. CircuitCourt
Admitted to H o 1 a n d Hospital was the backboard play of the local
primary road constructionprogram
Gen George Patton’s Third Army. on a breaking and entering case at
Ray J a e s, entomologist at Friday were Susan Visscher,716 front line, Dave Bos, Dave Vander
a substantialboost.
He has been assistant pro for Bradford Paper Co. in Hollland.
Michigan
State
University,
cau
The commission spept about
Lugers Rd.; Willard H. Conner, Hill and Dave Klaver. Whereas
the past three years, and succeeds
Vander Hill had been doing the
$270,000 for maintenance of the tions against the use of Benzene
his brother Ted, who is presumed
primary system. In addition to Hexachloride in the poultry house. Jr., 336 Wildwood Dr.; Sharon greatest share of the rebounding
to have drowned in Gratoit Lake
He
says
thai
one
Michigan
egg
Maatman,
1730
Summit
St.;
Mrs.
in earlier games, the other boys
normal maintenance,the commiswith three other area golf pros Driver
sion placed single seal coats on 100 producer sprayed his coop includ- Robert Grebel, 247 West 22nd St. gave him plenty of support,against
while deer hunting in November.
ing
the
litter
with
this
material
miles of existing blacktop roads
DischargeeFriday were Susan the Muskies. Reserve Cal Dykman,
The new Spring I^ike pro is 38,
in the primary system which rep- and the eggs developeda distinct Visscher, 715 Lugers Rd.; Curtis who played much of the second
ond Mrs. Merle Joy Driesenga
and
has lived in Grand Rapids,
chemical
taste.
Benzene
Hexahalf,
also
turned
in
a
fine
job.
resents 50 percent of all blacktop
Glupker, route 4; Mrs. Joseph
(Bulford photo) where he was a former high In
As with other foes, the Muskegon
roads in the primary system. The chloride is a dangerous material Garlink and baby, route 3; Mrs.
silk
with
princess
waistline
and
Followinga southern wedding
school football star at Grand
commissionrepainted 30 bridges on to use at anytime around the Richard Steele and baby, 167 West outfit geared its defense to stop
trip, Mr. and Mrs. Merle Jay full skirt was worn by the maid Rapids Catholic. He later played
FENNVILLE (Special)- Robert
poultry
house.
There
just
doesn’t
the primary system representing
21st St.; Mrs. Howard Tucker and Christian’s high scoring Vander
of honor. She wore a white leathapproximately 50 percent of all seem to be a safe way to use it babies, route 5; Mrs. Allen Van Hill. This proved their downfall, Driesenga are now at home at 316 ered hat and carried a colonial football for six years on an in- Thompson, 22, Fennville, received
sh: broken ribs, a badly cut knee,
dependentteam.
for insect and mite control on Den Berg and baby, 299*6 West however, as Bos pumped in 20 from West 22nd St. The bride is the
bridges in the primary system.
bouquet of carnationsand roses
hand injury and suffered shock
Although handicapped, Lemanski
The commissionspent about $25,- pountry. Furthermore,it should be 17th St.; Harold E. Bailey, 271 his forward spot and Dykman and former Patricia Lou McCarthy, sprayed with gold.
is known as a good player, out- when his car went out of control
000 on new construction and im- used with caution or not at all East 11th St.; May Bender, 185 Klaver, 16 between them from the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
After the ceremony,a reception standing instructor and student in the fog on slippery M-89 a mile
provements to the county local road around livestock. Its use on dairy West Eighth St.; Sharon Maatman, other forward post.
Wissink of Zeeland. The groom is for 75 guests was held at the Am- of golf. He and his brother an- east of Fennville at 8:30 p.m. MonCoach Elmer Walcott's War- the son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry erican legion Country Club.
system and it should be empha- animals should be taboo.
1730 Summit St.
nually worked at Gulport, Miss., day and overturned in a deep
sized that this money spent was
Admitted Saturday were David riors, were strictly a set up club, Driesenga.
Music for the reception was pro- as assistant pros during the win- ditch. It caught fire later and was
contributed100 percent by the
Again may we remind you that Vander Wege, 240 West 20th St.; but played it well. Using their not
The couple were married Dec. vided by the Tulip City Four, ter.
completely destroyed.
various town boards in the county. some business places in Ottav/a Sheryl Schippa, 860 Paw Paw Dr. too big Ken Krannitz on the center 10 at 7:30 p.m. at Bethel Reformed
Henry Driesenga, Arthur GrevenThompson was treated first by a
post,
the
Muskies
are
a
difficult
The commission spent $340,000on County are making the Michigan Discharged Saturday were
Church rectory in double ring goed, John Swieringa and Jack
physician In Fennville and then
maintenance of local roads, of State University farm account Willard H. Conner, Jr., 336 Wild- club to stop as they pack plenty rites performed by the Rev. H.
Essenburg.
was taken by ambulance to Allegan
Zuverink Finally Finds
which $125,000 was contributed by book available to t heir patrons. wood Dr.; David De Fey ter, Jr., of offensive punch. To take the Rozendal Attending the couple
Out-of-townguests came from
Health Center.
townships.
Complimentary copies of these 229 132nd Ave.; Mrs. George pressure off any "stop the center” were Miss Delores West veld as Racine, Wis., Grand Rapids and
Long-Lost Fish Shanty
It was the second bad auto acUnder Act 51 of the Public Acts books can be secured at the fol- Walbridgeand baby, 691 Wisteria; defense, they boast a clever out- maid of honor and Willis DrieFremont.
cident for the Thompson family in
c 1951, the responsibilityfor con- lowing places: Holland Evening Mrs. Kenneth Koppenaal and baby, court shooter in Dick Palsrock.
George Zuverink, of Waukazoo six months. Last August his mothsenga as best man.
For going away, the bride wore
struction and maintenance of the Sentinel;at the farm cooperatives 482 West 16th St.; Mrs. Harold The contest was pretty much of
The bride wore a ballerina- a black wool jersey sheath dress, and pitcher for the Baltimore er was killed and his father criticcounty road system is shared at Hudsonville,Jamestown, Forest Cramer and baby, 772 136th Ave.; a nip and tuck affair throughout
length gown of white Chantilly with black and white jacket trim- Orioles, decided to do a little ice ally injured in a headon two-car
partiallyby local governments as Grove, Coopersville, Bauer, and Arthur Bade, 78 West 21st St.; most of the game, although the
lace decorated with seed pearls. A med with velvet and black and fishing in Allegan County during crash between Saugatuck and
locals never trailedin the second
well as the state of Michigan.
the CoopersvilleState Bank.
Sheryl Lou Schippa, 860 Paw Paw
the past weekend and he's mighty Fennville.The driver of the other
heart-shaped neckline and long white accessories.
half.
It
was
a
slow
moving
game
This week the commission will
Dr.
sleeves accented the princess style
Mrs.
Driesenga,
a
graduate
of glad he did.
car later committed suicide.The
have ready for distribution the new
We would like to wish everyone
Admitted Sunday were Marla for the first quarter with the Dutch gown. Her headdress was a seed Holland High School, is employed George spotted his ice shanty
father, also a Robert Thompson,
county road map in several colors a Happy and Prosperous New Vanden Heuvel, 15 Gordon St.; moving out in front at the start
that had been stolen nearly
was released from Holland Hospitand
holding
the
lead
throughout pearl-trimmedhat with nose veil. at Michigan Bell Telephone Co.
to clarify the distinctionbetween Year.
Mrs. Cornelius Donze, route 4.
the first eigth minutes. Going into She carried a colonial bouquet of Mr. Driesenga, also a Holland month ago from Lake Macatawa. al about six weeks ago.
primary roads and local roads.
Discharged Sunday were Mrs.
Ottawa and Allegan County depHigh graduate, is employed at the
the second quarter, it was 9-7. white roses.
The 1955 State Legislaturepassed
The eight-weekdairy manufac-lGerrit Boerman, 513 Cleveland
uties arrested Rex Webbert, 17, of
A
ballerina
gown
of
gold
pongee
City
Light
Plant.
Coach Art Tuls’ club continued to
Act 87 of Public Acts of 1955 pro- luring short course at Michigan Ave.; David Vander Wege, 240
248 West 13th St., who admitted Two Cars Damaged
find the hoop with regularity in
viding further increases in highState University has been changed West 20th Si.; Benjamin Stegink,
the theft.
Two cars were damaged
the
second
quarter,
but
fouls
took
way revenues by raising the gas- to a series of four two - week 81 West 17th St.; Royal Prince,
Deputies
had
little trouble figu» Saturday when they collided at
their toll. With the losers scoring
oline tax 1J cents a gallon for
48 West 19th St.
courses.
ing out who took the shanty as 17th St. And River Ave. Involved
from the foul line, and a few
a total of six cents, and also inA son, Dick Russel, born Sunday
The change was made to meet
Webbert had painted out Zuveiv were car? driven by Willard
timely baskets, they managed to
creased the weight tax on commerdemands of the dairy processing to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Van Den
ink’s name and repainted his name Bears, 67, of 2072 Lakeway Dr.,
knot the count at 19 - 19 with In
cial vehicles 10 percent. This fund
Berg, route 4; twins, a boy and
industry.
over it.
and Eva Lee Craig, 44, of 51 West
three
minutes
left
in
the
half.
They
will be used for construction only
Students who want the entire girl, Michael Jay and Merry Jean, took their only lead, 25-21 shortly
Webbert is also trying to explain 15th St. Damage to the *48 model
and is distributed 75 percent to
ALLEGAN (Special) - The Re- farm. With the help of his brother the presence of a gas heating unit Beam car was estimated at $200
eight weeks of training can still ixirn Monday to Mr. and Mrs.
before the intermission, but the
the State Highway Department with
serve Forces Act of 1955 may Carroll,almost 16, he said he does- in the shanty which was stolen and to the Craig ’55 model car at
take advantageof the course. But Robert Kouw, 48 East 26th St.
Dutch
managed
to
tie
the
count
25 percent to be shared by coun.
r , jio't think he will be "too far beDischarged Monday were Mrs.
those who want training in only
$400, police said.
have been just another complicated ] hjnd„ with ,h(> [m.m work whcn he from a house trailer.
just before play ended.
ties and municipalities.
This means
one or two phases will stay on the George Wolterink, 2 West 19th St.;
The
score
was
knotted
three
piece
of
legislation
1o
many,
but
an increase in revenue received by
returns in early spring.
campus only long enough to com- Rev. Peter Dekker, 54 West 14th times in the opening minutes of
to the Commons family,of route 2.
the Ottawa commission of approxWhile Carroll has been keeping up
St.; Mrs. James Dannenberg and
plete the course they desire.
the third quarter, before the Dutch Allegan, it was the best thing that on the farm chores left to him
imately $60,000 a year.
During January and February, baby, 35 East 15th St.; Mrs. Fred broke a 31-31 tie, never again to
The Michigan Legislature in 1954
could have happened.
when Dale enlisted. 12-year-old
A. Sherwood and baby, 728 Aster
these courses will be offered:
trail. With the Hollanders hitting
YOU NEVER
saw fit to order a highway needs
For Dale Commans, first south- Karen Com mans has been helping
Market milk short course, Jan. Ave.; Mrs. Gerhardt Beekman and well from all angles they mainstudy along with a fiscal report
western Michigan youth to enlist her mother with the household dubaby,
99
East
38th
St.;
Mrs.
9-20; laboratory methods short
MISS THE WATER
tained a five - point margin under the new reserve training pro- ties and — thanks to that Reserve
to be preparedin 1955. These reAT HOME AND AT
course, Jan. 23-Feb. 3; ice cream Gerald Hamstra and baby, 582 throughout the rest of the period. It
ports have been completed and
gram, it meant that he could ful- Forres Act of 1955 — the family
TILL THE WELL
short course, Feb. 6-17; cottage PinecrestDr.; Mrs. Edgar1 De was 47-42 at the quarter horn.
THE
will be of service to both state and
fill his military obligations with- routinerolls right along with hardly
cheese, cultures and fermented Vries and baby, 670*6 Michigan Each time the Warriors would
GOES DRY.
local governments in evaluating
out missing much of the work on a hitch while Dale fulfillshis oblimilks short course, Feb. 20-March Ave.; Mrs. William J. Bosma and come closer than seven points in
their highway and street needs.
the HO - acre family farm he had gations to his Uncle Sam.
baby, route 4; Mrs. Octaviano the final period,the Maroons would
County commissionersare Neal 3.
operated ever since his father,
Van Leeuwen of Spring Lake, Enrollmentin the short courses Ramirez and baby, 27 West Second spurt to keep the game well out of Lawrence, was killed in a fall from
St.;
Mrs.
Laverne
Overbeek
and
is limited.Additional information
Christian Reserves Score
For Well DriHing ond
reach. The biggest lead the locals the haymow, four years ago.
chairman, L. W. I amb of Hollland
is available by writing the direc- baby, route 4; Mrs. Julius Faber held at any one stage was 12 points.
and R.M. Ossewaarde of EastmanDale, home on a 12 - day fur- Seventh Straight Victory
the
proper pump for
tor of short courses, Michigan and baby, 176 West 20th St.
With only six personals called lough over the holidays, heard
ville. Henrik E. Stafseth is county
Hospital births include a daugh- against Muskegon, the Dutch hit
your well Phono
State University, East Lansing.
engineer-manager.
about the new law last fall and
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ter, Linda Sue, bom Friday to Mr.
rout HOSTS:
eight out of 11 at the foul lane. promptly signed up for the six Holland Christian’sreserve squad
or Soo
Halloweenpumpkins carvers got and Mrs. Milton Barkel, 200 West Muskegon collectedonly 14 out of
month intensified trainingprogram handed Muskegon Christian’ssec- PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTI
Zeeland’s First Baby
attention in reports of new vege- 19th St.; a son, Charles Ernie,
ZEELAND (Special)- The first table varieties for next year. A born Friday to Mr. and Mrs. 32 from the charity line. Following which he will complete around ond team its first loss in six starts
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICI
Bos with 20 was Vander Hill with May 1. After that, he will return Monday afternoon by downing the
baby born at Thomas G. Huizinga new variety of pumpkin, called Hudon Chapman, 2101 Lake Rd.; a
ZEELAND
12. Krannitz had 19 for the losers to the farm to serve out another Little Warriors, 53-37. It was the
&
Co.
Memorial Hospital in Zeeland in Jack O’Lantem, has good carving daughter, Sally Jo, born Friday to
followed by Palsrok with 15.
seventh
straight
win
for
the
Little
7*6
years
with
the
newly
activated
1956 arrived at 7:50 p.m. on New qualitiesfor those who want to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Woldring, 245
CLOSED SUNDAYS
Phoa,
Christian next entertains St. Jo- Army reserve unit at Allegan.
On M-21
Maroons this season.
Year's Day. A seven pound nine decorate for Halloween.
West 24th St.; a daughter, Norma seph Friday night on the Civic
Although
the
Hollanders
were
During
the
latter
period
he
reounce son, Melvin Lee, was bom
Also, new on the new variety Graciela, born Friday to Mr. and court in the annual homecoming
mains a civilian except for one two- outscrapped on many occasions by
to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Van
list are Topmost and Seminole, Mrs. OctavianoRamirez, 53 West tilt.
week
summer tour of duty a year the Muskgcon crew the locals
Rhee1 of route 2, Hudsonville. It new roundpodded green snap Second St.
Box score:
and a weekly two-hour training managed to jump off to a big first
was the only birth reported for the beans. There’s also a stringless
A son, Kerry Robin, bom SaturHolland Christian (62)
Scrappy says:
period at the Armory in Allegan. quarter lead and then kec-p the
day.
version of the green seeded French day to Mr. and Mrs. Francis
FG FT PF TP Dale signed up for the new pro- Warriorsat a safe margin. The
variety, Chevrier Vert which is Forsten, 25Yj East 13th St.; a son, Klaver, f ..... ....3
0
4
6 gram early in October and left Dutch looked sharp in the first
An average of 430 pounds of scrap for
Guinea pigs are used in labora- called Chevert Stringless.
Steven Jay, born Saturdayto Mr. Klaver, f ..... .. 3
0
4
6 home Oct. 29 for Fort I^eonard stanza to post a 15-4 margin. In
tories because they are suscepBoth commercial and amateur and Mrs. Fred Sherwood, 728 Aster Bos, f ......... . 8
every man, woman and child in tha
4
20 Wood, Mo., where he just finished the second period, (he Muskies
1
tible to many of the diseases of gardners were happy with Harvest Ave.; a son, Jeffrey Lane, born
Vander Hill, c .. 5
2
4
12 basic trainingfor the artillery outscored the locals 10-8 to trail
U.S.A. goes to industry each year.
man.
Queen muskmelon last year. Har- Saturdayto Mr. and Mrs. William Boer, g ....... .. 4
0
8 branch. Upon his return to Missouri 23-14 at halftime.
4
Bosma,
route
4.
vest Queen is a good yielder,has
Muskegon whittledthe margin
VVesterbroek,g .. 0
0
0 this week he expects to start re5
high qualityand is a good shipper. A son, Kit Jon, bom Saturday to Mulder, g
0
0
4 ceiving more specialized training in momentarily at the start of the
always buying
materials
2
Watermelon growers will want to Mr. and Mrs. Julius Faber, 176 Joldersma.c
third quarter before the Dutch
0
3
his chosen field.
try Takii Gem which ripens a s West 20th St.; a son, Christopher Dykman, f .... .. 4
2
10
1
He is taking his training along found themselves and pulled out to
early as most muskmelons. It has James, born Saturday to Mr. and
FROM
with about 500 other youths from a 36-23 lead going into the final
small fruit with one - third less Mrs. Albert Prins, 814 Paw Paw
Totals .. 27
8
22
62 all parts of the nation in the second quarter. The locals managed to
YOUR STATE FARM
120 River
, Holland,Mick.
seeds than the New Hampshire Dr.; a son, Caeser Ricardo, born
Muskegon Christian (52)
group to go through Fort Leonard keep the upper hand throughout
AGENT
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wilks, f ...... .. 0
midget variety.
0
0
0 Wood under the new program. Ac- the final eight minutes to win goFour new sweet com varieties Gonzales, 253 East Ninth St.
Krannitz, f
.. 7
5
19 cording to Dale, the new program ing away.
2
Once again balanced scoring
2
are listed. Golden 22 or Golden 60
Workman, c .. .. 1
0
1
would surprise anyone who had
are both high quality and wilt-reMeyering,g .. .. 2
1
1
5 undergone"old style" Army train- paid off for the Dutch with Jim
Vandals Fire Bullets
Everybody's happy when MAPLE
Mcurer, Dan Bos, Jerry Altena,
sistant. Golden 22 matures about
Palsrok, g
.. 5
5
0
15 ing.
each
getting
12,
followed
by
Cal
the same time as Carmelcross Through Four Windows
Hendrickson, c .. 1
0
0
2
GROVE Milk is served. Junior
The food is good, the sergeants
while Golden 60 is a mid-season
Vandenberg,g .. o
0
1
0 are under orders to be patientand Klaasen with nine, and Jim Kool
with eight. Dick Rop paced Musknows there's nothing like a cold
An unknown person who fired Timmer, f ____ .. 3
hybrid. For growers who want a
3
1
9 fair and even the second lieutenkegon with 17.
high yielding variety that matures .22 caliber bullets through several
ants are described as "intelligent
glass of milk and Mom knows
slightlylater than Golden Cross, windows in the Holland area New
Totals .. . 19 14
6
52 and cooperative!” They even have
Year’s
Eve
was
being
sought
by
that MAPLE GROVE'S process of
we suggest the Tempo variety.
television in the day rooms and in Tax Office Will Give
Balancedpruning of Concord police today.
the barracks.
First Robin
keeping milk cold from the cow
Help Over Telephone
grapes will help bring higher Police said windows at the folThe first reported robin of the ' Dale considers himself lucky in
lowing places were broken: Donald
yields the following year.
to you makes it the safest milk
more ways than one, as far as his
Holland area residents may teleJones home, 288 West 16th St., season arrived in Holland with the Army training is concerned.He
possible.
Roy Douglas home, 430 Pine Ave., New Year. Mrs. Everett Plooster just got in under the wire on the phone the loca nil nrteealrv
"Y/hat Every t(ark
Siam’s Gas Station, 17th St. and and Mrs. Milton Fletcher, both of 18*6 year age for enlistment under phone the local internal revenue
Pine Ave. and Miller’s Service Riverhill Dr., saw the early bird the new program . . . timing his office on the second floor of the
OwnerShould Know”
feasting on bread in the neighborpost office building anytime,MonStation,17th St. and Ottawa Ave.
entry into service so that he had days through Fridays between the
(and Soda Bar)
Handy 20-pan bookletfeaIn each case, except at the Jones hood at 9:30 a.m. Monday.
all his fall work on the farm com- hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. for
678 MICHIGAN AVE.
turing mat trialfrom the pa fee
PHONE 2937
home, where the window was
pleted
before
he
left,
and
so
that
help in filling out their income tax
of the RaADia'a Digest, in-,
smashed
by
ice,
rifle
bullets
were
Driver
Issued
Tickets
he would return in time to start the returns.
eluding “You Can Stop That'
responsiblefor the damaged panes.
CarThlef”
"How To
Ottawa County Deputies Monday spring planting.
And beginning next Monday,
Park”
“Araerica’eMoetj
All the buildings are located at charged Donald Moore, 17, of 347
The Christmas and New Year Jan. 9, the agents will be on duty
- Widely Bought Auto Insurintersections,leading officers to North River Ave. with operating a holiday furlough was an unexpect- at the office each Monday and
ance" ... "What Two Drink.
believe the bullets may have been motor vehicle with a revoked lic- ed bonus for him as far as the Friday to help taxpayers fill out
Will Do To Your Driving"^
...'"Taping Your Bumper
fired from a moving car. No one ense and reckless driving after a farm work is concerned. He spent their returns.
May Save Your Life"
and
was injured when the slugs pass- car he was driving roiled over on most of the time spreading fertiliz- However, agents encourage perothers. Get your copy today!:
ed through the windows and buried 136th and Quincy Aves. His 1940 er and catching up on other odd sons to help themselvesas much
themselvesin file walls.
model car was a total loss.
jobs around the neat, 80 - acre as possible.
Bon Von Unto, Agent
177 COLLEGE AVE. PHONE 7133
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Schreur-Jipping

Many Arraigned

Vows Spoken

Couple Honeymooning in Florida

at Trinity

Church Parsonage
Sheriff

.11

On TrafHc Counts
In

Wed

Averages

6.5 Calls A

Day

The Ottawa County Sheriff’s department investigated 2,382 complaints in 1955 for an average of

Local Court

Three persons were arraigned
on drunk driving charges in Municipal Court the last few days. A
good share of persons answering
summonses were arraigned before
Associate Municipal Judge Fred
T. Miles who filled in while Judge
Cornelius Vender Meulen was on
a two-day Christmasvacation.
Melvin Wells, 27, of 88 East
Eighth St., who pleaded guilty to
a drunk driving charge was sentenced to serve 40 days in the
county jail and pay fine and costs
of $54.70. If fine and costs are not
paid, he will serve an additional

6.5 calls per day, according to re-

cords compiledby Sheriff Gerald
Vanderbeek.
Reports of stray doge headed the
list with 900 calls.

Accidentcalls

were next in line with 426 mishaps
investigated by deputies.
November was the most hazardous month with 60 accidents followed by October with 56, September with 44 and June, July and
August with 41 each.
The month of December is not
included in the totals. Injured
were 336 persons while 28 died as
a result of their injuries.
Vanderbeek said that motorists
soon realize . they must take it
easy while driving during the winter months as the accident rate
for January and February was the
lowest of the year.
Driver license examinations also
occupy a great deal of time with
4,001 persons being licensed in the
first 11 months of the year.

40 days.
Charles Baird, 25, of 261 J West
14th St., was sentenced to serve
10 days on a drunk driving charge
and pay fine and costs of $79.70.
If fine and costs are not paid, an
additional50 days will be served.
Roderick Raymond, 25, of 182
West 11th St., paid fine and costs
of $109.70 on
drunk driving
count. He was arrested by city
police Dec. 27 and arraigned the
same day before Miles.
Gonzales SUva, of 305 West 15th
St., paid fine and costs of $7 on a
disorderlyconduct charge involving possessing and showing obscene pictures.
At a non-jury trial Thursday,
Donald Tien, Holland, was found
guilty of a charge of careless
driving and was assessed fine and
costs of $34.70. The alleged offense
occured Nov. 12 in which Tien
allegedlydrove his truck off the
traveled part of the street and
hit a sign at Plaggemars store on
West 16th St
Others paying fines were Arthur
L. Schuchard, Grand Rapids, not
wearing glasses as required, $7;
Heni7 Kuipers, 53, route 6, dis-

The county jail housed 502 inmate during the year and 12,032 1
meals were served.
Traffic tickets brought in $11.627.60 in fines for the 425 summonses issued during the first 10
months of the year.

a

Mr. ond Mrs. Robert De Weerd
(Joel photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Robert De Weerd
are honeymooning in Florida following their marriageFriday, Dec.
23, in Trinity Reformed Church.
The bride, the former Aleda De
Mr. ond Mrs. Donald W. Schreur
Boer, is the daughterof Mr. and
(Bulford photo)
Mrs. Sherman De Boer, 193 West
Miss Lois Arlyn Jipping became brother.
17th St. The groom's parents are
the bride of Donald W, Schreur at
The groom's mother was soloist. Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Weerd,
a wedding performed at 4 p.m., She was accompanied by Mrs. 1425 Ottawa Beach, Rd.
Dec. 16, in Maplewood Reformed Ceola Jipping who also played
The double ring ceremony was
Church. The bride is the daughter traditionalwedding music.
performed by the Rev. John Hains
of Mr. and Mrs. John J. Jipping
Following a reception for the in a setting of palms, candelabra
o! 828 Lincoln Ave.. and the groom immediate families the couple left and arrangementsof chrysanis the son of Mr. and Mrs. George on a wedding trip to Florida.
themums and snapdragons.Joe
J. Schreur of 144 East 13th St.
Serving punch were the groom's Dalman was pianist for the rites
The marriage was performed at sisters, Ruth and Marilyn Schreur. and Mrs. Calvin Kolean sang "Be4 p.m. by the Rev. Ray H.
The couple will make their home cause” and "The Lord's Prayer."
Rewerts, brother-in-lawof the bride a' 110 East 34th St. The new Mrs.
The bride chose for her wedding
who is pastor of Trinity Reformed
a
ballerina-lengthgown of roseSchreur
is
the
secretary
of
Ben
obeying stop sign causing acci- Church of Fulton, 111.
point lace and nylon tulle over
dent, $9; Donald McCallus,17, of
L.
Van
Lente,
agent
for
State
Wedding attendants were Mrs.
satin. The fitted strapless bodice
106 West Ninth St, speeding, $12; Ruth Rewerts, sister of the bride, tarm Insurance. Mr. Schreur is a
featured an insert of nylon tulle
Herman Guichelaar, 19, of 28 East and Ted Schreur, the groom's student at Hope College.
and was topped by a fitted lace
Main, Zeeland, speeding, $12; Conjacket with Queen Anne collar and
rad F. Kenny, Rockford, 111.,
long pointed sleeves. The bouffant

a pink

ballerina gown and carried orchids and featured carnations with holly.

Calvin Kolean attended the
groom as best man. Ushers were
Ray De Boer and Andy Van

Ottawa County

Fleeren.

Eighty guests attendedthe reception at the church. Mrs. Myron
Van Ark and Miss Virginia, Boeve
poured at the buffet table. Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Evers served at the
punch bowl and Mr. and Mrs.
Verne Nienhuis arranged the gifts.
The wedding cake was cut by
Miss Anna De Weerd. Others assisting were Miss Betty Brink and
Mrs. Jerry Holthof. Miss Elaine
B-irveld was in charge of the

Mr. and Mrs June Albin

Real Estate

(de Vries photo)

Miss Sally Ann Eaton became 10) East 15th St., and the groom
the bride of June Albin in a simple is the son of Mrs. Gerrit Bosch,
ceremony held Friday, Dec. 23 at of 128 East Seventh.
the Trinity Church parsonage. The
Following the ceremony, a reRev. John Hains conducted the ception was held at the home of
Gerrit Vander Heide and wf. to
rites.
the bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Comealius Lucasse and wf. Pt.
The bride is the daughter of Albin are now living at 90 East
SEK SWfc 35-6-16 Twp. Port
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Eaton, of 14th St.

Transfers

Sheldon.
Sterk and Vogel, Inc. to Edmund
Petersenand wf. Pt. Lot 12 Blk
g test book.
5 South Prospect Park, City of
^
For going away, the new Mrs.
— Arnold Mulder Frances Steketee to Donald De
De Weerd changed to a brown wool
suit with matching accessories. It was sure to come —the book
Roster and wf. Pt. NW14 NW14 31portrait of the great Detroit inThe couple will be at home after that is now available for the grow5-15 Twp. Holland.
dutsrialist.
Jan. 9 at route 4, Holland.
Almon W. McCall and wf. to
ing readership of publicationsabout
Nevins begins far back, paintThe bride, a graduate of Hol- things industrial. The book is called ing the roadless condition,relative- Bernard Ricks and wf. Lots 4, 2
speeding, $12.
skirt featured a nylon tulle flounce. land High School and Allegan
Sub. Lots 19, 20, 21, 22 Plat of
George C. Becker, 19, of 121 East
She wore a fingertip veil and County Normal, is a teacher at "Ford: the Times, the Man, and ly speaking, of America before the Longview, Twp. Spring Lake.
30th St., stop sign, $5; Russell J.
the
Company.”
The
author
is turn of the century. Along with that
carried white poinsettiasand
Charles G. Paas and wf. to Paas
Goeman, route 6, speeding, $7;
Vriesland school. The groom, a Hol- Allan Nevins, of the history facul- he portrays the self - reliant state
holly.
Bros. Pt. NW14 NE14 11-8-16 Twp.
Donald H. Brink, of 74 East 35th
ty
of
Columbia
University,
"with
of
the
American
people
of
that
day,
The bride's sister, Mrs. William 1- nd Christian High graduate,is
Spring Lake.
St, speeding, $7; Stanley J. Harthe collaborationof Frank Ernest the only kind of people who could
Gatesy, as matron of honor wore a service station attendant.
rington, route 2, speeding, $15;
Gracie Vander Wall to Dorothy
Hill."
have
produced
a
Ford
or
an
Edison.
Happy New Year!
J. Kouw. A third councilman,
John H. Kleinheksel, of 555 East
O. Jackson Pt. SVi SE^i 14-8-16
The
book
will
make
excellent
Several
chapter^
are
given
tp
Holland citizens Saturdaylooked Stanley Curtis,was appointed only
Central. Zeeland, speeding, $15;
Park had their Christmas get-to- background reading for those who Ford's boyhood, to his apprentice- Twp. Sprink Lake.
forward
to another new year— one last week to succeed Anthony
Arend Koterberg. of 47 West 13th
Dorothy O. Jackson to Robert
gether Monday afternoon and eve- have been attracted in recent ship in tinkeringwith machines, to
B
Nienhuis who resigned because of
St, speeding,$2 costs and $23 sus- of continued prosperity.
ning at the home of their parents, weeks by the flood of Ford publicity the various experiments with Chittenden and wf. Pt. S% SE14
ill health.
Mr. and Mrs. John Poskey and Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit D. Vruggink.
pended after traffic school.
14-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
A look in retrospectreveals that
in connection with the half billion "horseless carriages" by many
Chester H. Hoek, 19, route 6, 1955 was a good year. If there On the industrialfront, the new Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vrugginkand
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vander dollar school - hospital bequest, men, to the era of Ford’s racing Clare F. Jarecki and wf. to
reckless driving, $40; Andrew were fewer spectacular stories, it General Electric plant east of the family attended a family gathering Molen and Edward of I^ng Lake,
Helene D. Robbins Lots, 2, 3 North
the offering of Ford stock to the cars that served as a prelude to
Jalving, of 233 East 11th St, in- was all to the good of the commun- city went into production and cur- Christmas Eve at the home of Mr. Traverse City spent the holiday
Shore Sub. No. 1 Grand Haven.
investingpublic, and the other epi- his family autos.
terfering with through traffic, $10; ity. There were fewer tragedies, rently more than 400 persons have and Mrs. Marvin Poskey and chilHenry D. Vande Kieft et al to
weekend with their parents, Mr. sodes in which the magic name of Then in Chapter XI the Ford
Howard E. Schultz, 23, Douglas, no local disasters and a welcome been employed there. Equipment dren in Wyoming Park.
William R. Eisen and wf. Pt. NV4
and Mrs. Albert Nyhuis and other Ford has figured.
Motor
Company
appears, followed
red flasher,$7; Kenneth Donley, reduction in the number of city is still being installed and producHarold Steffens who is a student relativesin this vicinity.
NEtt NWK 21-8-14 Twp. Polkton.
The book is a big one
688 by a chapter called "A Battle for
tion is not yet at its peak. Last at Michigan Tech at Houghton is
18, of 588 Azalea, right of way, accidents.
Mrs. ChristineWabeke and mem- large pages, and the illustrations the Cheap Car." This was of course Raymond Beekman and wf. to
$12; Dawayne Zimmer, 17, of 525
Perhaps most impressive was March, the Holland Chamber of spending the holiday season with bers of her family gathered at the are so numerous that a mere list a contestwith the industrial powers Clarence Reenders and wf. Pt.
Riley, failure to have car under the building front. The year 1955 Commerce and Holland Township his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Alward School Christmas Eve for of them fills nearly three pages. of his day, a battle in which the NM, SE!i SE14 4-7-16 Twp. Grand
control, $12; John Hoffman, Jr., saw the completion of the new board welcomed top General Steffens.
Haven.
their party. Those present were It is hard to see how the author self-relianceof the freak Detroit
\ 18, of 376 Pine Ave. failure to have Thomas Jefferson elementary Electric personnel at a dinner in
Mr. and Mrs. C. Meeuwsen and
Anna A. Bourdon to Augusta
the families of Mr. and Mrs. and his collaboratorcan have over- mechanic won out.
car under control, $12.
Ankelen Pt. Lot 2 Blk 7 Boltwoods
school and Western Theological Durfee Hall. To date, more than family had Christmasdinner Mon- Marvin Wabeke, Mr. and Mrs.
Nex
comes
the
story
of
the
looked
any
fact
that
has
even
the
Richard Payne, 21, of 313 West Seminary,both of which attracted 75 General Electric families have day with their parents, Mr. and
Add. Grand Haven.
Washington,Zeeland, imprudent considerableattentionat their ded- moved into Holland in connection Mrs. H. H. Vander Molen at Howard Wabeke all of Hudsonville, slightestbearing on the most dra- Model N, forerunner to the Model
Benjamin J. Staal et al to John
Mr. and Mrs. Egbert Machiela of matic financialand industrial story T, and the saga of the Ford Finanspeed, $15; Donald Nienhuis, 28, ications. The year saw consider- with the new plant.
North Blendon. In the evening the
R. Vanderby and wf. Lot 99 Bouws
Borculo,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Len
De
cial operatiSns that startled the
of the present century.
of 1671 Washington, speeding, $10;
Several celebrities visited Meeuwsens attended a family gathSub. No. 1 Twp. Holland.
able progress on Holland’s new
ProfessorAllan Nevins was al- world of that day and for years
Tom Overbeek, 17, of 572 Pine $3,000,000 pipeline to Lake Mich- Holland during 1955. Besides the ering at the Shelter House in Witt of Drenthe, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Van Weelden and wf. to
Gordon
Wabeke,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
won
the
bitter
opposition
of
most
most the inevitableauthor for the
Ave. imrudent speed , $12 susGraeme S. McLinda and wf. Pt.
igan for a new water supply. Con- visit of Gov. G. Mennen Williams Zeeland City Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard story. A few years ago he pro- leaders of industry. The five-dolpended after traffic school; Helen
Lot 116 City of Grand Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman H. Shoemaker,
siderablework also has been com- and top state officials during Tulip
Elzinga and Mr. and Mrs. Justin duced a mammoth two-volume lar day announcement was perhaps
Bittner, of 150 West 16th St., inTime,
Holland
played
host
to
Dr.
Bert Baker, and wf. to William
Vruggink
entertained
their
chilpleted for a new distributionsysWabeke.
terfering with through traffic, nonbiographyof John D. Rockefeller, the most dramatic single piece of K. Rodgers and wf. Lot 25 BakerKarl Gruber, Austrian ambassador dren and grandchildren Christmas
tem inside the city
Mr. and Mrs. John Poskey had in which he transformedthat in- financialnews of American indusjury trial, $10.10; Mahlon Huff,
to the United States, at a United Monday afternoon and evening.
Huizen Sub. Twp. Geoi0etown.
Grand Rapids, speeding, $17; A new $1,200,000 addition to Nations meeting in October. Dr. Present were Mr. and Mrs. Harley Christmasdinner Monday with the dustrial genius from a kind of try during the first half of the Alfred E. Denton and wf. to Fred
Holland Hospital also is und:r
PatriciaGoodin, of 88 East Eighth
family of their daughters, Mr. and folk - villaininto something of a century. Today’s world has forgotMcGrath Lot 143 Sunset
way, and work has started on a You Chan Young, Korean ambas- Vruggink and sons of Hudsonville, Mrs. Harold Vruggink. The Poskeys
St., permitting unlicensed driver
hero. Nevins was the first Ameri- ten how dramatic it was at the Heights Sub. No. 1 Twp. Georgesador
to
the
United
States,
was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Elenbaas
new
million - dollar men’s dormito drive, $27.
spent the afternoonand evening can writer to show that Rockefel- time. The Allan Nevins story re- town.
tory and a new $175,000music commencement speaker at Hope and girls, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Refered to traffic school Thurswith Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander ler deserved admiration rather habilitates its drama with the skill
College
this
year.
Arthur
E.
Alfred E. Denton and wf. to
Vruggink
and
children,
Mr.
and
Restday ujfcm
night were rvdiiiexuie
Katherine Scheer- buildingon Hope Campus.
---- ----than the criticism that had been of a professionalfistioneer.
Summerfield,postmaster general Mrs. Arthur Vruggink, Mr. and Molen at North Blendon.
Curtis R. Dood and wf. Lot 144
horn, of 17 West 35th St., right of haven- a home for elderly ?^p\e,
The volume is not concerned with Sunset Heights No. 1 Twp. Georgeheaped on him for more than half
on President Eisenhower'scabin- Mrs. Harvey Meyaard and girls,
way, and Justin Petroelje, route was completedduring the year. A
the Ford Motor Company as the town.
a
century.
et, visited Holland during the sum- Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Vruggink and
- speeding.
---new hospital at Zeeland also is
5,
Henry Ford has never been a world knows it today, only with
mer. Other visitors were U.S. children and Mr.#and Mrs. Henry
Richard Deyo Brooks and wf. to
Paying $1 parking fines were near‘n8 completion.
Ice
folk - villain; the worst that the Henry Ford during his activg con- Merle Fredrick Good and wf. Lot
Sen. Charles E. Potter and U. S. Klamer and family.
permits
for the
Anthony Bourke, of 541 State St.; Building
---- “•••*
......
me year
jem Rep. Gerald R. Ford.
American people have felt about trol of that industrialgiant. The 82 Bouws Sub. No. 1 Twp. HolMr. and Mrs. John Petroeljeand
John Vander Ploeg, Holland; Jay totaled $3,378,922.70or nearly
him is that he was something of days that followed the Model - T land.
The
year 1955 also witnessed the daughter of Hudsonville spent
Sheridan, Grand Rapids; Margery 5600,000 more than in 1954. This
.
cn _____ _______
_ ...
first full year of a c t i v i t y in
a freak. He needed rehabilitation hardly belong in the story, except John Joseph Mrok and wf. to
Sunday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
Kamp, no address listed; Ray included 67 new houses for a total
Holland's new Civic Center. The
on that score; a biographerwas only casually.They represented the David B. Perkins and wf. Parcel
Arthur Petroelje an' Nancy.
Vicning, of 180 East Ninth St.; of $767,250.
required with Allan Nevins’ grasp postlude in the life of Henry Ford. in Jenison Park, Twp. Park.
Enforcement officials were hap- building has proved particularly The Rev. and Mrs. G. A. Aalberts
Nettie R. Gibson, of 56 West 13th
Thin ice on a pond af the foot of
popular. Basketball games, conSt.; Russ Rescorla, Grand Haven; py to report that the accident rate
and family entertained Mr. and West 24th St., nearly spelled dis- of the facts of American industrial The job as a whole is highly com- Consolidated Foundries and
life to paint a three - demensional petent.
and (amiIy of
Mfg. Co., to Henry P. Kleis and
Bernard Smink, Femdale.
was down in the city, even though ventions, the high school com- Mrs.
aster for a 14-year-old youth Friwf. Lot 2 East Park Sub. City of
the reduction was not so great as mencement, concerts, a big Holland at the parsonageon day who fell through the ice and
Holland.
they could hope. There were 173 Christmas program,, a sports show, Monday
his cousin who went in trying to Miss Hansen Honored
Roy J. Wilkinson and wf. to
accidents in 1955, compared with pancake supper. Christmas ball
Mr. and Mrs. Herman G. rescue him.
James' W. Hutchisonand wf. Pt.
190 last year. The personal injury and mher events, were staged vruggink and 'family were guests
Jackie Fairbanks, 141 East 39th At Luncheon, Shower
Gov. Lot 3 Sec. 23-8-16 Twp. Spring
count also was down, 113 to 91 for
with Mr. and Mrs. Nelson St^ge- St., was playing on the ice when
Lake.
the first 11 months. So far, there
Miss
Salle
Hildebrand
was
hostit gave way, dropping him into
Cecil Terpstra et al to Michel
were
no
traffic
fatalities
in
Holess
at
a
miscellaneous
shower
and
in
water over his head.
Thorgevsky and wf. Pt . SW^4
land city for 1955, compared with
luncheon
Wednesday
in
honor
of
capfta‘J/ eJ e c 1 ,of th® Stegeman also spent the evening
Richard Johnson, 14, of 168
SE*4 24-5-16Twp. Park.
one last year. Up to late in Nov- University of Michigan football wjth them
East 31st St., saw what happened Miss Virginia Hansen. The party
GRAND HAVEN (S p e c i a
SAUGATUCK (Special)
An
Herman Brewer and wf. to John
ember, the accidents stood at 146
1L
i by
special mUsic at the Sunday and when he went to help, he too was given at the Hildebrand home,
A total of 97 cases were processed in the city, and then bad weather ca sports enthusiasts Also on the evening services was two solos by
arouesd civic club Friday posted a Keuning tnd wf. Pt. SE>4 NWtt
51
East
34th
St.
dropped into the water. Johnson
in the office of Prosecuting Attor$25 reward for information leading 1-5-16 Twp. Park.
which slickedup roads caused the sports front in 1955, George David Vander Wal.
managed to crawl out immediate- Guests were Mrs. Ward Hansen, to the arrest of vandals who virtu- Esther Cramer to Robert O.
ney James W. Bussard during 1955.
Zuverink,
Detroit
Tigers
pitcher
accident rate to zoom.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy La Huis ly and ran to get a long stick to Miss Jane Hansen, Mrs. H. W.
These include: armed robbery, One of the factors in an improv- was sold to the Baltimore Orioles.
ally destroyed the huge illuminated Evans and wf. Lot 35 Heneveld’s
attended the funeral service Tues- extend to his cousin and pull him Pollock, Miss Nancy Pollock, Miss
5; assault,1; bastardy, 2; breakIn
August,
Holland
residents
raled —
safety record was
Jane Boyd, Miss Elaine Bachel- star atop Mt. Baldhead here Thurs- Resub. Macatawa Park, Twp.
—
"ao the fact that
ui<ji
. ,
-----udy morning for
lor their
meir nephew,
nepnew, to safety.
day
ing and entering,21; check violaday night.
Park.
--- percentage of highway
uifcwwaj u
.
--a ogood
traf- !ied
PeoP|e
left James La Huis of Otsego at a
Before Johnson could find a ler, Mrs. Burke Field, Miss Barbtion, 2; crime against nature, 1; fir nnu/
Officialsof the Lions Club said
hOmPlPSS by
hv eastern
Pastern floods,
flrwvlc and
onH funeral
________ i
?
™
n
Frank L. Brown and wf. et al to
fic now bypasses Holland to t he homeless
ara
Klomparens,
Miss
Ann
Hohhome in Plainwell.
suitable stick Fairbanks struggled
drunk driving,second offense, 7; east. But the number of highway sparked
William I^Barge, loc
mann, Miss Janice Boersma, Miss everyone of the more than 100 light Esther Cromer liOt 35 Heneveld’s
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Vruggink
out
of
the
icy
water
onto
solid
drunk and disorderly,1; embezzleaccidents is of grave concern to al sales representativefor a and family entertainedwith a ice. The boys both got -on their Linda Sutton, Mrs. M. Carr of St. bulbs had been removed from their Resub. Macatawa Park, Twp.
ment, 2; extortion, 1; feloniousasPark.
state pohee and sheriff’s officers. Riverton, Conn., furniture com * family gathering Christmas Mon- bicycles and rode home.
Louis, Mo., and Mrs. A.E. Hilde- sockets and smashed.
sault, 2; fraud, 3; gross indecency,
Club members said they would
William Kluempel and wf. to
sent a large truckload
So far, there have been 28 fatali- pany,
brand.
day
at
their
home
here.
Those
r
f
uay
meir nome nere. inose
Neither suffered any ill effects
3; indecent exposure, 3; indecent
pay for the cost of new bulbs and Walter M. VormittagLot 10 Blk 8
ties in Ottawa county with 16 of goods to people in the small town present were Mrs. Effie Vruggink from their bone chilling experiliberties, 6; larceny, 18; malicious
climb the steep hill today to have Munroe and Harris Add. Grand
of Riverton. Letters of apprecia and Norman of Zeeland, Jacob
the victims from Kent county.
ences after spending a couple hours
destructionof property, 1; misapthe star relightedby tonight.
Haven.
To meet the ever-growing traffic tion followed.
Vruggink and boys of Jenison and in a warm bed and having some
propriationof funds, 1; negligent
Because of the height of some
Perhaps
the
most
unusual
story
problem, Ottawa County has orMr.
and
Mrs.
Milton
Vruggink
and
hot
food.
homicide, 2; non-support,8; rape,
of the bulbs and nearby evidence of
ganized an Ottawa County Safety was the sad plight of Roxie, the boys of Hudsonville.
Receipts Hit New High
Fairbanks is a Sentinel carrier.
3; removal of mortgaged property
a party it is believed persons in
Council with Probate Agent Avery elephant, who became sick of the
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Brink, Mr.
from state, 1; unlawfully driving Baker of Holland as chairman. colic while riding on US-31 about
their late teens or older were res- For Register of Deeds
and Mrs. Herman Brink, Mrs. Anna
away an automobile, L
ponsible for the destruction.
The organizationhas been in oper- five miles south of Holland. Roxie Dogger, Mrs. Nellie Bekius, John Beechwood Groups
This number does not include ation since July 1.
The star was originallyerected GRAND HAVEN (Special)lay along side the highway for two Elzinga, Mr. and Mrs. Manley
cases which are still being processHave Christmas Party
Western Michigai. College of three years ago through the efforts Total receipts for the Office of
Holland had more than its share days while veterinarians doctored Stegeman and Miss Hilda Stegeman
ed or those awaiting pre-sentence
Kalamazoo will offer -three exten- of Dick Hoffman and the Saugatuck Register of Deeds during 1955 will
of snow last winter, but a beauti- her with colic medicine and 6,000, were dinner guests Christmas MonThe Double Ring Club and
investigation. These cases number
be approximately$29,400, accordful early spring ensued and the 000 units of penicillin. But Roxie day with Mr. and Mrs. Peter Brink Young People’s Sunday School sion courses during Spring semes- Association.
35 and some include persons now
Irving Perishing, International ing to Robert J. Kammeraad,regter in Ottawa County and four in
city’s Tulip Time festival May 11 died.
and family at Zeeland.
Class of Beechwood Reformed
serving prison terms elsewhere
Lions Club Representative, said, ister. This total represents recordto 14 enjoyed ideal weather.
A renewed interest in cultural The Mothers Club held their Church held a combined Christ- Allegan County.
and will be returned here for sen- But July and August brought
Those in Ottawa County will be: "The entire community feels res- ing fees for, deeds, mortgages,oil
things resulted in more than 2,000 Christmas party Wednesday eve- mas meeting Wednesdayevening
tence after completing their presZeeland High School
Nature ponsible for the upkeep of the star leases, probate papers, Circuit
some of the warmest weather in memberships in the Civic Concert ning at the school house. After a at the church.
ent terms.
many years, and local resort ac- Association which scheduled six short program games were played, Paul Plaggemars was in charge Study for Teachers232, Lee Baker, now and we’re all cooperating 100 Court decrees, chattel mortgages,
Nor does the total figure include tivity was at an aU-time high.
beginning Jan. 23 at 7 p.m.
per cent with the police to find etc.
concepts in Civic Center for the gifts exchanged and lunch served. of devotions.
any cases processed through muniSpring Lake School — Biological the vandals.”
The following is a partial comHolland State Park was the most year 1955-56.
Herman Avink entertained the At a business meeting, election Science for Teachers 102A, Edwin
cipal courts by the prosecutor.
parison of recording fees, 1954 listpopular spot in the whole area.
Although
Holland
itself was un- boys of his Sunday School class of officerswas held with Mr. and
There, also were three psychiaVaughn, beginning Jan. 26 at 6:30
ed first and then 1955: deeds,
July’s average temperature was touched by great tragedy in 1955,
Husbands Entertained
with a Christmasparty at his home Mrs. Nelson Lucas named presitric hearings, 12 cases under the
$6,598.25and $7,494.15; plats, $84
p.m.
6.6 degrees above normal and in it lay midway geographically for
dent;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
Van
Tuesday
evening.
The
evening
was
Uniform ReciprocalEnforcement August the average temperature
Coopersville High School — Cur- By Legion Auxiliary
and $131.50;oil leases, $375 and
two of the most heinous crimes in spent playing games with prizes Kampen, vice president; Mr. and
Support act, and one appeal to the
rent
Enrichment
Materials
405,
$574;
rights of way, $373 and
was 5.9 degrees above normal. In history— the unsolved murders of
Past
Presidents
of
American
awarded the winners. Gifts were Mrs,- Richard Bell, Jr., treasurer, Miss Mate Graye Hunt, beginning
State Supreme Court on a criminJuly there were 16 days which hit Jeannie Singletonin Kalamazoo
Legion
Auxiliary
entertained
their $556.50; mortgages (real estate),
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Julius
Karsten,
al case.
exchanged and refreshments served
Jan. 26 at 6:30 p.m.
90 degrees or better. In November, and Peter Gorham near Muskegon.
brands at
potluck supper $4,767.80and $6,274.50; chattel
secretary.
by Mrs. Avink.
Those
in Allegan County will be: Tbarsday night at the American mortgages (personal property),
winter struck with a vengeance Even today, local enforcementofMr. and Mrs. Lester Veltema Games were played and refresh- Fennville High School— Man and
Mrs. Peter N. Prins, head of and dumped 19.9 inches of snow
$8,118.25and $7,674.75. , ,
Legion club house.
ment were served. The potluck
the French department at Hope on the city. More followed in ficials are cooperating In investi- and children ot Eastmanville were
Society 101B, Dr. Jared Wend, beReceipts far 1955 are . approxMrs.
Martin
Japinga,
Mrs.
lunch
was
in
charge
of
Mr.
and
gating the senseless murders.
Sunday supper guests at the home
College, and Miss Nella Meyer, December.
Harry Kramer and Mrs. oJhn imately $4,000 more than in 1954
Mrs. Julius Karsten, Mr. and Mrs. ginning Jan. 23 at 6:30 p.m.
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Manley
Stegeman.
professor of French, have returnWayand High School — Coservawhen total receipts were $25,687.55.
There were no state or national Wisconsin leads the nation In
Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis Boerman Walter Kuiper and Mr. and Mrs. tion 312, Dr. Edwin Steen, begin- Kobes were in charge of the sup- The 1955 receiptsrepresent an alled home from Chicago where they
per arrangements.
i in 1955, but Holland city packing vegetables for market. The
Robert Longstreet.
and
daughter
of
Oakland,
Mr.
and
attended a convention of the Naning Jan. 24 at 6:30 p.m.
Games were played under the time record ot receipts and recordelectionlast spring which Wisconsin pack totals almost as
Mrs. John Holthof, Mr. and Mrs.
UomU Association of Teachers
Allegan High School — Introduc- direction of Mrs. Henry Poppen ings processed through this office.
in a new mayor, Robert much as is produced in the rest
Gerald Vruggink and children all Marriage Licenses
French. The convention was h
tion to Speech Correction250, and Mrs. James Cook. Prizes
. and two new councilmen,
of the world outside the United of Hudsonville and Mr. and Mn.
House.
Robert Rosema, 20, and Pat Georgf Egland, beginning Jan. 24 were awarded to Mrs. John RazeNorway achieved its independVander Broek and Robert
•
Gerald Van Dyken of Wyoming Munday, 18, both of Spring Lake. at 6:30 p.m.
ence 50 years ago from Sweden. x
boom and Martin Japinga.
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‘First

Ladies*

Brought

An enchanting, picturesque program entitled "First Ladies of the
Land Live Again" by monolog

Mary

Waterstreet provided
a delightfulopening of the New
Year for members of the Woman’s
Literary Club Tuesday afternoon.
Miss Waterstreet,f who impersonates president’s* wives in historical bits reflecting their personalities and their experiences as
1 related to the history of the land,
artist

Holiday Engagements

ChixCagersTake

To Womanfs Club Stage

Town Talk

The artist appears in replicas of
the first ladies’inauguralgowns
which are now placed in the
Smithsonian Institute. With the
help of the make-up kit, changes

Bloemendaal,351 West Main St.,
Zeeland, recently was pledged to
Alpha Phi women’s fraternity at
Lake Forest College, accordingto

South Blendon

Grandstanding...

50-46 Win Over

By Randy VandeWftter
Everybody 4 doing it so we’ll get
into the act again this year and
take a quick look at the sports
highlightsof the past 12 months.

1

Wyoming Park

Zeeland High’s basketball team
A regular meeting of the Waverly came to life in the second half
Activity Club will be held Friday Wednesdayand managed to eke
at 8 p.m. in the school. A film on out its sixth straightwin, a 50-46
polio will be shown by Kenneth decision over previously unbeaten
Folkertsma. He also will show pic- Wyoming Park at Grand Rapids
Lee gym.
tures of a recent trip.
The come - from - behind Chix
Mrs. Leo Roberts was admitted
is a charming performerwith an
to Holland Hospital last Thursday. had an uphill fight for most of
expressive flair for bringing these
Miss' Elizabeth Bloomendaal, the game and finallypolled the
historical women to reality on the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. D. C. contestout with 50 seconds remainstage.

5, 1956

ing.

Constant scrapping and some
two

fairly good shootingin the last

We’re going to focus our Interest

on just Holland and how the

city

fared sportswise.
Holland again came in for notice
on the national scene, and for almost the entire year.
Tom Maentz, who refused to believe an injury report and went on
to become 1956 captain of the University of Michigan football team,
did the most, we feel, in putting
Holland into the national picture
this year.
Maentz, 21 - year - old Michigan
right end, received an injury report the week before the first game
that listed him "out for the seaMiss Avelene Joy Van
Miss Shirley Ann Evink
The engagement of Miss Avelene Mr. and Mrs. Peter Evink of son."
But he was back three games
Joy Van Harn to Leon Dale route 3, Zeeland, announce the enKalkman is announced by her gagement of their daughter, later and his accomplishmentsarc

tK

Misses Donna Olsen and Jackie
Johns of Holland provided the
special music at the Sunday eveiving service by playing two instru-

The big story was A1 Vandermental numbers.
bush's stepping down as Hope ColMrs. G. A. Aalberts entertained
lege football coach after nine
her Sunday school class of girls at
years here and a total of 25 in
a post-Christmas party last week
coaching.
Saturdayafternoon at the parsonRuss De Vette succeeded Van- age. Games were played and gifts
derbush, returning to Holland after exchanged. Mrs. Aalberts served
one year at the Universityof lunch.
Maine. Vandirbush continuedas
The annual week of prayer is
Hope athletic director and assis- being obsened here by meetings
tant Hope coach.
arranged for Tuesday, Wednesday
Harold Grissen took over at Holland Christian as tennis coach and
finished in the state class B runnerup spot. Joe Moran again directed
the Holland tennis team and a
bronze plaque praising his longtime tennis service was placed at
the 21st St. courts.

and Thursday evenings. The Rev.
Francis Dykstra of Harjem will be
the guest speaker this evening.
Mr. and Mrs. John Poskey
spent New Year’s afternoonand
evening with their children, Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Van Harn and
Willard Lee at Zeeland.

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Wabeke
Ernie Post and Bill Hinga, a
quarters told Zeeland's story.
couple of former Holland High and and family were supper guesu
Wyoming Park led for the first
Hope College athletes, took over as Sunday and spent the evening with
three periods, but near the end
of hairdress and her talent for exvarsity footballassistantsto Dale Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Wabeke and
0.' the third quarter,the Chix were
pression, voice change and gesShearer at Holland High. Post children at Hudsonville.
getting the fast bre%k going, digtures, Miss Waterstreet reaches
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brink
handled the line and Hihga the
ging out most of the free balls parents, Mr. and Mrs. Abe Van Shirley Ann, to Junior Dale local history. Maentz was named to
into the past to become Martha
visited Mr. and Mrs. Chriss Sas
backs.
and man • for - man controlling Harn, 642 Washington Ave. Mr. piaSman, son of Mr. and Mrs. the all - Big Ten team and won
Washington.Dolly Madison, Mary
a. North Holland Sunday afterKalkman is the son of Mr. and j0hn Plasman, Sr., of route 5, second team All - American hon- Over at Zeeland, Jarold Groters noon.
Todd Lincoln, Eleanor Roosevelt and Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. the play after jump balls.
turned out an unbeatenChix footThe winners took the lead 4-2 in Mrs. Peter Kalkman of 131 East Holland. A spring wedding is ors.
and Mamie Elsenhower.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Sikkema
Kruithoffof Silver Spring, Md.
Locally residents showed their ball team with a 7-0-1 record while returned to Ann Arbor after spendAs Miss Waterstreetmade her
planned.
Holiday guests at the home of the opening minutes but that was 32nd
appreciation with a Tom Maentz Bob Hoover directed the Zeeland
l costume changes, music appropri- Mr. and Mrs. Herman Damson, 187 the last time in the first half.
ing the New Year holidays at the
Night, includinga banquet in Civic baseball team to 12 straight wins.
ate to each era was played by Mrs. West Ninth St., were Mr. and Mrs. Wyoming pounded five straight
home of their parents, Mr. and
Center.
Holland's Flying Dutchmen base- Mrs. Roy La Huis.
W. Curtis Snow of Holland. Mrs. Thomas Simmons of Kalamazoo, points, using a one - three -one
While Maentz kept Holland men- ball team climaxed the season by
Alvin Bos, club president, served Mr. and Mrs. Carl Damson, Bar- offense effectively and worked the
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Bemdt vistioned on the nation'ssports wires copping the SouthwesternMichias announcer for the program.
ited Mr. and Mrs. Justin Wabeke
bara and Bill of Hastings, and Mrs. quarter score to 11-6.
from September through Novem- gan baseball league.
Wyoming Park continued in the
Sunday evening.
As the present First Lady, Miss James Billings, Chicago,Mrs. A.
ber, Holland's contributionto the
In City League action, Hulst
Mr. and Mrs. William Johnson of
Waterstreet wore a replica of the Bird, Mr. and Mrs. Edward driver’s seat in the second half,
national
pasttime,
George
Zuverink
Brothers, regular season’s cham- Grand Rapids spent Monday with
lovely pink gown worn by Mrs. Damson, Karen, Bob and Mary, aided by foul shots, and took a
did his part as major league pitch- pions fought off a playoff bid by the family of their daughter, Mr,
Eisenhower for her husband's M.\ and Mrs. George Damson, 19-12 halftime lead. The Parkers
er from March through September. the Vets and took three out of five
were
uncanny
at
the
free throw
and Mrs. Herman G. Vruggink.
Tommy,
Jack
and
Sally,
Mrs.
M.
, inauguration.Her impersonation
Part of the Zuverinkstory was for the softballchampionshipand
line in the first half and sunk nine
Mr. and Mrs. Manley Stegeman
was complete to the famous H. Hamelink, Jack, Jerry and John
sad this year as the big righthand- H. E. Morse won the City League attended an Old Year’s party Satout of 10 while the Chix made two
of
Holland
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mamie bangs. In a simulated "iner was sold by the Detroit Tigers basketball title.
out of seven.
urday evening at the home of Mr.
terview” with Miss Waterstreet, Ronald Hamelink and baby of
to the BaltimoreOriole*
Coach Mel Bouma got his Chix
Recreation league basketballsaw and Mrs. Chriss Heuvelhorstin
the "first lady" told how she met Lansing.
Zuverinkmade the sale a break Wooden Shoe the winners and the Wyoming Park.
The Eunice Aid Society will hold rechargedduring the half and it
Ike in Texas, her hopes for peace
and
came out with a 4-8 record for softball championship was awarded
was
basket
for
basket
most
of
Marvin Poskey and son, Roger
and her dream of a "home of her its regular monthly meeting Frithe season.
the third period. Zeeland was getCo. D of the National Guard.
called on his parents, Mr. and
day,
Jan.
6,
at
2:30
p.m.
at
Maple
own."
By
coincidence,
Maentz
and
The spokes that made the sports Mrs. John Poskey Monday mornting most of the shots, due to the
As Martha Washington,she ap- Avenue Christian Reformed
Zuverink were the chief Holland wheels turn this year contained ing.
savage ball hawking all over the
peared in the heavy rich salmon Church.
athletes making national news in many of the familiar sports names
floor and with one minute left in
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Koning
brocade gown with lovely lace
1954, also, and will probably hold seen and heard here annually.
the third quarter took a 30-27 lead.
„ .....
...
and sons of Grand Rapids were enmantilla.The scene took place on
the same distinctionnext year.
Two fast baskets in the final
But each year, a few new names tertained Monday at the home of
the last evening of Washington's
Holland, too, came in for repre- slip into the list. Here are some of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Betten.
seconds of the third period pushed
administration,in the second capisentation thL year on the national those deserving this year: John
Lee ahead by a single point, 31-30.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Brink and
* tal, PhiladelphiaThe monolog was
— - basketball front.
The late third - quarter push
Adams, Hope’s lone choice on the Miss Hilda Stegeman had dinner
revealing
showing Martha
Bob Armstrong,a 6'8” Michigan all - MIAA footballfirst team. . . Monday with Mr. and Mrs. John
loosened Zeeland and the Chix kept
Miss Carrie Helder
Miss Mory Ellen Bowman
Washington’s heroic and creditState University graduate, carried Lynn Post, named Hope’s most Brink at Hudsonville.
coming hard in the final eight The engagement of Miss Carrie
Miss
Gertrud
Hoh
of
KaVsruhe,
able attempts to create an
Mr. and Mrs. John Bowman Holland’s hangar through the bas- valuable footballplayer . . . Dave
minutes.
Helder to Marvin Vander Ploeg is
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Petroelje
example for American first ladies. Germany, became the bride of
of 702 South Shore Dr., announce ketball circuit as a member of
Fourth period action kept the ca- announcedby her parents,Mr. and
Kuyers, selected Hope's 1956 foot- entertained Mr. and Mrs. Harry
John
E.
Taylor,
Jr.,
of
Holland
in
Dolly Madison was shown in the
the engagement of their daughter Boston Whirlwinds, members of the
pacity crowd of 1,200 off its feet Mrs. Ed Helder of route 5. Mr.
ball captain . . . Bob Hendrickson, Petroelje and family of Boculo at
Mary Ellen, to Dave Mulder, son Harlem Globetrottersorganization.
year 1814 as the British near the a double ring ceremony performmost of the time. Three free throws Vander Ploeg is the son of Mr.
who hung up two basketball rec- their home Monday.
ed
Friday
evening
in
Trinity
Reof
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Louis
Mulder,
67
President s new palace in WashArmstrong has traveled more ords, scoring 1,351 . points and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Wabeke
and a bucket pushed Wyoming’s
ln.d
Vandcr Ploeg 0f West * 35th Vt'.*' Miss “Bowman ‘is
ington;the whole fity had fled be- formed Church. The Rev. John
than 10,000 miles and the tulip town starting 79 consecutive gaves was and family were guests Monday at
lead to 36-30 right off the bat.
294
East
14th
St.
student at Western Michigan Col- has been carried with each prefore the enemy. . . all but the Hains read the rites.
an all - MIAA selection ..... the home of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
But Zeeland’s Darryl Wiersma
The groom's parents are Mrs.
lege, Kalamazoo, and her fiance game introduction.
President’sloyal wife who barely
Willie
Rink and Ron B o e v e, Vande Guchte and boys.
and
Jim
Kaat, pulled ball stealing
attends Hope College.
escaped before the White House Leo Hardy of 91 West Eighth St., tricks and scored to pull Zeeland
On the prep and college scene, Hope’s all - MIAA baseball choices Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit D. Vruggink
and
John
E.
Taylor,
Sr.,
of
Toledo,
was burned. Her golden silk gown
the local contingents kept up an . . . Gene Schrotenboer, winner of entertained with a family gatherwithin two points.
with white satin embroidered skirt Ohio. The bride’s parents reside in
annual practice of appearing on the City League basketball scoring ing at their home Monday. Present
Wyoming
Park
Again
countered
and her elaborate,glamorous Germany.
the state front. The imprint made crown . . . Sherri Shaffer, first were Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Van
with four points on a bucket and
Attending the couple were Mr.
headdress show her fondnessfor
this past year was slight but on Holland High track member to win Dyken of Wyoming Park, Mr. and
two free throws by Me Nitt and
clothes and her courageousstand and Mrs. George Brinks, sister and
a few occasions, local teams made a state title. He won the a{ate Mrs. Jarvis Boerman and daughjumped
ahead
40-34
with
four
in the face of the enemy show her brother - in - law of the groom.
somewhat of a noise.
Gass A mile in 4:35 ... Henry ter of Oakland, Mr. and Mrs.
minutes left.
ijjfc
A
gown
of
chantilly
lace
over
wit and spunk which made her a
Prep - wise, Holland and Holland Visscher of Holland High won the Geral Vruggink and children and
After Lynn Me Nltt sank another,
heavy bridal satin fashioned with
delightfulWhite House hostess.
Christian tennis teams, perenially regional class A singlestennis title Mr. and Mrs. John Holthof, aU of
low scalloped necklineand a Zeeland put on another spurt that
The badly misunderstoodMary
strong, finished in the runnerup for the third straight time . . . Phil Hudsonville.
succeeded
in
knotting the score
Todd Lincoln, Miss Waterstreet chapel - length train with matching 42-all with two minutes left. Ken
spots in the state meets.
Boersma and Bill Japinga finished
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Poortenga
portrayed with understanding. lace mitts, pointed over the hands, Vande Bunte got two free shots,
The Holland netters, winners of runnerup in the state Class A doub- and boys and Mr. and Mrs.
was
worn
by the bride. The gown
Her premonitions,her sorrows,
the regional tournament for the les play and Norm Lokker and Robert Elzinga and daughter rewas made by Mrs. Brinks. The Kaat two and Carl Wissink supher ambitions and her dominating
15th straight time, were second in Paul Dykema of Holland Christian turned to their homes in Brandon,
plied the tying bucket on a long
bride carried a white Bible with
personality were portrayed in a
the Class A meet and the Maroons, won the Class B doubles title.. . Wis., Monday after spending the
shot.
white roses centered with a pink
scene just before the President
state Class B kings for two straight It was t he third straight year holiday season with relativeshere.
Me
Nitt and Vande Bunte exand his Lady left for the fatal Ford rose.
years, fell to a tie for second
Dykema copped the honors . .
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brink enThe maid of honor wore an aqua changed baskets and Bob Koezee
theatre party. Miss Waterstreet’s
One of the prep surprises of the Bill Kramer won the Holland City tertaineda group of relativesat a
pushed Wyoming ahead once again,
taffeta gown with matching net
gown was an impressive replica
year was the showing of the Hol- golf championship. . . Lee Kleis post-Christmasparty at their home
46-44, with 1:07 left on two free
of the deep purple velvet in- hat. She wore pink gloves and car- throws caused by Kaat’s fifth foul.
land High footballteam.
was low man in the newly-organiz- last week Friday evening. Those
ried a bouquet of pink and white
augural gown, with typical flower
The Dutch ended with a 5-3-1 ed IndustrialGolf League . Paul present were Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
The
Zeeland five put smart basroses
centered
in
a
white
lace
tiara.
record, the best since 1952, and lost Wiegerinkbroke the Hope College Vrugginkand boys of Jenison. Mr.
ketball in motion in the next few
handkerchief.
The final protrayal was that of
the three games by a total of 12 low hurdles mark with a 26.2 per- and Mrs. Nelson Stegeman and
seconds
and
shook
Wissink
loose
A receptionwas held in the home
Eleanor Roosevelt,as she presided
points. Holland had one victory in formance over 200 yards . . . John children of Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin C. for the tying basket.
Miss Elaine Joyce Bacheller
1954.
at a family supper before the
De Vries of Hope set new MIAA Arthur Petroplje and Nancy, Mr,
Klomparbnsfollowingthe cere- Zeeland began double teaming The engagement of Miss Elaine
second World War. She wore a
The
football team scored 143 records in the broad jump and pole and Mrs. Manley Stegeman, Mr.
and
working
the ball around. Art Joyce Bacheller to Max Doolittle
... .. . ... ,
mony. The groom’s mother providblue chiffon gown with darker
points and had the best defensive vault with leaps of 22'5" and 121" and Mrs. Gerrit Brink and Miss
Klamt popped in a bucket, after announced by her mother. She is
ed music.
blue accent and pearl jewelry.
record since 1942, allowing only 73 . . . Halfbach Ron Van Dyke and Hilda Stegeman all of this place,
breaking
loose to make it 48-46 the daughter of Mrs. E.
Mrand
MrsHenry
Wedeven
of
The bride, recently arrived from
points.
Miss Waterstreet’s impersonation
guard Bill Buis placed on third Dick Houtman* of Grand Rapids
Germany, is employed by the Hol- with a half - minute remaining Bacheller.514 Lakewood Rivd., Hamd,on announca 1 h a
Also in the grid sport, Hope Col- team all - state prep football teams also was present.
revealed Mrs. Roosevelt’s interest
and
Wissink
canned
a
long
shot
in and the late Dr. E. J. Bacheller. ment 0,f ,he!r daughter. Gladys, to
land Die Casting Co. and the groom
in social work, her lonely childthe final five seconds to supply Mr. Doolittle is the son of Mr. and Willard Serie, son of Mrs. Louise lege was the talk of the state for while tackle Alan Hill received
Mr. and Mrs. Renzo Vruggink
is employed by the Michigan Bell
the last three weeks of the season. honorable mention ...
hood and her philosophy. The
the four - point margin.
visitedMr. and Mrs. George
Mrs. Lee Doolittle. 600 Bay Ave. Senc of East Saugatuck.
Telephone Co. in Grand Rapids.
Finally mended physically and Gronberg took rirst in trick riding VrugginkSunday evening.
monolog also indicatedMrs RooseThe Chix scor.d more points in
Both are graduates of Holland
functioning smoothly, the Dutch and fourth in slalom in the Midwest
’ velt's real interestin her husthird and fourth quarters than in High School. Miss Bachelleris
football team tore up the MIAA, water ski show ... Joe Good won
band's task and duty as president
the entire first half.
now attendingthe University of
and her participationand acceptscoring 129 points in the three con- the Sportsmanshiptrophy among Zeeland Reserve Five
Wyoming was best at the free Michigan where she is a member
tests.
ance of responsibility as his wife.
junior sailors at Macatawa Bay Captures Sixth
throw line getting 18 out of 24 of Gamma Phi Beta sorority. Her
Hope had dropped five of its Yacht Club . . . Butch Huizinga,
The club program next week
while the winners sunk eight out of fiance is attending Hillsdale
first six games and lost three Wilson Dennehy and Carl MUler
will feature Paul Shyre in "The
19.
Zeeland High’s reserve basketCollege and is affiliated with Delta
to
straight conference games before were chief Castle Park Junior ball team won game No. 6 WedTheatre of Mr. Poe."
Ron De Boer, who made 10 free Sigma Phi fraternity.
the renaissance.
Horse Show winners and Georgia nesday night by stopping the
AuthoritiesInvestigatingtwo un- throws, including five for five in
One other trickle of state and Fisher and Pete Trone won top Wyoming Park seconds, 52-49. The
solved murders in Michigan turned the first half, led the losers with
national publicity came Holland's honors at tl.e annual Castle Park little Chix led all the way.
to the Holland area with the dis- 14 points.
way, with the annual visit of Rocky Horse Show . . . Gary Wilterdink
Wiersma
paced
the
Chix
with
15
Quarter scores favored the winAdmitted to Holland Hospital Cvvery of an abandoned blue car and Wissink followed with 13.
Marciano,world's heavyweight won the city table tennis tourna- ners, 12-11; 32-25 and 38-36.
similar
to the one spotted at both
Thursday were Peggy Van Den
boxing champion. The champ spent ment.
Wissink’s effort pushed his season's
Max De Jonge led the winners
crime scenes.
Heuvel, 15 Gordon St.; Mrs. Maya couple days in November as
total to 104, tops for the club.
with 23 points and
Van
Ottawa
County
Deputy
Len
Ver
belle Graham, route 4; Walter
guest of P. T Cheff, president The United States recognized the Peursem had 15. Barty Arrigo
The win pushed Zeeland’s seaSchure said a 1950 model blue car
I:
SeidelmanHI, 673 Butternut Dr.;
of the Holland Furnace Co., and Soviet government of Russia more had 12 for Wyoming.
was found on a farm near 56th and son's record to 6-0 while the losers
Cheiad Artz, 116 Cambridge; Mardid a bit of deer hunting.
than 15 years after it took over.
Tyler
Aves.
approximately
10 have a S-l season's mark and 4-0
garet Hall, 248 West 10th St.;
Coaches, too, played prominent
One of the first books on swimin
Grand
Valley
play.
Vermont is the only one of the
miles northeast of -Holland.
Mrs. Leon Hulsman, route 1, Hamilroles in making Holland’s sports ming was written by Benjamin New England states that doesn’t
Zeeland has a couple of more
A
car answering the same deton.
news during the past year.
Franklin.
have a seacoast
scription was seen near where the tough ones coming up. The Chix
DischargedThursday weye Hanplay Hudsonville next Tuesday at
bodies of Jeannie Singleton,
nah Elferdink,338 River Ave.; Dick
Kalamazoo and Peter Gorham, 12 the Armory and followed that
Valk, 218 South Maple, Zeeland
game with a contest against HolEvanston, HI., were found.
Sharon Kraai, 24 East 18th St.
The Singleton girl disappeared land Christian Jan. 12 in Civic
Mrs. John Flleman and baby, 725
Miss Betty Lou Zuege
May 23, 1955 on her way from Center.
First Ave.; Mrs. Robert Smith and
Box score:
school. Her ravished body was
v.
•
Mr.
and
Mrs. David C. Zuege of
baby, 79 East 19th St.; Mrs. Ted
Zeeland (50)
found in a pine grove near Doster
Wauwatosa,
Wis., announce the enRenkema and baby, route 2; Mrs in Allegan County June 1.
FG FT PF TP
>1 gagement of their daughter, Betty
Harris De Wit and baby, 83 South
2
13
1
Gorham, a Boy Scout, was on a Wissink, ....... 6
Lou, to Jack W. Kole, son of Mr.
River; Mrs. Gerald Klein and baby
2
15
3
hike near a Muskegon camp when Wiersma, ...... 6
and Mrs. John H. Kole, 558 East
165 East Third St.; Mrs. Juan he too disappeared. His decom- Vande Bunte, c . 2
2
6
3
Central Ave., Zeeland.
Ybarra and baby, 4 River Ave.; posed body was discoverednear Kaat, g ......... 4
2
5
10
Miss Zuege is a senior at MichlClaude Lake, 179 East Eighth St.; the Scout camp five weeks later Klamt, g ........ 3
2
6
0
Miss Karen
gan State University and is affiliMrs. Leonard Raterink, 229 Lin- Ou Aug. 14.
Looman, c ...... 0
0
0
1
Mr. and Mrs. Theo Voetberg,ated with the Alpha Xi Delta Sorcoln, Zeeland; Walter Seidelman
The car had been left at least
route 4, announce the engagement ority.
HI, 671 Butternut Dr.; Margaret two weeks ago. The time element
Totals ... 21
8
15
50
of their daughter, Miss Karen Mr. Kole is a 1955 graduate of
Hall, 249 West 10th St.; Cheryl was fixed as the result of a farmer
Wyoming Park (46)
Voetberg, to Stuart Westing, son of Michigan State and is doing graduArtz, 216 Cambridge.
4
4
10
seeing two youths hitch-hiking Me Nitt. f ..... 3
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Westing, route ate work at NorthwesternUniverHospital births include a daugh- away from the vehicle.
Vandenberg,f .. 1
2
0
3
5,
sity.
ter, Nancy Jo, born Thursday to
A check of the license number De Boer, c ..... 2 10 1 14

Ham

the organization’spublicity chairman. Miss Bloemendaalis a freshman at the college
Mrs. Henry Krulthoff of route 4,
entertained for the holidays her
son and family Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Kruithoffof Claremont, N. H.,
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Unsolved Murders
Lead

Game

Holland

Hospital Notes

Dave

Ill

|

f
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|
Voetberg

f

Holland.

and Mrs. Gerhardt Beckman,
99 East 38th St; a daughter born
Thursdayto Mr. and Mrs. LaVerne
Overbeek,route 4.
Mr.'

86 Attend Meeting
Of Kiwanis Boys Club

B

Koezee,

g

4

and motor serial number led to a
Detroit address. Detroit police re- Ver Stratt, g .... 3
ported the whereabouts of the own- Lehmen, c ...... 1
er was unknown.
Totals ... 14
...

4

3

12

0
0

1

6

0

2

18

12
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Missionary Speaks
To Central Park

Grand Rapids Symphony

During Chase by Police

To Give Pops Concert

ZEELAND
rested

Eighty • six boys participated

Monday

Monday night.

dots.

-A

T-year-

was

ar-

when he

attempted

to outrun

police.

William Huddelston,17, Grand
Rapids, was turned over to Kent
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
County officers. The youth admitEight young men from Ottawa ted taking the car from Grand
county will report to the Grand Rapids and implicateda second

-

Haven Armory at

1:15 p.m. Wrtl- teenager.

Jlhe Grand Rapids Symphony
Orchestraby popular request will
Pops Concert Friday,
Jan. 13, at 8:30 p.m. in the Grand
Rapids Civic Auditorium.
The concert will feature familiar
light symphonic music, such as
Rossini's overture to "William
Tell,” Dvorak’s "Humoresques,"
"Irish Rhapsody,” ballet music
from "Faust,” a Strauss waltz and
Gershwin’s"An American in Par-

after a stolen car present a

he was driving crashed into a tree

.

the auditorium while the trampo- Guild and Mission Society at Cenline saw action on the stage and tral Park Reformed Church.
Mrs. Ralph Menning led devoboxing, jvrestling and weight lifting
were featured in a basement room. tions. Special music was a piano
The next two meetings have sok), "No One Ever Cared for Me
been scheduled for Wednesday, Like Jesus," by Miss Shirley De
Jan. U, and Hmrsday, Jan. 19, Neff. Mrs. Don Rietdyk, guild preboth at the Civic Center. On Jan.. sident, conducted th meeting.
Hostesseswere the Mesdames
11 the Boys Club will elect its ofMurray Chambers, Vernon Avery,
ficers for 1956.
The program is managed by the Jake Boersma, Egbert Brink, ElKiwanis Club in cooperation with mer Harrison, Adrian Kramer,
the City Recreationdepartment Ralph Van Lente and John Nyland.
Kiwanians V. Kupelian, B. Geertman, R. Roth, it Willis and H.
First signal transmitted by
Tregloan supervised the program wireless was the letter "S"— three

(Special

old Grand Rapids youth

Group

in the regular meeting of the Mrs. Joseph Esther, missionary
Kiwanis Boys Club at the Gvic to the Philippines, was guest
Center Monday evening from 7 to speaker Tuesday evening at a com9 p.m. Basketball was played in bined meeting of the Mission

Stolen Car Hits Tree

Zeeland police started chasing
Huddelstonwhen his car ran the is."
the armed forces in Detroit
Desire Defauw, who made his
light on M-21. He smashed into a
Listed are George C Arbogast tree a few blocks later and two American debut conducting the
of Grand Haven, Joseph J. Bemia youths were seen running from the National Broadcasting Company
Symphony Orchestra in 1939, is
of Spring Lake, Asa P.,Eastling car.
busy rehearsing the orchestra this
of Nunica, Ernest D. Burley of
Zeeland police and Ottawa week. Besides conducting t h e
West Olive, Bernard G. Groenhof
County deputies immediately be- Grand Rapids Symphony Orchesof Zeeland, Eldon R. Elenbaas of
gan a search and found Huddelston
tra, Defauw directs the Gary sym
Jenison, Gerald $. Koster and
Philip Van Koevering of Hudson- walking along the highway three phony orchestraand guest conducts each summer in Europe.
miles east of the city.
nesday, Jan. 11, for induction into

ville.

,

T

—

OF SERVICE
Chief Raphael
Wouters (right)Saturday retiredfrom the U.S.
Coast Guard and as commanderof the Holland
station. He was succeeded by Waiter G. Sears;
BoatswainMate First Class (left) a 24-year-old
veteran of seven years service.Chief Warrant
Boatswain F. D. DuBrucq (center) com-

21 YEARS

mander of the Coast Guard group at Gr
Haven read the orders retiring Wouters and
placing Sears in command. The Holland station
will remain on

a

caretaker status during tha

r

men on duty.
In the, spring four additionalmen will t*

winter with Sears and two other

(Sentinel
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HoBand Furnace

5,

1956

City Construction
.

Marks 50th Year

Passed 3 Million

With More Growth

Mark During ’55

Amazing Growth Shown

New Hospital Addition

In Half Century of

Of Over One Million

Company Development

Largest Single Entry

IfW

The year 1955 has been a significant year for the Holland
Furnace Co. for it marked the 50th
anniversary of tht firm which is
one of Holland's oldest and largest

mm

Industrial concerns.

From the midget foundry ot 50
years ago to the large factoriesof
today represents an
growth. But even more incredible
is the expansion of its sales organ-

three - million - dollar

mark in Holland during 1955, a full
half - million more than in* 1954,
a check of Building Inspector Laverne Seme's records revealed today.

During 1955, buildingpermits
called for an outlay of 53,378,922.70
which is 5599,436.70 more than the
195-1 total of 52.779.486.
The records listed 67 new homos
in Holland city totaling 5767,250
compared with 64 new homes last
year totaling5743,450.
Top expenditures for 1955 list a
permit for an addition to Holland
Hospital,51,024.837.70, a new men's

amazing

ization.

The entire output of that first
fledglingfactory was easily disposed of by one salesman. Today
there are 500 factory branches
supplying the demand for Holland
home heating and air conditioning
equipment. What is more, the sales
staff in the least of these branches
would probably have

Construction in Holland city pass-

ed the

dormitoryon Hope Campus, 5917,000; new music building on cam-

little diffi-

pus, 5175,000; an additionto Scott’s
Inc., 552,000; the new E and J shop,
525,000; new Kroger building,560,-

culty in disposingof several times

as many furnaces as the 1905 factory could have produced working
at a maximum capacity.The great
family of Holland Furnace work-

000.

Totals by months follow: January, 563,024 including four houses,
54o,700; February, 598.800 including
seven houses, 584,500; March, 5160,402 including 12 houses, $126,350;
April, $177,525includingsix houses
at $71,100 and Kroger building at
$60,000; May, $180,750 including
seven houses at $71,800, Scott’saddition at $52,000 and
and J
radio shop at $25,000;June, 5152,684 which includes 10 houses at

ers today approaches the 7,500
mark.
With Holland, Mich., residents
seeing the company at close hand
and being directly tied up with its

AIR

VIEW OF THE DE

E

HOLUND

COMPANY, MANUFACTURERS OF MORE THAN

400 ITEMS

of the disease germ and fumigation written by Paul de Kruif, appeared

De Free

Company

is natural that townspeople
should think of their leading industry as a wholly-confined local
operation.The factoriesand office
P. T. CHEFF,
FURNACE PRESIDENT
building which house the operations, the 700 persons employed in
$104,800.
them all tend to provide a picture system direct to' the buyer. All dent now since 1933, who introJuly, $79,775including four housof local enterprise.
other furnace companieswholesale duced new business practices.For es, $47,000; August. $1,063,082.70 In
Yet, less than 10 percent of ail their products.The Holland system the year 1933-34, sales amounted to including hospital addition at 51.persons working for Holland has its advantagesand disadvantmillion with a loss of approx- 024,837.70 and one house at $12,800;
Chemical Fumigator
Furnace live in Holland. Close to ages. One aspect is tha{ any kick, imately 5100.000. For t h e nine September, $95,260 including five
7,000 persons work for Holland no matter how small, falls direct- months ending Dec. 31, 1935, sales houses at $74,500; October, $983,Was Company’s First
Furnace Company in 500 cities from ly upon the company and not some were approximately 58 million with 970 including men’s dormitory at
Product Back in 1906
coast to coast All persons employ- individualdealer, as it does with a profit of more than 5900.000.
$917,000 and three houses at 526,ed in the branch offices and ware- every other manufacturingfirm.
Annual net sales the last few 500; November, 5259,100including To mark the opening of its 50th
houses look to Holland as the conYet, Holland Furnace likes it years have exceeded the 533 mil- Hope music buildingat $175,000 and
anniversaryyear, the
Free
trol center for the network’s activ- that way. It is an annual practice lion mark, and the company has four new houses at $57,000; DecemCompany, local pharmaceutical
ities.The Holland factories are the for President P. T. Cheff to send every right to feel pleased with the ber. $54,550 including four new
manufacturers, will entertain apsupply center for the hundreds of each customerof a new furnace a progress over 50 years and the un- houses at $47,200.
proximately 50 Holland area drugcompany branches and in the of- letter inviting comment on the sat- interrupted growth it represents. Applications the past week folgists and their employes at a dinfices are kept the records of the isfaction derived from Holland Since its inception the company low:
ner meeting Wednesday evening,
company’s 19 million customers.
equipmentand service.This year- has had but four chief executive Eugene Michielson, 56 West 19th Jan. 4, at the Warm Friend Tavern.
The story of the origin of Holland ly roundup of customeropinion re- officers:Guy Bouman, 1905-1912; St., remodel kitchen, , $450; self,
Organized in 1906 by Con De
Furnace is well known to Holland veals a 99 percent preponderanceA. H. Landwehr, 1913-1928;C. H. contractor.
Free, G. J. Diekema, Dr. A. Leenpeople. John P. Kolia, a native of of positivegood will and satisfac- Landwehr. 1929-1932; P. T. Cheff,
Ivan Cook, 314 West 14th St , houts, Dr. J. J. Mersen and Rol.
Alsace-Lorraine,moved to Holland tion resulting from Holland's direct from 1933 to date.
remodel garage to wholesaleand Eisele,as “The De Free Chemical
50 years ago from Akron, Ohio, service policy.
Mrs. Cheff, daughter of J. P. retail otulet, $300; self, contractor.
and started a smaD foundry for
Harry Jaarsma, 30 East 21st St.,
The average life of all furnaces Kolia, the founder, also has been
producing warm-air furnaces. The is somethinglike 7^ years, but particularlyactive in the com- finish two bedrooms on second
spark for marketing this surprising many Holland Furnaces have been pany. A director for 35 years, she floor, $500; self, contractor.
A. J. Cook Lumber Co.. 208 East
innovation in family life was pro- in operation for five or six times not only had a hand with the orvided by his son - in - law, A. H. that long. The company is the only ganization of the company, but its 25th St., new house and garage,
Landwehr, still remembered today one which concentratesentirely •eorganizationin the 30's, and has 34 by 40 feet and 14 by 22 feet,
as a civic leader and benefactor. upon the replacementfield rather one of the most remarkable rec- frame construction, $10,500 and
The story of how this early than new houses.
ords of any American business $500; self, contractor.
company pioneered in the new inIll effects of restrictive orders of woman. Throughoutthe years, she
dustry is one of the most interest- World War
are still evident. has aided in many decisionson top
first 25 years and the second 25
ing in the annals of industrial pro- Under those orders it was impos- policy levels, and her business acyears,- but is looking forward to the
gress in America. To design a sible to train competentmen, and tivities are far better known to top
future and another half-centuryof
good furnace was one thing; to the necessityof relyingon tempor- American bankers than to resiprogress. National industriesoften
sell it another thing; but to install ary repairs of heating equipment dents in her home town.
move their main offices to more
it properly was a real challenge. during the war years developed a
“She knows more about Holland populated centers, but Holland
Holland, Mich., had good tinsmiths habit of bad practice within the Furnace than I do, and I have been
Furnace has elected to remain in
but what of the rest of this vast industry which is still evidencing with it over 30 years now,’’ her
Holland.
country where installinga warm itself in ill-advised stopgap repairs husband, the president of the comHolland is happy it did.
air furnace was something new where clearly a replacement is pany, says.
under the sun?
needed.
It is a fact that more American
In meeting this challenge, Less well known to Holland “family’’ businesses last about -25
Holland Furnace was different— people is the dramatic chapter of years. After that they often fold
and still is different today. The the company’s reorganization in up or are absorbedinto other inMr. and Mrs. John Ver Hoeven
Holland Furnace Co. installs its the dark depression years. It was dustries.But the Holland Furnace and family and Mr. and Mrs. A1
own product, providinga sales Ted Cheff, Holland Furnace presi- Co. not only has weathered the De Kidder enjoyed Christmas dinW. A. DIEKEMA
ner, Monday at the home of Mr.
Company President
life, it

FREE

after contagious diseases is no
longer customary.
Soon after launching the business,
De Free, a registered pharmacist,
also conceivedthe idea of a prepackaged line of staple drug products under the family name “SanTox.” Aided by a vigorous national advertising campaign in publivitions such as “The Saturday
Evening Post,” San-Tox became a
householdword across the coun-

I

in “Reader’sDigest." As a result
of this coincidence, Nullo sales

sky-rocketed for

the

Dog Notes

next two

years. But the ’ chlorophyll boom" HOW TO MAKE DOG COME
was to be short-lived.Trading on WHEN CALLED
th' interest of an ill-informedpubThere are a lot of new Christlic, makers of everything from
mas puppies about. Many a famtooth paste to rubber insoles and
baby pants tried to climb the ily now has a dog for the first
chlorophyll bandwagon. One or time. Hence the next few columns
two •unknown scientists, and cer- will be devoted to 'hints and sugtain columnists,without support gestions for the new dog owners,
try.
for their statements, obtained tem- but still, I hope, you old dog ownJames De Free drew the now- porary notoriety by taking pot- ers will get a few helpful ideas
familiar trademark,picturing a shots nt chlorophyll products in from my efforts.
uniformednurse. A noted artist of general. '
One of the first things a dog
the period, Neysa McMein, was
Nullo, however,had managed to should be taught is to come when
later engaged to paint a portrait D’ild for itself a loyal public, he is called. Here is the best
for trademark purposes, the pas- doubtlessbecause it provided method I know of to teach a pup
tel originalof which now hangs in enough of the right kind of chloro- this valuablelesson. First place
Mr. Diekema’s office.
phyll to make good on its claims. the dog on a legsh or rope ten or
Soon the name “San-Tox” gave Consequently, its sales have con- twenty feet in length. When the
place to the currently-employed tinued during past years at a sat- animal reaches the end, call his
trade name, “Nurse Brand.’’ Al- isfactorylevel. Current surveys in- name softly and tell him to come
though the name of the company dicate that 60 percent of . its pres- to you, at the same time gently
was changed to The De Free Com- ent customershave used the prod- pulling him toward you.
pany, dropping the word “Chemi- uct for two . ears or more, accord- Reward him with a kind word
cal,” even today much of the mail ing to company executives.
when he complies with your wishes,
received is addressedto The De
As over the past generation,The or better still give him a small bit
Free Chemical Company.
De Free Company offers its long of food when he reaches your side.
De Free’s line now comprises list of Nurse Brand and Wheata- After a few such lessons on the
more than 400 items — many of min productsto franchised retail rope, he should come to you withthem exclusive formulas con- druggists. With a few exceptions, out your having to pull him towards
ceived in the company’s labora- notably Holland, these franchised you.
tories and enjoying the widest “agency" stores are protected in
In training a dog in this lesson or
acceptance among selected retail their local trading areas. De Free any other, remember not to make
druggists and the general public. officialsboast with considerable
the training sessionstoo long. Dogs,
De Free is rightlyknown as a pi- pride that the company’s products especiallypuppies, tire easily. Best
oneer vitamin house, and its represent premium value, in terms results can be obtained with lessons
Wheatamin vitamin line is regard- of both quality and price, to the
of short duration, but given freed in the drug trade as one of the consumer. Many of its franchised
quently.
most complete, most desirable,and dealers have come to agree that
best-promoted lines of its kind. De Free products are unsurpassed
HINTS ON FEEDING DOGS
Now covering 38 different formu- in building consumer loyalty.
Here are a few good rules which
las, the name was conceived in
In the opinion of many drug
1927 for perhaps the first satis- merchandising experts, the De should be rememberedin feeding
factory vitamin
concentrate Free type of agency selling is all puppies:
1. Feed often and little.About
niade and sold in commercial coming to be a virtual essentialin
quantities.“Vitamin B" had been modern drugstoreoperation. The four times a day. Never feed
recognized and named only a few druggist has no protection when enough to distend the stomach.
years before, and had been em- he sells an open-market,national- 2. Feed regularlyat approxiployed on an experimentalbasis ly advertised product; the cus- mately the same times each day
by a few workers in the Orient, tomer can obtain his next bottle and from clean pans or dishes.
where "beriberi” or nutritional or box at any competing drug 3. Keep fresh water availablefor
polyneuritis was common due to store, or even at his neighborhood puppies and see that it is frequentand Mrs. Henry De Kidder and
ly renewed.Don’t allow a pup to
family. Alvin De Kidder is home Company,” the company now the universal consumptionof white supermarketwhich is rapidly takpolished
rice
as
a
principal
in- ing over distribution of many gorge himself with water.
serves
several
thousand
franchised
on leave from Great Lakes Naval
4. For the proper development
products once intended for drugretail drug stores located in vir- gredient of the diet.
Training Center.
of a pup's jaw, give him a good,
The
first
“Wheatamin”
item
store
sale.
tually
every
state
of
the
union.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen De Vries
As the De Free people explain, hard knuckle bone to chew and
and family and Mrs. Hilda De Since 1932. the corporationhas was a product representing an exgnaw on at least once a week. It
Vries and family and Mrs. Hilda been headed by Willis A. Diekema tract of wheat germ. The name “The retail druggist today, as alwill also provide him with a little
was
later
employed
for
a
more
ways,
prefers
to
sell
exclusive
of
Holland
as
president.
Daniel
Ten
De Vries had as their guests at
excitement.
a Christmasdinner on Sunday, Mr. Cate is vice president,and Corne- stable concentrate of rice polish- products that he can proudly
5. Do not give the dog tidbits of
ings,
and
is
now
extended
as
a
recommend
from
the
background
lius
vander
Meulen,
assistant
secreand Mrs. Joe De Vries and Gary,
Mrs. Kathryn Klomp and Gerrit tary. These officerswith Clarence brand name to cover most of the of his own professional training food between his regular meal
and ethics. We give him those hours.
Jalving, president of the Peoples company's vitamin production
DeWitt.
6. If you are feeding more than
including
some
of
the
most
adproducts, and we can prove to
State
Bank,
comprise
the
present
Jack Forsten of Holland is spendvanced and complete multi-vita- him that they're better. As a re- one puppy, feed them separately so
ing a few days at the home of board of directors.
Other officers and department min-mineralformulastoday avail- sult, he finds himself in a better that the larger and stronger pups
Kon Blauwkamp.
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Til and heads include John Kettlewell,as- able. In the trade, however, De competitive position, able to count will not steal from the weaker.
family were holiday guests Monday sistant to the president; Lloyd C. Free is distinguished for its con- on the customer’s loyalty to himat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jay Brackett, vice president and direc- tinued emphasis on natural vita- self and to the merchandise he THE QUESTION BOX
Question: How many times do
tor of sales; James De Free, vice min B sources, available in the sees fit to recommend.’’
Bruischat.
form
of
“Wheatamin
Extract”
and
you
think a puppy should be wormpresident
in
charge
of
the
vitamin
As
it
enters
1956,
its
50th
anniMr. and Mrs. Gerald dipping of
California, arc visiting their par- division-Dr. Andrew M. Hyma, "Wheatamin Dried Yeast,” and versary year, The De Free Com- ed his first year? — G. L. P.
Answer: It is advisable to worm
ents, Mr. and Mrs. A! dipping, laboratory director;Joseph C. added in significantquantities as pany is increasing its sales force
Rhea, sales manager; Maurice R. balancing and potentiatingsupport and announcingplans for an ela- a puppy every four months until
former residents of Harlem.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Blauwkamp Quick, director of advertising and to other formulas marketed in cap- borate, continuing program of ad- he is one year of age. He should
be wormed twice during his second
and sons Ronald and Ricky attend- trade relations;Cornelius Bergen, sules.
Closely associated with the comyear and once a year thereafter.
ed a family Christmas party at credit manager;- Jud Hohl, head of
Question: How much cod liver
the home of Mr. and Airs. Ben the sales service department; pany’s progress to an honored posioil should I mix in my cocker
Verne C. Hohl, art director; John tion in the vitamin field is James
Blauwkamp Monday evening.
Fullman
Fellows spaniel’s food and how often should
Emmick, superintendent;Gary DePree, who heads its vitamin
division.
For
many
years
he
has
Boeve,
purchasing
agent;
Dwight
I give him this
— G. L.
Lodge
has
installed
the
following
Largest tropicaltrees are found
Ferris, comptroller; Oscar Alberta, maintained close personal rela- officers: Roy Pacer, Royal Grand:
Answer: A tablespoonful mixed
in South America.
head of bookkeepingdivision; tionshipswith the nation's leaders
Dick Jeris, vice-Grand; George in his regular food three or four
Henry C. ("Spriggs"/ TeRoller; in nutritionalresearch and clinitimes a week in the winter should
trafficmanager; Louis Lawrence, cal nutrition. As a result, he is Chatterson, recordingsecretary; be sufficient. During the summer
Michigan districtsales director. constantly in demand as an au- Bryan Dragor, treasurer,and Vic- months once or twice a week will
Several of the present employes thoritativespeaker on nutritionaltor Jones, trustee.
prove satisfactoryand beneficial.
have served the company 40 years subjects for medical societiesand
Pullman
Rebekah
Lodge
installpharmaceuticalorganizations.
or more.
ed officers as follows: Noble Soldier
4
Old-timersin Holland may re- Many of the company’s successful
member the company's earliest vitamin formulas are the result of Grand, Mrs. Emily Dragor; vice- For Reckless Driving
Grand, Mrs. Mary Ann Carlson;
product, manufacturedat first over his exhaustive knowledge and
recordingsecretary, Mrs. Wilma
the drugstore owned by the found- background in this new field of
GRAND
(Special)
Anderson; finance secretary,Mrs.
er located at the southwest comer science.
Robert N. Rose, 17, route 1,
Kathryn Hurlbut; treasurer, Mrs.
of Central Ave. and Eighth St. The
Of late years, The F-e Free ComNunica, soldier in the U.S. Army
Thelma Pacer, and staff captain, spending his furlough at home,
product was a formaldehydefumi- pany has again taken the lead in
gator, invented by the late Con De recognizing the importanceof cer- Walter Mahanke.
appeared in Municipal Court
Doyle Erkenbeek of Chicago Thursday afternoon on a reckless
Free, and consistingof a stamped tain nutritionalfactors, to the sometal housing for a paraffintaper, called “adaptation syndrome.”This spent the Christmasholidays with driving charge and was sentenced
which provided heat for a flat is the common reaction to stress his foster mother, Mrs Ina Reams, to pay $75 fine and $5.70 costs or
metal salve box containing a soli- and strain, a concept recently given south of Pullman.
serve four days in county jail. # „
Mrs Grace Burrows,who is now
dified formaldehydecompound.
prominence by the lectures of Dr.
The fine and costs have not been
De Free’s Formaldehyde Fumi- Hans Selye and wide employment at the home of her son, Lewis paid.
gator became famous overnight.It of adrenal cortex hormones in the Burrows in Bangor, spent ChristHe also surrenderedhis operarapidly achieved nation-wide ac- treatment of the rheumatic dis- mas at the. home of her son-in-law tor’s license to the court for 30
ceptanceby state and city health eases. Only a year ago, in January and daughter, Mr and Mrs. Glenn days. Rose, who has been ticketed
on three previous occasionsfor
departments, which employed it in 1955, De Free introduced a novel Haynes of South Haven.
The Calvin Burch family of trafficviolations this year, was
fabulous quantitiesas a means of and exclusive vitamin formula,
disinfectinghomes after cases of "Pan-Ascorin,” Intended to help Pullman, route X had their an- allegedly racing with another car
communicabledisease. Its use maintain normal adrenal cortex nual Christmasdinner on Christ- during the noon hour Thursday
spread to schools and rooms em- nutritionand activityunder condi- mas day, while the Mark Beaty and when he got to the intersection
ployed for public gatherings, and tions of stress and in the treat- family gathered at their home of US-31 and Robbins Rd., in atat one time every Pullman sleep- ment of diseases associated with south of Fennville for a holiday tempting to make the turn, took a
wheel off the front of the car he
ing car was thoroughly fumigiated systematicstress. The new prod- dinner and gift exchange
Servicesat the Pullman Con- was driving.City police made the
by this device at the close of each uct already has achieved wide
,
,
medical acceptance and useful- gregationalChurch are held at
10 a.m., Sunday School 11a.m.
Rose must report back to Fort
Success of the initial product ness.
led almost immediately to the conIn August, 1950, the company Worship Service. The Rev. John Leonard Wood, Mo., Jan. 2.
struction of the center section of launched “Nullo,” the first all- Willes is pastor.
Harvard universitylibraries conthe present plant. The fumigator pose full-strengthchlorophyll deoretained much of its early accep- dorant tablet to be offered to the
The speed of the Ostrich is said tain nearly six million volumes.
tance for many years, although to- public.Introductionof this product to exceed 60 miles an hour, but
day soap, sunlight, and fresh air occu^ed just as an articleon the that Is not for a long-sustained Denver
iver k known as the “Mile
are recognized as efficient enemies deodozan
High City.*
ant qualitiesof chlorophyll,
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